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Experimental proof of biological value of aronia berries
Alla Kuksa, Galyna Simakhina
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The wild-growing fruit and berries are the rich source of vitamins,
carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, organic acids, aromatics, minerals, and others. As the
curative raw and foodstuff component, they are valuable due to the complex of biologically
active substances that have the capillary-strengthening, anti-sclerotic, hypotensive, antiinflammation, and hormonal action.
Materials and methods. The authors of this work used the standard physical and
chemical methods of estimating the plant raw, which are the Bertrand half-micro method
modified by Bierry to determine the sugars’ sum; calcium-pectate method to determine the
pectin substances; titration of the samples by 0.1 n. solution of sodium hydroxide to define
the general content of organic acids; method based on the ascorbic acid’s ability to restore
the 2.6-dichlorphenolindophenol cyan solution into colorless compound to define the
ascorbic acid content.
Results and Discussion. The analysis of the data published recently evidence that the
main biological value of wild berries (including aronia) is represented by pectin substances,
organic acids, sugars, ascorbic acid, polyphenol compounds, and mineral substances.
It is well-known that organic acids like apple, lemon, and oxalic, are prevalent in fruit.
Amber, fumaric, vinous, cinchona, chlorogenous and other similar acids are present in
smaller amounts. Aronia berries are not an exception – lemon acid is dominant in them, less
are present apple, cinchona, and amber acids. All of these acids are extremely important for
human organism normal functioning, as they support the acid and alkaline balance, oppress
the harmful bacteria’s activity, and protect the organism from nuclear damages.
The aronia berries’ attractiveness to use in food technologies and production of polyfunctional enriching substances is based on their ability to accumulate not only the
significant amounts of ascorbic acid, but also the polyphenol compounds, because the
mentioned combination is the most efficient for human organism functioning.
The mechanism of flavonoids activity is defined as blocking the metals’ catalytic
influence by constraining them into stable complexes that are resistant to any chemical
reactions. The flavonoids help the organism to spend ascorbic acid more economically. The
flavonoids’ ability to strengthen the vessel membranes and regulate their penetrability is
universally recognized. There was also proved that the effect of flavonoids’ influence on
capillaries gets maximally intensive with simultaneous introduction of ascorbic acid.
According to all of the listed criteria, aronia berries should take the priority place among
high-vitamin plants and therefore be used widely in food and pharmaceutical industries.
Conclusions. The experimental data show that wild growing berries (including aronia)
are very rich source of a complex of biologically active substances, which would allow
obtaining the new foodstuff with increased biological value.
References
1. Liberty Bailey (2005), The Standard Encyclopedia of Horticulture, available at :
www.dfg.ca.gov/keepmewild/docs/gardenersguide.pdf
2. Galyna Simakhina, Nataliia Naumenko (2007), Black Currant as a Non-traditional
Plant Raw Material, Produkty i ingredienty, 4(35), pp. 30-32.
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Studies concerning addition of inulin on the sensorial and physicochemical properties
of yogurt
Ariadna-Elena Corobco, Roxana-Iuliana Buta, Adriana Dabija
Faculty of Food Engineering, Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Suceava, Romania
Introduction. Yogurt is a very popular dairy product in most countries, it is
considered a healthy product and enjoys a positive reputation in the minds of consumers.
From the technological viewpoint, yogurt results from the production of lactic acid during
the bacterial fermentation of lactose by the starter culture.
Materials and methods. The aim of this study was to determine the effects of inulin
on sensorial and physicochemical properties of probiotic yogurt samples. Different ratios of
inulin were analyzed for effects on sensorial and physicochemical properties of yogurt
during the storage at 4°C for 14 days.
Results and discussion. The metabolic activity of fermentation varies greatly
depending on the operational parameters, time and temperature, used during the
fermentation process. In recent years, an increase has been observed in consumption of
probiotic fermented dairy products for nutritional value and therapeutic benefits. Prebiotics
are non-digestible dietary components that stimulate growth and activity of useful
microorganisms (probiotics) in the gastrointestinal tract. Generally, prebiotics increase the
number and activity of bifidobacteria and lactic acid bacteria. The most important
prebiotics are carbohydrates glucans, fructans and mannans. Inulin (type fructans) is an
indigestible carbohydrate consisting of fructooligosaccharides that is a natural prebiotic
agent derived from several fruits and vegetables. Inulin is generally obtained from chicory
roots using extraction and used to replace fat while improving taste and mouth feel of dairy
products. The incorporation of inulin in reduced milk-fat yogurts modified their
physicochemical, sensory and rheological properties.
Conclusions. The present work dealt with the effect of inulin as a prebiotic, inulin
has a special behaviour on sensorial and physicochemical properties of yogurt. Adding
inulin in the process of production the yogurt improves the sensorial and physicochemical
properties.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
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Walnut milk: preparation, analysis and perspectives
Cristina Popovici*, Alexei Baerle, Pavel Tatarov
Technical University of Moldova, Faculty of Food Technologies, 168 Stefan cel Mare Ave.,
MD 2004, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova, *cristina.popovici@toap.utm.md
Introduction. Lactose intolerance (or dairy intolerance) is a frequent digestive
problem. It is caused when a person does not have an enzyme called lactase, which breaks
down the natural sugar found in animal milk and milk products. To prevent this problem a
soy-based products were consumed as alternative [2]. In recent years, there has been a
switch away towards other plant variants. The market has increasingly benefited from the
perceived health and taste benefits of non-dairy products. For example, the US dairy milk
market has declined for 7 % in 2015. Non-dairy milk offerings continue to see strong
growth, with gains of 9 percent in 2015 to reach $1.9 billion [1].
Materials and methods. As components for obtaining experimental samples of
vegetable milk walnuts of cultivars Calarash and Kogylnichanu were used. The technology
of walnut milk included following main steps: primary walnut preparation, extraction
procedure and homogenization. Standard methods of analysis have been applied for
evaluation of walnut milk chemical composition, basic quality properties as well as
microstructure and rheological behavior.
Results and discussions. In the analysis it was determined the total protein content of
1.3g in 100 g of walnut milk. The fat content of the milk is 18g in 100g. Study gives a
detailed analysis of the fatty acid composition of the product by GC-chromatography; 20
fatty acids were found. The highest content is in the mono- and polyunsaturated fatty acids,
namely the linoleic, linolenic and arachidonic acids, which are of great nutritive and
biological value. Analysis of walnut milk microstructure showed that dimensions of oil
drops in walnut milk are distributed in normal mode. Sizes of drops are in the range of
0.45…5.40 microns. The major part of oil volume is formed by drops with an average
diameter of 2.70 microns. Rheological parameters play a key role in the definition of
textural and sensory perception of a new product. Results showed that the inner structures
of the walnut milk samples were not significantly modified during the first days of storage
at 4…6 ºC. Viscosities of the walnut milk samples increased after the third day of storage.
Conclusions. These studies showed high potential and positive view on walnut milk
production, in agreement with the current demand of healthy products. These results offer
new interesting expectations to continue with this research line and demand the application
of advanced technologies to provide better quality of the product, being the main challenge
to be faced in future studies.
Acknowledgments
This work was done in the framework of Project 15.817.02.30A “Development of
methods and techniques for modernization of nuts (Juglans Regia L.) processing
technology using their biologically active constituents in the functional foods”, cofounded
by the Academy of Science and by the Technical University of Moldova.
1.
2.

References
Packaged Facts. Dairy alternative beverages in the U.S.: Soy milk, almond milk, rice milks and
other dairy milk alternatives.
Cristina Popovici, Alexei Baerle, Pavel Tatarov (2016), Innovation strategies to walnut milk
production. Proceedings of the 3d International Conference “Modern Technologies in the Food
Industry - 2016”, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova, ISBN 978-9975-87-138-9, pp. 256-261.
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Prospects of development and producing Bio-Aliments from walnuts Juglans regia
Valeria Hincu, Tatiana Capcanari
Faculty of Technology and Management in Food Industry, Technical University of
Moldova, 168 Stefan cel Mare blvd., MD 2004 Chisinau, Republic of Moldova
In modern world the emphasis is on quality of products not quantity. Bio-aliments are
now a giant trend because it puts human’s health and well-being as a priority. Organic
production means the use of methods that respects all rules set up by Regulation at all
stages of production, processing and distribution.
In Moldova walnut trees are common. Grace to perfect environmental conditions in last
few years this agricultural field became popular and profitable in our country.
After ripping of fruit walnut goes to the primary processing station, where it is washed
from debris residues in special “walnut washing machine”. Further, the shelled walnuts
enters the special zone called “walnut drying”, no more than 30 C. After the drying, the
walnut passes through the “walnut cracking machine”, where the shell collapses. Next the
whole mass passes though the “walnut aspiration machine”, where takes place separation of
shell from walnut septum, nut dust and crumbs. After the shell are removed, the kernels are
dried to 6% moisture, as stipulated by the International Quality Standards. Then the walnut
is fed to the “walnut calibration machine”, where the nut kernel is calibrated by fractions on
the Light Halves, Light Quarters, Light Pieces, as well as darker fractions- Amber Mix, in
which there are quarters and small pieces. Before packing, the walnut passes through the
“walnut optic separator”, that allows to separate all nuts that do not respond to requirements
of the standard order.
Quality of any production is carefully checked in order to avoid discrepancy with
standard requirements. The classic examination are held on: Arsenic, Lead, Aflatoxins,
Cesium, Strontium. But to the Bio-aliments requirements are higher. Consequently this
excludes all harmful for human’s health substances and chemicals. Therefore in the course
of not less than three years is applied a rigorous control of quality. Not only soil
composition is verified, as well are leaves, fruits, water etc. Only after this the products can
be considered BIO. In modern society Bio-aliments are a big trend because this product
holds more minerals, vitamins and bio-active elements and also are a profitable investment.
In last few years it became more and more popular and has great perspectives in our
country. Walnuts have a great nutritious capacity, that’s why it is appreciated all over the
world.
References
Gerasimia Tsasi, Tanja Milošević-Ifantis, Helen Skaltsa (2016), Phytochemical Study of Juglans
regia L. Pericarps from Greece with a Chemotaxonomic Approach, Journal Chemistry &
biodiversity, 13(12), pp. 1636–1640.
2. Pedro J. Martínez-García, Marc W. Crepeau (2016), The walnut (Juglans regia) genome
sequence reveals diversity in genes coding for the biosynthesis of non-structural polyphenols,
The Plant Journal. Society for Experimental Biology, 87(5), pp. 507–532.
1.
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Development of berries storage technology by freezing
Anastasia Baran, Tatiana Capcanari
Faculty of Technology and Management in Food Industry, Technical University of
Moldova, 168 Stefan cel Mare blvd., MD 2004 Chisinau, Republic of Moldova
Introduction. The elaboration of technologies for food storage is one of the priority
directions of development of the food-processing industry. A definite place among
technologies of food storage is occupied by method of freezing with cold which in
comparison with others methods keeps the properties of the product practically intact. It
was established that during freezing and storage nutritive elements of vegerables are
izolated and losses are insignificant. The main objective of this study was the research of
influence of cold treatment on horticultural products, especially preserving of biological
value, comparing to other storage methods such as sterilization.
Materials and research methods. This method of freezing was examinated and
analized in cannery’s base „Kapmol-fruit” (Lublin, Poland). For more corect results of
research were collected and analized berries from different families like. The technology of
food storage method by freezing with cold of berries consists from following step: receipt
and washing raw of materials, preliminary preparation, freezing at t = -240C and storage at
t = - 180C. The main object of this research was analysis of biological and nutritional value
of freezing berries. These results were compared with other results, which were obtained
by another method of storage as sterilization. After defrost of berries the organoleptic
indices were analyzed.
Results and discussions. Researches of the biological value of frozen berries
indicate, that modification of A vitamine, Ca and proteins were much less in horticultural
products than in sterilized. The content of lipids is the same constant in both methods. The
smell, taste and color of vegetable correspond to the original data. Vegetables form has not
been changed. The experimental data are shown in table 1.
Table 1. Biological value and quality parameters of
berries samples stored by different methods
Barberry
Blackcurrant
The
parameter
Fresh
Sterilized
Frozen
Fresh
Sterilized Frozen
name
samples samples
samples samples samples
samples
Carbohydrates, % 6
4
5
7
3
4
Protein, %
0,9
0,6
0,7
1,1
0,9
1.0
Lipids, %
0,2
0,2
0,2
0,3
0,3
0,3
Ca, mg %
10
8
9
11
8
9
C vitamin, mg%
236
220
230
139
120
134
A vitamin, mg
820
754
810
600
569
598
The present study results show that nutrients losses of defrost berries samples are
insignificant in comparison with another methods of storage.
Conclutions. Biological value and quality parameters of frozen berries samples stored
by researched method during all recommended period of storage and after defrost remain
intact. It was proved that researched method of storage is efficient, easy to manage and
ensure a high quality of product.
References
1. Bhunia Kim Taitt (2014), High Throughput Screening for Food Safety Assessment, 1st Edition.
Biosensor Technologie., Hyperspectral Imaging and Practical Applications. Woodhead Publishing.
2. Özlem Tokuşoğlu, Barry G. Swanson (2014), Improving Food Quality with Novel Food Processing
Technologies. CRC Press.
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Organic baby food in the Republic of Belarus: current situation and development
mechanism
Katsiaryna Pashkova
Belarusian State Agrarian Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Significant changes have taken place in the last decades in the structure
of nutrition in most developed countries. The consumer strives to minimize cooking at
home, using more and more prepared products. This also affected the areas of baby food.
Following the global trend on the use of organic products, the introduction of organic
products can lead to the success of baby food manufacturer.
Materials and methods. It was studied the world experience of introduction of
organic food and the opportunity to apply this experience in the Republic of Belarus.
Methods of analysis, comparison, extrapolation were used.
Results and discussion. For the successful promotion of products for child nutrition is
necessary to organize its release through the use of science-based formulations in organic
produce. Since 2008, the European Union has seen a 10 per cent increase in sales of organic
products. Moreover, the market for these products was practically not affected by the
financial and economic crisis that affected almost all sectors of the economic activity of
countries, which is a clear evidence of the demand for organic products from the
population, which consciously makes its choice in favor of organic products. Due to the
active production in the Republic of Belarus of meat and dairy products, a key factor of
success include the presence of attention to organic livestock. However, organic farming
can not be avoided either.
For organic products is very important certification. Unfortunately, the Republic of
Belarus does not have its own certifying organization. The legislative basis for organic
nutrition is only being formed. There is only a draft law, a draft sign "organic product".
In order for organic products to be developed on the territory of the Republic of
Belarus, it is necessary that organic farming be started in the beginning, and 3 years after
the land and crops are recognized organic - organic livestock. This requires the possibility
of certification of products as organic in the territory of the Republic of Belarus, the
availability of qualified personnel, government support and availability requirements of the
relevant products (free market niche).
Conclusion. World producers of baby food, satisfying the needs of the market,
successfully produce ready-to-eat baby food products with minimal preparation. This
allows mothers to save time, releasing it to solve other actual problems associated with
raising children, work, etc. To achieve maximum competitiveness, Belarusian producers of
baby food need to introduce organic products into their assortment. But it will not work
without a system organization. There should be a mechanism for the development of
organic baby food in the Republic of Belarus, which provides a comprehensive solution of
problems of organic baby food in the Republic of Belarus.
References
1. Food and health in Europe: a new basis for action. WHO Regional Publications. European
series - № 96. Available at:
http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/74421/E82161R.pdf.
2. Global Baby Food Market, Available at: http://www.marketsandmarkets.com/MarketReports/baby-food-global-market-77.htm
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Study on antioxidant capacity and total polyphenolic content of Mentha piperita
Alexandra Ghinjul, Oana-Alexandra Cozlac, Maria Poroch - Serițan
Faculty of Food Engineering, ”Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, ROMANIA
Introduction. The present study aimed to evaluate the free radical scavenging activity
and total polyphenolic content of Mentha piperita. Since antiquity it known, Mentha
piperita in fresh and dried form was used and is still used frequently in therapy, cosmetics,
but also in food, due to its particular olfactory and pharmacological actions develop
following administration. The effect of Mentha piperita compounds on food has become
much more important since the analgesic, anti-inflammatory, antipyretic, antifungal,
antioxidant and healing properties was demonstrated by scientific researches (Balakrishnan,
2015; Shah & Mello, 2004).
Materials and methods. Fresh and dried samples of Mentha piperita (purchased from
Suceava, Romania) were analyzed in this study. The vegetable samples were washed with
tap water, then weighed and suspended into a 35% v/v ethanolic solution, and finally
extracted at 80°C for 2 hours (Bârlă et al., 2014). The absorbance of the reactions mixtures
was read using UV-VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer - Shimadzu).
Results and discussion. Highlight the method DPPH* is based on the reaction with
electron donating or hydrogen radicals (H*) producing compounds/antioxidants. FolinCiocalteu method is based on the reduction of a phosphotungsten- phophomolybdate
complex by phenolics to blue reaction products. Free radical scavenging capacity of the
extracts was found to increase with increasing antioxidants concentrations. The reduction of
DPPH* is directly proportional to the amount of antioxidant present in the reaction mixture.
The DPPH radical scavenging activity was found to be 51.54±0.27% with an IC50 value of
19.3 µg/ml for fresh Mentha extract and 31.84±0.43% with an IC50 value of 11.54 µg/ml
for dried Mentha extract. Gallic acid used as a standard for total phenolic content per gram
of mass (Kumar et al., 2008). The total phenolic content of the fresh Mentha extracts was
found to be 8.22±0.74 mg/g GAE, and 5.16±0.32 mg/g GAE in dried Mentha extract,
respectively. Similarly research on total polyphenolic content and antioxidant activity of
Mentha piperita were conducted by Atanassova et al., 2011.
Conclusions. The results indicate once again the veracity of numerous studies, giving
consumers the confidence to use Mentha piperita in food products, pharmacy and
cosmetics.
References
1. Balakrishnan A., (2015), Therapeutic Uses of Peppermint –A Review, J. Pharm. Sci. &
Res., 7(7), pp. 474-476.
2. Shah P.P., Mello P. M., (2004), A review of medicinal uses and pharmacological effects of
Mentha piperita, Natural Product Radiance, 3(4), pp. 214 – 221.
3. Bârlă G.F., Poroch – Serițan M., Sănduleac (Tudosi) E., Ciornei (Ştefăroi) S. E., (2014),
Antioxidant activity and total phenolic content in ALLIUM URSINUM and RANUNCULUS
FICARIA, Food and Environment Safety, XIII(4), pp. 349 – 353.
4. Kumar S., Kumar D., Prakash O., (2008), Evaluation of antioxidant potential, phenolic and
flavonoid contents of Hibiscus tiliaceus flowers, Journal of Environmental, Agricultural and Food
Chemistry, 7(4), pp. 2863-2871.
5. Atanassova M., Georgieva S., Ivancheva K., (2011), Total phenolic and total flavonoid
contents, antioxidant capacity and biological contaminants in medicinal herbs, Journal of the
University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy, 46(1), pp. 81-88.
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Improving the quality yogurt by addition pea fibre
George Andrei, Renata Triguc, Adriana Dabija
Faculty of Food Engineering, Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Suceava, Romania
Introductions. Consumption of fermented milk products, as a healthy and nutritious
food has a long tradition. Yogurt is a fermented dairy product obtained by lactic acid
fermentation of milk by the action of yogurt starter bacteria and is the most popular
fermented milk throughout the world. The highest production or consumption of yogurt is
in Mediterranean, Asian countries, and in central Europe. After 1990s probiotic bacteria
and prebiotics are added to yogurt and it is often used as a carrier for probiotic or prebiotic.
The most common prebiotics include inulin, oligofructosaccharides and different fibre
which are found in many vegetables, including onion, asparagus, Jerusalem artichoke and
so on.
Materials and methods. The aim of the present work was to relate the sensory
(especially texture) characteristics of yogurts with added pea fibre. Pea was used
successfully as the source of starch and fibre in various food products: a prebiotic in the
manufacture of fermented, to obtain meat products with improved protein content, baking
products with reduced fat and sugar content. The different samples were formulated by
addition pea fibre 1-5%. The samples were placed in glass yogurt jars and placed in a
yogurt-maker. After a period of 6 h, the samples reached pH values of 4.5–4.6. The jars
were individually covered and stored at 4–5°C for 14 days.
Results and discussion. Firmness and syneresis are important quality parameters for
yogurt products. Fibre of various sources is added yogurt because of its water-holding
capacity and its ability to increase the production yield, reduce the lipid retention, improve
textural properties and structure, and reduce caloric content by acting as bulking agent.
Fortifying yogurt with pea fibre is of increasing interest to create functional foods with
health benefits and improve their functionality. Fortifying yogurt with pea fibre would
complement its healthy properties. The maximum acceptable amount of date fibre in
fortified yogurt with potential beneficial health effects is 3%. This research evaluated the
effect of pea fibre on yogurt quality.
Conclusions. In addition to pea fibre in yogurt significantly affects the composition,
flavour, texture and other sensory characteristics, as well as viability of microorganisms of
the final products.
References
1. Stone, A., et al. (2015), Functional Properties of Protein Isolates from Different
Pea Cultivars, Food Science and Biotechnology, 24(3), pp. 827-833
2. Gahruie, H.H., et al. (2015), Scientific and technical aspects of yogurt
fortification, Food Science and Human Wellness, 4, pp.1–8
3. Morell, P, et al. (2015), How is an ideal satiating yogurt described? A case study
with added-protein yogurts, Food Research Internation al, 78, pp. 141–147
4. Kent, R. & Doherty, S. (2014), Probiotic bacteria in infant formula and follow-up
formula: Microencapsulation using milk and pea proteins to improve microbiological
quality, Food Research International, 64, pp. 567–576
5. Brummer, Y. et al., Structural and functional characteristics of dietary fibre in
beans, lentils, peas and chickpeas, Food Research International, 67, pp. 117–125
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Development and characterization of edible films from mixtures of alginates, agar and
starch
Roxana Puşcăşelu, Sonia Amariei
Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Suceava, Romania
Introduction. Biobased packaging materials have become a good alternative to
conventional packaging materials. Films obtained from natural resources are suitable for
food or nonfood packaging due to their renewability, degradability and edibility.
Materials and methods. Different proportions of alginates, agar and starch have been
used to prepared glycerol plasticized edible films. Studies have sought to determinate the
optical and physical properties, and the water solubility, as well.
Results and discussion. The films were obtained by casting method, from sodium
alginate, agar, starch from wheat, and glycerol. There were dried during 40-48 hours
maintenance at ambient temperature. There were easily removed from the drying surface,
were smooth, fine, without particularly smell or odor. The film thickness varied with
ingredients; samples with more starch in the structure were thicker (35.8 µm) than those
made with more agar (55.2 µm).
The optical properties were influenced by the composition, as well. Thus, the color of
the films was yellowish, but the luminosity increased with the increase of sodium alginate
content. The microstructure indicates a homogenous matrix, without pores or cracks. The
film obtained from 2 g of alginate and 1 g of agar presents a good mechanical resistance
and elasticity. Samples made with larger amount of agar were less water soluble than those
obtained from sodium alginates or starch. Even so, the films obtained from starch and
alginate, because of their better mechanical resistance, but higher hydrophilic character, can
be used as edible soluble packaging material for products such as instant beverages,
pouches for dried fruits or vegetables, which dissolves completely into hot water, while the
product. The agar-based films are suitable for products with high water activity or which
are stored in humid places.
Conclusions. The study evidenced that edible materials obtained from biopolymers
are a real alternative to conventional synthetic packaging. Depending on the composition
and the ingredients used, they may be intended hydrophobic or hydrophilic products.
References
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Analysis of the quality of yogurts of the domestic manufacturers
Karyna Kuchurian
Yuriy Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University, Ukraine
Introduction. Not all the manufacturers of yoghurt production follow the rules, that, in
turn, leads to poor quality. The standards are mostly outdated, many manufacturers produce
products according to the specifications. Therefore, the question of yogurt quality is very
topical/is a question of urgent importance [1-3]. The quality of yogurts of different
manufacturers was investigated/has been investigated in this work/ in our research.
Materials and methods of investigation. The objects of research are the yogurts of
different manufacturers, their quality was assessed by evaluated using the organoleptic
(appearance, color, taste and odor) and physico-chemical parameters (volumetric
determination of acidity, the mass fraction of lactose, sucrose, etc.). The samples of yogurt
falsification were investigated, in particular, the presence of water on the starch, and
sodium nitrate. In the process of the yogurt falsification water density is reduced (less than
1.027 g / cm3), dry residue, acidity. The analysis of the yogurt quality was conducted in
accordance with the Law of Ukraine "On the safety and quality of food" and according to
ISO 4343: 2004 "Yogurt. General specifications ".
Results and consideration. Organoleptic analysis of the samples of yogurt showed
that indicators such as appearance, color and taste meet regulatory requirements of ISO
4343: 2004 "Yogurt. General specifications ". The evaluation results showed that the
consistence of the yogurt (sample №3) was too liquid, and sample №2 had some gassing.
Titrated acidity is a criterion for evaluating the freshness and naturalness of dairy products,
yogurt and normalized in the range of 80 to 140 ° T. Titrated acidity of all the studied
samples ranges from 80 ÷ 92 ° T exceed which meets regulatory requirements. The highest
value of acidity was determined for the sample №1; the lowest for the sample №5.
With the help of semiquantitative method we determined the presence of nitrates in
drinkable yoghurts - samples №1 and №3, which may indicate the fraud products. It was
found out that samples №2 and №3 didn’t curdled in the process of heating them in a water
bath, that aroused doubts(suspicions) whether they really contain milk, that, in fact, is the
main component of yogurt. However. the soda and starch were not found in the investigated
samples, except those yogurts where it was provided in recipes and stated in part a
composition.
Conclusions. So, the results of our research showed that the quality of the all
investigated samples, except №3, were satisfactory, as evidenced by organoleptic and
physico-chemical parameters.
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Technology of wellness confectionery fruit and vegetable based
Kutsokon Olga Yu., Stepanova Anna A. 1
Svidlo K.V 1, Dyakov A.G 2
1 - Kharkiv Trade and Economic Institute of Kyiv National
University of Trade and Economics
2 - Kharkiv State University of Food Technology and Trade
Introduction. Today one of the major problems of humankind is unbalanced diet. So
the priority technology of restaurant products is the creation of innovative technologies for
the production of products, which have low calorie and high biological value.
Materials and Methods. The object of research is the technology of baked biscuit
basin and bushe, which replaced with the flour of pumpkin powder, carrot, banana, kiwi,
obtained by drying the mixed heat input (MHI-drying).
The purpose of research is to develop scientifically observed of the confectionery
technology, baked biscuit based semi finished using with fruit and vegetable raw materials
obtained MHI-drying.
The research is to study the physical, chemical and organoleptic characteristics, the rate
of recovery, alkalinity and moisture.
Results. Fruit and vegetable raw materials, chosen as a subject of study have all the
necessary substances for normal functioning of the human body and available products in
Ukraine. Their biological value due to the high content of vitamins, trace elements and is a
source of beneficial dietary fiber (fiber and pectin). Therefore, this raw material is widely
used in dietary and health care food.
To save the most efficient use of nutrients MHI-drying, which cannot only convert the
product into fine powder food long-term storage, but enough to keep a high level of
vitamins and minerals.
Conclusion. From our point of view, the prospect of these studies on the use of fruit
and vegetable raw MHI-drying in the production of confectionery products, including
baked biscuit semi finished bush is a need to preserve carotenoids pumpkin and carrot by
making powders directly mixed with butter. And for baked biscuit semi finished basic
addition kiwi to a whipping and banana powder to flour mixture.
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Features of making the wine for cognac in France
Anastasiia Honcharenko, Irina Melnik
Odesa National Academy of Food Technologies, Odesa, Ukraine
Introduction. To make a cognac it is necessary to use the cognac wine materials which
were made with special technologies. That will allow to create the beverage style with its
special features, but also with chemical and organoleptic composition.
Materials and methods. The research subject were the technologies of cognac wine
materials in France (Leonard winery, Grande Champagne region), which were made from
the grape varieties like the most widely planted Ugni Blanc, although Folle Blanche and
Colombard are also found.
Results and discussion. The Cognac is a distilled beverage which usually contain
about 40% alcohol (rarely more). The material for this is dry wine, produced with the
special technology. Caramel, sugar and an oak extract called boise are permitted additives
to cognac to give a correct color, to round the taste and to give an impression of extended
wood ageing to younger cognacs with easy vanilla tone and harmonious taste. In
accordance with the rules of the World market cognac can be produced only in France in
the Cognac Delimited region covers the Charente-Maritime and most of the Charente
departments.
The main feature in the cognac wine materials production in France is terroir. The
terroir is the set of all environmental factors that affect a crop's phenotype, unique
environment contexts and farming practices, when the crop is grown in a specific habitat.
Collectively, these contextual characteristics are said to have a character; terroir also refers
to this character of drink. Three kinds of grape are grown in cognac: Ugni Blanc, Folle
Blanche and Colombard.
The wine also has two essential features: a high acidity level, and a low alcohol
content. About 4 to 8 days after the beginning of fermentation, the wines for Cognac
contain from 5,3 to 10,5% alcohol (in average 7,9% alcohol). The total acidity is from 3,9
to 11,5 g/l and is 6,9 g/l in average. The volatile acidity is to 0,25 g/l. According to
technological instruction of Cognac wine materials producing the amount of dry extract is
from 12,6 to 22 g/l (in the average 18 g/l).
The fermentation of must for Cognac wine materials it is necessary to make at a
temperature 16-22 °С. It is necessary to maintain the temperature in this range for making
stable fermentation process. Nitrogen is also added to help start fermentation. After alcohol
fermentation, there is also a malolactic fermentation which give secondary flavors include
banana and strawberry. If at the beginning of malolactic fermentation, the wine materials
contained 33 mg/l of tartaric, 97 mg/l of malic and 10 mg/l of lactic acid. Then after malolactic fermentation the amount of tartaric acid became 31 mg/l and 54,7 mg/l of lactic acid.
Conclusions. It is possible to draw conclusion of research, that for Cognac wine
materials making in the production of French Cognac, it needs to follow all requirements of
apellation, that guarantees what this product was made on certain territory in accordance
with to the requirements of normatively-technical documents [1,2].
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Determination of the optimal concentration of yeast cells in high gravity brewing
Tetiana Kharandiuk, Ruslana Kosiv
National university «Lviv Polytechnic», Lviv, Ukraine
Introduction. Stressful conditions that occur in term of high gravity brewing
implementation cause the decrease of yeast fermentation activity. As a result –
implementation of this technology might not be profitable. One way to speed up the
fermentation is to increase the yeast pitching rate.
Materials and methods. The object of research is lager yeast strain Saflager W-34/70.
Yeast were cultivated in sterile wort (10° Plato) in three stages at 25 °C temperature. Yeast
biomass was separated by centrifugation at 4000 rpm during 10 min. Yeasts pitching rates
for the fermentation of hopped wort (volume 200 cm3; concentration 16° Plato) were 7,5;
15; 22,5; 30 and 50 mln cells/cm3. Fermentation temperature was 15 °C; duration of
process was 7 days.
Results. In order to cost-effective implementation of high gravity brewing technology
it’s important to study the effect of yeast cells concentration on the fermentation of highly
concentrated beer wort and determine the optimum yeast pitching rate (Fig.).

Fig. Parameters of high gravity fermentations for different yeast pitching rate and young
beer indicators

It was established that when the pitching rate was increased up to 30 mln. cells/cm 3 the
duration of the lag phase was reduced and fermentation rate was increased. Further increase
of yeast cells concentration up to 50 mln. cells/cm3 had little effect on fermentation
parameters. Yeast pitching rate of 22.5 mln. cells/cm3 leads to achievement of maximum
fermentation degree. The content of vicinal diketones (VDK) in young beer in all the
investigated samples were within the normal range (less than 0.3 mg/dm3), except sample
obtained with a yeast pitching rate of 7.5 mln. cells/cm3 [1].
Conclusions. The optimum yeast pitching rate for the fermentation of highly
concentrated brewing wort (concentration 16° Plato) is 22,5-30 million yeast cells per 1
cm3 of wort.
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Flavor profile for beer at high gravity brewing
Lyubov Polyuzhyn, Ruslana Kosiv
National University «Lviv Polytechnic», Lviv, Ukraine
Introduction. Technological regimes changes which are aimed at reducing the
duration of beer produсing and energy consumption, cause necessitate for the study of the
innovations impact on the taste and aroma of beer that are its main consumer properties.
Materials and methods. Beer hopped wort with concentration of 16 % was
fermentated using yeast Saflager W-34/70. Experimental methods were described by
authors in [1] for yeast cultuvation, for main wort fermentation, for determination of
fermentation by-products by GC and spectrophotometry in distillates of young beer. Beer
flavor profile was evaluated in flavoring units: FU = C / T, where C - concentration of the
substance T - threshold of flavor sensitivity.
Results. Taste and aroma profiles were compared for beer obtained by technology of
High Gravity Brewing (HGB) and traditional technology (Fig.). These profiles were built
taking into account the substances such as higher alcohols and esters which form the flavor
bouquet of the beer. For high quality beer these substances should be present in certain
concentrations. After the main fermentation of beer wort concetrations of these substances
do not change. As control sample served so-called «zero» beer [2]. The profile was built
taking into account the dilution factor of 0.2 by water for beer produced by HGB
technology. Beer dilution is provided by prepared water at stage of conditioning.

Fig. Flavor profiles for beer obtained by HGB and traditional technologies
The beer will have high quality with good flavor profile if it was obtained by HGB
technology with the wort concentration of 16% and at fermentation temperature of 14 ° C
and after adjusting beer parameters with prepared water. Basic taste aroma substances are
present in this beer with concentrations below or close to the threshold of flavor sensitivity
that is less than 1 FU. Exceeding the threshold for isoamyl alcohols in 2 times is typical for
the second group of the main taste beer components, to which this alcohols belong.
Conclusions. Taste and aroma profiles are different for beers obtained by HGB and by
traditional technology. Beer with good quality can be produce using the wort with
concentration of 16% at fermentation temperature of 14 ° C.
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Properties elderberry as a raw material in fermenting industry
Larysa Obshcha, Valentina Koshova
National University of Food Technologies
Introductory remarks. Due to the world tendency of healthy lifestyle there are very
popular the products enriched with natural nutrients. There are very few healing plants
which are revered in a folk medicine. It has been treated since the Stone Age.
Materials and methods. The objects of researches were the berries and dried flowers
of black elderberry (Sambucus nigra L.). Tincture is obtained by means of processing of
flowers by water-alcoholic solution with the strength of 40% at a certain condition of
infusion. For better extraction of biologically active substances a second extraction was
carried out. The infusion of flowers the first and the second overflow was analyzed. The
alcoholic fruit-drink was carried out. The infusion of flowers the first and second overflow
was analyzed. The alcoholic fruit-drink was made from fresh picked-up fruit of elderberry.
The experimental methods of control, planning and processing of research results were used
in the work.
Results. All parts of black elderberry are useful, which contain the great range of
biologically active substances: root - saponins, tannins and bitter substances; bark –
essential oil, choline, phytosterol, sugars, organic acids, pectin and tannins; flowersessential oil, glycosides, tannins, choline, sugars, organic acids (coffee acid, valerianic acid,
malic acid, acetic acid), phytosterol; the leaves – sambunigrin, alkaloids, essential oil,
resins, vitamin C (280 mg %), carotene (14-15 mg %); fruit – sugars, organic acids (malic
acid, acetic acid), carotene, ascorbic acid (10-15 mg %), rutin, tannins, natural dyes,
essential oil. They established, that the infusion of elder flowers have strong sweating,
antithermic, expectorative properties; they are also used as a sedative analgesic, dampening,
antiphlogistic agent [1].
In the result of the infusion they received the product containing biologically active
ingredients of the plant material. The colour of alcoholic fruit-drink is 103 units of the
EBC, the colour of the infusion of elder flowers of the first overflow is 72,5 units of the
EBC, the colour of the infusion of the second overflow is 52,6 units of the EBC.
The results of chromatographic analysis indicate about the content of aldehydes in
alcoholic fruit-drink from fresh berries – 160,81 mg/dm3; methanol - 0,006%; fusel oil –
2,948 mg/dm3. In the tinctures of the first and the second overflow are aldehydes – 46,09
mg/dm3 and 178,65; ethers - 19,33 mg/dm3 and 159,62 mg/dm3; methanol – 0,010 % and
0,0082 %; fusel oil – 1,83 mg/dm3 and 4,11 mg/dm3.
The degustation evaluation showed that the flavor and taste of the infusion of the first
overflow is more expressed, pleasant, characterized for using the raw matherials. The
infusions are transparent, they have orange-brown colour. The taste and aroma of the
alcoholic fruit-drink is strong elderberried, burning; aftertaste is berry. The colour is black
and violet.
Alcohol infusion and alcoholic fruit-drink can be used for making soft drinks and lowalcohol drinks for giving strong flavor, colour and adding of biologically active substances.
For horilka special is obtaining aromatic alcohols and expansion of the range of products.
Conclusion. On the base of the results of experimental researches was proved the
prospectivity of using infusions of flowers and fruit of elderberry for making drinks.
References.
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Features of the application of natural filter material in distillery production
Lesya Tarasyuk, Irina Samchenko, Taisiya Siver, Pavlo Savluk,
Svitlana Olііnyk, Vitaliy Pribulsky
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. In the technology of water filtration and water-alcohol solution
(sortivky) in accordance with current regulations is using quartz sand, anthracite filtrants,
flint, garnet, rock crystal.
Materials and methods The objects of research were prepared water and sortivka after
filtration with using of filter material (FM): natural materials such as obsidian, a solution of
equal proportions of rock crystal, morion, rauhtopazu as control - quartz sand.
In this research were used experimental commonly accepted in distillery production
methods of controlling, planning and processing of research results.
Results and discussion. Today many distillery plants use quartz sand for mechanical
water filtration and previous and final filtration of sortivky. Quartz sand requires significant
expenditures during the preparatory phase for mechanical water filtration and previous and
final filtration of sortivky.
The study aim is to improve technology of distillery production with using of different
types of materials during water preparation and filtration of sortivka
Obsidian – is a natural glassy gray-white, yellow-brown and black material. A mixture
of natural quartzes such as — rock crystal, morion and rauhtopaz — has zonal colorless,
blue, pink, bluish-pink color.
In comparison with the control sample, the chemical resistance and mechanical strength
of obsidian particle size of 0,5 — 1,0 mm and mix of quartz is higher in 2 — 5 %, resulting
in decreases in 1,2 — 2,5 times the water consamption during preparation, backwashing
and quick washing out. It is established that the use of the studied materials in comparison
with the use of silica sand enables for one filtration cycle increase the relative amount of
prepared water at 100 — 200 vol./vol. FM.
The application of obsidian or a composition of rock crystal, morion, rauhtopazu in
comparison with quartz sand on the stage of mechanical filtration allows to improve the
transparency of prepared water by 5 — 10 % and overall assessment of tasting in
0,5 — 1 points, and also the cleaning effect of initial water is higher in 10 — 25 %.
The results of the tasting evaluation indicate that the vodka, cooked in water, that was
prepared using obsidian, or a mixture of minerals improves transparency by 0,5 points;
flavor - by 0,1 points; taste - by 0,5 points.
Conclusions. Based on the analysis and synthesis of theoretical data, results of
experimental studies was found prospects in use of obsidian and a composition of natural
minerals in equal proportions — rock crystal, morion, rauhtopaz as filter material for water,
which positively affects the quality of distillery products.
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Regulation of icewine production in the world
Tkachenko Oksana1, Bilko Marina2, Ostryk Alexandr2, Ostapenko Viktoria1
1-Odesa National Academy of Food Technologies, Odesa, Ukraine
2-National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. International regulation towards to icewine production provides
confirmation of the quality of the implementation of the premium wine segment,
simultaneously protecting the true producers who freeze grapes on vines naturally.
Materials and methods. Statutes of the International Organization of Vine and Wine,
enactments of The Vintners Quality Alliance, as well as state laws concerning winemaking
in the various countries producing icewine were used as the main sources of this analysis.
Results and discussion. The International Organisation of Vine and Wine determines
icewine as special wine, frozen grapes for which are harvested at -7°C or below and pressed
at the same temperature. In Canada, according to The Vintners Quality Alliance established
specially apparatus for icewine regulation grapes are begun to harvest at -8 °C no earlier
than November 15, and no later than March. Timing of harvest for a rare type of wine in the
laws of European countries were not indicated. The minimum sugar content must be 35
°Brix (153,5 °Oechsle) in must under acts of The Vintners Quality Alliance and European
countries use own rates of sugar in the must intended for icewine according to the scale
°Oechsle: Germany – 110 to 128 (26-30°Brix), Austria – 125 (29,2 °Brix), Luxembourg –
120 (28 °Brix), that is significantly less compared to the sugar level in the must
requirements for Canadian wines.
Winemakers from Israel, Argentina, New Zealand and Australia freeze grapes
artificially, using cryoextraction, freezing in refrigerator and microwave vacuum
dehydration and trademarked Icewine on bottles the price of which is lower than the price
of true product that essentially influences on the choice of the ordinary consumer. The main
factors influencing the use of alternative methods are grape losses associated with lack of
frosts to freeze cultivars for obtaining the target sugar level or insufficient low temperatures
that are appreciated for icewine production. It is possible to suggest the gainful difference
of the Icewine rule establishment lies in the laws governing between wines of The Old and
The New World where there are few limitations for winemakers in the last aforementioned
one.
Conclusions. Despite of presence of international laws related to icewine production,
the question associated with realization wines obtained artificially is unsettled completely
and remains actual, and there is no agreed universal act regulating the true winemaking,
including the exact time of harvest and the temperature, the sugar content in the must and
the final requirements for the quality of finished icewines among producing-countries.
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Development of rational storage technology of stone fruit
Tamar Turmanidze, Merab Jgenti, Levan Gulua
Agricultural University of Georgia, Tbilisi, Georgia
Introduction. Prolongation of ripening process and reduction of losses during storage
period is related to the control of complex biochemical and physiological changes in cells
[1]. It can be accomplished with various technological methods. We used treatment with
calcium chloride and eucalyptus extract. Some plants consist of organic compounds that
reveal high fungicide activity. Our research showed that eucalyptus is one of the best source
of such compounds. We investigated phytopathological and weight losses of commercial
strains of stone-fruits (plums, peaches, nectarines) during storage period, that were treated
with combined solution (calcium chloride and eucalyptus extract).
Materials and methods. Treatment of stone fruits with 2 % combined solutions
accomplished 14-15 days before harvesting. After harvesting samples were stored for 45
days (untreated samples) and 92 days (treated samples) in refrigerator at 0 ± 0.5ºC and 95 ±
0.5 % RH. Untreated fruits were taken for comparison.
Results and discussion. Fruit weight loss is associated with respiration and moisture
evaporation through the skin. Fig.1 shows that maximum lost was observed for untreated
plum fruit (4.5%) after 45 days cold storage and minimum lost was observed for untreated
peach fruit (3.7%). Stone fruits lost from 2.1% up to 2.8 % weight depending on 2%
calcium chloride and eucalyptus extract solution treatment during storage.

The date in fig. 2 shows that phytophatological losses on untreated stone fruits
increased two fold after 45 days cold storage, comparation 2% solution treated fruits after
92 days storage.
Conclusions. Using 2% calcium chloride and eucalyptus extract combination allow to
prolong shelf-life of stone-fruits up to 90-95 days with minimal quality losses. Overall loses
in comparison with ordinary technology is 6.1% and 5.9% for peaches and nectarines
respectively.
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Study on quality assessment of smoked shad
Turcan Paulina, Rotari Nicolae, Constantinescu Cristina Gabriela
Faculty of Food Engineering, University Stefan cel Mare of Suceava, Romania
Introduction. A diet with shad adjusts hormone levels and favors the elasticity
capillary. The content of vitamin K eliminates the risk of blood clots, deposits of
cholesterol and lowers blood pressure. The secret of this miraculous fish, namely, shad
(Alosa pontica), is the change in metabolism from its entry into the Danube (from saltwater
to freshwater) for breeding and returning to the Black Sea (1,2).
Materials and methods. The technology of smoked fish usually includes five steps.
These are: • Preparation of product; • Salting or pickling: • Balancing and drying; • The
smoking with hot or cold smoke; • Product packaging and storage. Careful handling, as
described in this publication will help minimize the potential for food poisoning and a high
quality of the final product. The study aims to determine the organoleptic, physicochemical
and microbiological properties, as well as the appreciation of smoked shad`s nutritional
value.
Results and discussion. Organoleptic properties
Characteristics
Appearance

Surface color
Taste and odor
Meat consistency

Tabel 1
Conditions of admissibility
whole or cut fish, with clean and aired skin, without salt on the
surface; allowed slight abdominal ruptures; skin lesions or tears, on
maximum 5% of specimens from a packing unit. For the
smoked,gutted or cut fish, traces of blood or viscera are not allowed;
golden, even; the dark brown color and weak smoked portions are
allowed only for 3% of specimens
specific for smoked fish, without foreign or rancid taste and odor;
dense and succulent

Physicochemical properties. Characteristics and conditions of admissibility
Fats, max. % - 13,2; Proteins, max.% - 18, Sodium chloride, max. %: cold smoked fish
– 8; for hot smoked fish – 5; easily hydrolyzable nitrogen, NH3 mg/100g, max.: for cold
smoked fish – 65; for hot smoked fish – 45.
Microbiological properties.Characteristics and conditions of admissibility
Coliform bacteria - max.10/g; Escherichia coli - absent/g; Salmonella - absent/25g;
Staphylococcus coagulase positive - max. 10/g; Sulphite-reducing bacteria - max. 100/g;
Yeast and molds - 100/g.
The nutrients content and caloric value
Proteins-18g; Fats-13,2g; Ca-3,7g; P-2,78g; Fe-1,7mg; Vitamins: A-0,01mg; B60,8mg; E-1,6mg; C-1,2mg. VN10 = 248g/100g. Caloric value = 196,6 kcal (823,6 J).
Conclusions. The evolution of the caloric value concept has been slow, but it was
performed in a systematic way, relying on specific and rigorously defined notions. They
determined this concept to take a vast form, which includes four unbreakable dimensions:
pshyco-senzorial, energetic, biological and hygenic values, having a major role in assessing
the food quality tangentially with the market. In this context, can be pointed that the
nutritional value defines the relationship between psycho-senzorial, energetic, biological
and hygienic values, bringing them together into a whole that controls the success of a food
market.
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Boiled sausages fortification with β-cyclodextrin-iodine complex
Chrystyna Omelchenko, Maksym Polumbryk
National University of food technologies
Introduction. Iodine is a one of the most important trace elements, which is an
essential for normal biological structures and performs several important functions. For this
reason we propose complex, formed by β-cyclodextrin and iodine as a mean of fortification
by this essential microelement.
Materials and methods: β-cyclodextrin (98%), iodine, KI, tyrosine, N,Ndimethylformamide (DMF), standard Na2S2O3 solution (0.01 M), starch-iodine indicator.
Distilled water was used throughout the entire investigation. The iodine solution (I2
solution) was prepared by cosolubilization with potassium iodide (KI) with the mass ratio
of 1:10 (I2: KI).
Results and discussion. The complex of iodine with β-cyclodextrin is a functional
additive since its inclusion in the formulations of foods can provide beneficial effects on
human health if their consumption will be regular in appropriated doses. Sufficient amount
of iodine helps to provide normal iodine status after ingestion of food, enriched by this
additive.
Firstly, a complex of iodine with β-cyclodextrin in which one molecule of a cyclic
oligosaccharide binds a molecule of iodine has obtained. This complex " host-guest" was
used as a functional additive for the enrichment of meat sausages by iodine. The complex
of iodine with β-cyclodextrin is characterized by: the formation of 3,5-diiodotyrosine under
the action of the complex on tyrosine molecules, absence of negative impact on the quality
of the final products, high distribution degree of iodine in the sausages, safety,
bioavailability. The ratio of iodine and cyclodextrin in the complex is confirmed by the
method iodometry. Iodine content of the complex was 16.9 %, which corresponds to
equimolecular ratio between β-CD and iodine molecule in the complex.
The recipe of boiled sausages based on the meat of chickens-broilers, in which the
complex ("Dextraiode") was used as ingredient was developed in order to establish the
efficiency of the complex. The amount of complex in the formulation (4 mg/1,55 kg of
meat) was chosen taking to account that consumption of serving size of the sausages (150
g) must provide minimal recommended iodine daily intake (100 µg) by adult individual. It
has been found that the complex didn’t affect sensory and microbiological characteristics of
final product.
The analytical study of urine samples of volunteers who consumed boiled sausages were
done in the Department of epidemiology of endocrine diseases of Institute of
Endocrinology and Metabolism. According to the results of the investigations of all urine
samples, the average index of iodine in early studies was 58,02 µg/l, and after the
consumption of the specified products it was increased to 110,6 µg/l. It was found that each
day consumption of developed boiled sausages resulted in a full restore of iodine level by
individuals with moderate iodine deficiency.
Conclusion. Thus found that used complex of β-cyclodextrin with molecular iodine
have a big potential as a promising carrier of iodine (iodoform) for micronutrient
fortification of functional sausages.
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Advantages of combination protein preparation in technology of balanced product
Oksana Fursik, Ihor Strashynskiy, Vasyl Pasichnyі
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Given the shortage of raw meat materials and the desire of producers to
reduce production costs the availability of alternative sources of protein and manufactured
products from them it is extremely important for the domestic meat market. Therefore, the
production of meat products now widely using plant and animal proteins that allow you to
make an adequate substitute for the lacking expensive as raw meat.
Material and methods. For determination of rational ratio of protein preparations have
used information on amino acid composition available on the market the proteins of plant
origin (soy, peas, sunflower, etc.) and animal origin (beef and pork skins, dried whey, blood
proteins, milk, eggs, egg albumin and blood plasma).
Results. In the protein preparations of various origin a set of amino acids and their
number differ from each other. This makes different contributions to the chemical
interaction with the introduction of the food due to differences in functional groups. They
are different biological value. Some of them are unbalanced protein systems, characterized
by strongly differing SCORE individual amino acids, and so have different capacities to
meet the needs of the human body.
The amino acid composition of the majority of grain and sunflower are limited by
lysine (SCORE – 38%), legumes are limited by a sulfur-containing amino acids (SCORE –
60-82%), and to some extent by valine (SCORE – 92%). Collagen proteins have low
biological value. SCORE all amino acids is below 100% compared to the "ideal" protein.
Whey and milk protein additives, also proteins eggs enrich meat products complete
proteins (as far exceed the "ideal" protein for amino acids such as phenylalanine, tyrosine,
methionine, cysteine, leucine, isoleucine and tryptophan), enhance viscosity and
emulsifying ability, improve the taste and tenderness of the finished products. Preparations
of blood and its processed products have a high nutritional and biological value and good
functional characteristics. They have a higher content of valine, leucine, lysine,
phenylalanine + tyrosine, alanine, aspartic acid and serine.
On the basis of the combination and ration use of existing protein resources through
process selection and computer programming of composition the main raw material can get
protein mixture and meat products balanced of amino acid composition. For example, the
rational use of the proteins of beef or pork skins, soy isolates-flour-concentrate in
combination with dry whey and egg albumin (~ 40: 20: 22: 18) would fill protein
deficiency and realize their potential in obtaining full meat products.
Conclusions. So, achieving the rational use of protein preparations are only possible
when they combined in various proportions that it will achieve a synergistic interaction and
improving properties and also their "average" amino acid composition doing closer to an
ideal.
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Implementing of technologies of meat products for special nutrition
Viktoriya Garanovska, Oleg Galenko
National University of Food Technologies
Introduction. According to WHO, malnutrition causes 60% of all human diseases, and
among people over 65 years, about 75% have some kind of disturbance in nutrition.
Materials and methods. During the execution of experimental research methods used
in the environment in vitro (artificial stomach) and in vivo (on white rats) and conducted
clinical micronutrient bioavailability study involving older people in clinical GA Institute
of Gerontology them. D.F. Chebotarev NAMS.
Results. The aging process is accompanied by changes in the body that affect the
processes of perception and digestion, as well as the physiological needs for nutrients and
energy. These changes include: reduction of taste and smell; changes in the dental arcade
(loss of teeth and dentures substandard); inflammation of the oral mucosa; reduced
secretion of saliva; dry mouth and decreased taste sensation caused by drugs; reduced
secretion of hydrochloric acid in the stomach, affecting the absorption of calcium, vitamin
B12; decrease in kidney function that affects the excretion of drugs and maintaining normal
water-salt metabolism and others.
Therefore, the basic principles of eating healthy elderly and old people is strict
compliance enerhotsinnosti diet of actual energy consumption; antisclerous focus food;
variety of products to ensure optimal and balanced content in the diet of all necessary
elements of the body; use products and dishes that have a fairly easy digestibility, combined
with food, moderately stimulating secretory and motor functions of the digestive system;
individualization based food metabolism and condition of individual organs and systems.
Also important to ensure optimal proportion between animals and plant proteins in the
diet (1: 1). The range also special products for such a huge social and age groups as the
elderly, the elderly and centenarians limited and generally meat processing plants are not
produced in UkraineIn this regard the development of recipes and technologies
gerontologic meat products is very relevant issue. Accordingly, the department of
technology of meat and meat products fortified(фортифікаційний) developed a wide range
of meat products for human nutrition elderly mikronutriyentnym balanced in composition.
In clinical trials, development found that patients receiving meat well tolerated, there
were no side effects or worsening of clinical symptoms. In 80% of patients developed
products are effective and safe source of calcium in the diet of older people.
Conclusions.
1. Based on the analysis of literature data and patent sources, summarized and made
formalizing requirements for food rations and the elderly, the composition selected raw
meat.
2. A balanced meat products, which are metabolic adequacy of the requirements that
apply to Gerontologic products.
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Meat products for people with intensive physical activity on example of climbers
Bohun Volodymyr, Halenko Oleh
National University of Food Technologies
Introduction. Products based on back fat of pigs are characterized by high energy
value and are perfect for nutrition in extreme conditions. But the problem of low biological
value of these products appear as well.
Materials and methods. The material for the research was protein aceous raw
materials of animal origin such as meat of broilers and turkey meat. For determination of
indexes of finished products we use physical and chemical methods and organoleptic
evaluation methods.
And also a number of methods of studying of structural and mechanical properties,
particularly toughness, ductility and chewiness of finished product. Guaranteed expiration
date of our product was also investigated.
Results and discussion. As a result of researches and experiments two recipes of meat
product in a paste form with using protein aceous raw material was developed and
patented: in one we used chicken meat, in the other - meat of turkey.
We have also used antioxidants like parsley leaves, rosemary extract and chopped dogrose.
When using these ingredients a significant increase in digestibility and organoleptic
characteristics of the product was achieved by reducing the proportion of fat and increasing
the share of raw meat in the recipe .
It was experimentally determined that the optimum ratio between the components of
the recipe as follows:
1) pork fat - 70-75%, chicken meat - 22-27,5% + other remaining ingredients;
2) pork fat - 60-63%, meat turkey - 35-38% + other remaining ingredients;
These formulations can increase the plasticity of the finished product by 7 and 10%,
respectively, and the expiration date by 15 and 30% respectively.
The consistency of the product became more dense.
It is important to note that the introduction in recipes of products with pork fat 25% of
chicken meat or turkey meat allowed to meet the daily adult requirement of protein by 20 %
when consuming 100g of the product. Also the digestibility of the product increases by
reducing the proportion of fat and increasing the proportion of protein in turn.
Conclusions. Thus the products for nutrition of people with increased physical activity,
such as climbers , were developed. They have high biological value and extended
expiration date.
The developments are recommended for the production on industrial enterprises and
catering for a wide range of consumers.
References
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InoBioProd project sustainability strategies
Cristina Popovici1*, Anatoli Cartasev2, Vavil Caragia2, Olga Migalatiev2, Ghenadie Coev2,
Nina Bogdan2, Irina Grumeza2, Roman Golubi2
1
Technical University of Moldova, *cristina.popovici@toap.utm.md
2
Scientific and Practical Institute of Horticulture and Food Technologies of Moldova
Project aim. Development of fundamental and applied studies with a high impact on
the field of food technology, valorization of local agrofood sources through innovative
extraction methods with the possibility of their use in diversification of fermented milk
products from goat milk. Development of "healthy food" with beneficial effects on the
human body.
Project objectives:
 Manufacture of bioactive compounds through innovative methods of extraction.
Optimization of technological parameters of the process;
 Isolation and identification of lactic acid bacteria from dairy products of spontaneous
fermentation;
 Development and diversification of fermented dairy products from goat milk with
local lactic acid bacteria and bioactive compounds with functional properties;
 Development and scientific substantiation of methods for determining the self-live of
fermented dairy products.
Main materials. Local agrofood sources, goat milk, indigenous strains of lactic acid
bacteria, fermented milk products with bioactive compounds.
Methods.
Technological,
physico-chemical,
chemical,
biochemical
and
microbiological, according to International Standards. Statistical methods, including the
analysis of experimental data by means of control charts X-R, S2, and other methods.
Expected results. Innovative methods for manufacturing of bioactive compounds from
local food sources. Chemical composition and functional potential of the bioactive
compounds. Characteristics of goat milk. Symbiotic indigenous cultures of lactic acid
bacteria. Justified scientific manufacturing processes and recipes for development of
assortment of fermented dairy products. Evaluation methods for shelf-life of developed
fermented products.
Relevance. The Project proposal was developed under the main provision of the
Moldovan market - the lack of industrial production of the goat milk dairy products. For the
dynamic development of this sector are necessary techniques and technologies, legislation
on quality and safety of dairy products from goats' milk according to International
Regulations on food processing. In addition, it aims to initiate, develop and strengthen new
collaborations of young researchers from Scientific-Practical (IŞPHTA) and Higher
Education (TUM) institutions from the Republic of Moldova.
Acknowledgments
This work was done in the framework of Independent Project for Young Researchers
16.80012.51.23A “Innovative product from goat milk with high biological properties”
(InoBioProd), cofounded by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry and by the
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Analysis of high biological properties of goat milk
Nina Bogdan
Practical Scientific Institute of Horticulture and Food Technology, Chisinau, Republic of
Moldova
Introduction. Goat milk and its processed products are greatly useful as a functional
foods, maintaining nourishment and health for young and elderly, especially those who
have cow milk allergy. The regular consumption of goat milk by individuals with iron
deficiency anemia improves their recovery. Some research suggests that one of the main
benefits of goat milk is that it may be benefit in case of inflammation. Another reason why
it is better for people with bowel inflammation to drink goat’s milk instead of cow’s milk
[1].
Materials and methods. Analysis was based on: scientific synthesis and analysis,
extrapolation and comparison were used. Analysis was used for determination the main
advantages of the goat milk for dairy industry and human balanced nutrition.
Results and discussion. From the nutritional point of view goat milk is a valuable
dairy product. Goats’ milk has some particular properties that confer technological
advantages in comparison to cow’s milk.
Goat milk has less lactose ranging from 4,3% to 4,8% compared to cow milk,
giving it advantage among the lactose intolerant human population. That’s why goat
milk has been recommended as a substitute for those who suffer from allergies to cow milk
or other food sources.
The proteins from goat milk are more digestible than those of cow milk and
the absorption of amino acids is more efficient. Goat milk protein content is 3,5% to 4,5%.
Mineral contents of goat milk showed higher level of Ca, P, K, Mg, and Cl.
Average amino acid composition of goat and cow milk, shows higher levels of
essential amino acids: threonine, isoleucine, lysine, cystine, tyrosine, valine.
Goat milk differs from cow milk in higher digestibility, distinct alkalinity, higher
buffering capacity, certain therapeutic values in medicine and human nutrition [2].
Potential of goat milk as the substitute for cow milk or the basic of cow milk-free diet
is of importance not only to people with cow milk allergy, but to goat milk consumers,
producers and the goat milk industry too. Goats’milk nutritional properties and lower
allergenicity in comparison to cow milk, especially in nonsensitised children, has led to an
increased interest in goat milk as a functional food, and it now forms a part of the current
trend to healthy eating in developed countries [3].
Conclusions. The use of goat milk with high nutritional properties alone or in
combination with bacterial strains having probiotic properties, represents one of the
technology options for manufacturing new dairy functional products.
References
Alferez J. (2016), Scientific study proves that goat milk can be considered as
functional food. Institute of Nutrition and Food Technology "Jose Matáix", University
of Granada.
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Cultural properties of lactic acid bacteria isolated from goat milk
Nina Bogdan
Practical Scientific Institute of Horticulture and Food Technology, Chisinau, Republic of
Moldova
Introduction. Milk and its processed product represent one of the growth media for
lactic acid bacteria. The interest in microorganisms occurring in foods is primarily due to
the biotechnological potential of new bacterial species and strains.
Goat milk is considered one of the healthiest food, its chemical composition
being similar to human milk and has specific taste and smell, thus being
unacceptable for the consumers. The functional value of goats’ milk may be further
exploited through fermentation by selected microorganisms possessing specific features.
The use of milk with particular nutritional properties alone or in combination with
bacterial strains having probiotic properties and producing physiologically active
metabolites, represents one of the technology options for manufacturing new dairy
functional products.
Milk fermentation process has been relied on the activity of LAB, which play a crucial
role in converting milk as raw material to fermented milk products.
Materials and methods. The microbial strains were isolated from raw goat’s milk
samples collected from different farms of Republic of Moldova. Thoroughly stirred 1 g of
each sample were taken aseptically in tubes with skim milk and were placed in thermostat
at 30°C till formation of a dense clot – enriched culture. Enriched cultures for selection
were inoculated on hydrolyzed milk agar plates aseptically and incubated at 30 °C and 45ºC
24 hours. The different morphological colonies were isolated and pure cultures were
maintained in sterile skim milk slant at 30 °C and 45ºC till formation of clot.
Results and discussion. The isolation in pure culture of microorganisms of lactic acid
was directed to obtain mesophilic and thermophilic lactic acid bacteria strains from
heterogeneous cultures taken from goat milk of individual households. Samples were
subjected to enrichment passages semi-selective environments at temperatures optimal for
this 30 °C and 45ºC. Selected culture formed firm, consistent gel, without removal of whey,
without gas eruption, without yeast cells or micettes for max 24 hours.
In total from goat milk were isolated 67 colonies of lactic acid bacteria. Selected strains
growing on the medium from agar hydrolyzed non-fat milk shows the following colonies:
surface – round, S-shaped, granular; depth – lenticular, cream color. Colony sizes ranging
from 0.3 to 0.7 mm. The strains was investigated at microscopic picture. Microscopic smear
appearance of strains investigated confirmed the purity of cultures. Cell cultures present
cocci and diplococci in the medium and long chains. Selected strains cultural properties
correspond for lactic acid bacteria species.
Conclusions. From raw goat’s milk samples were isolated 67 colonies of lactic acid
bacteria. Selected culture formed firm, consistent gel, without removal of whey, without
gas eruption, without yeast cells or micettes. Selected strains growing on the medium from
agar hydrolyzed non-fat milk. Cultural properties and microscopic smear appearance
correspond for lactic acid bacteria species.
Research will be continued on the determination of the Gram staining, cell
morphology, microbiological and biochemical tests, sugar fermentation, growth at different
temperatures and sodium chloride tolerance were performed for all isolated strains. The
strains identification will be based on Bergey’s manual of determinative bacteriology.
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Improving the quality yogurt by addition pea fibre
George Andrei, Renata Triguc, Adriana Dabija
Faculty of Food Engineering, Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Suceava, Romania
Introductions. Consumption of fermented milk products, as a healthy and nutritious
food has a long tradition. Yogurt is a fermented dairy product obtained by lactic acid
fermentation of milk by the action of yogurt starter bacteria and is the most popular
fermented milk throughout the world. The highest production or consumption of yogurt is
in Mediterranean, Asian countries, and in central Europe. After 1990s probiotic bacteria
and prebiotics are added to yogurt and it is often used as a carrier for probiotic or prebiotic.
The most common prebiotics include inulin, oligofructosaccharides and different fibre
which are found in many vegetables, including onion, asparagus, Jerusalem artichoke and
so on.
Materials and methods. The aim of the present work was to relate the sensory
(especially texture) characteristics of yogurts with added pea fibre. Pea was used
successfully as the source of starch and fibre in various food products: a prebiotic in the
manufacture of fermented, to obtain meat products with improved protein content, baking
products with reduced fat and sugar content. The different samples were formulated by
addition pea fibre 1-5%. The samples were placed in glass yogurt jars and placed in a
yogurt-maker. After a period of 6 h, the samples reached pH values of 4.5–4.6. The jars
were individually covered and stored at 4–5°C for 14 days.
Results and discussion. Firmness and syneresis are important quality parameters for
yogurt products. Fibre of various sources is added yogurt because of its water-holding
capacity and its ability to increase the production yield, reduce the lipid retention, improve
textural properties and structure, and reduce caloric content by acting as bulking agent.
Fortifying yogurt with pea fibre is of increasing interest to create functional foods with
health benefits and improve their functionality. Fortifying yogurt with pea fibre would
complement its healthy properties. The maximum acceptable amount of date fibre in
fortified yogurt with potential beneficial health effects is 3%. This research evaluated the
effect of pea fibre on yogurt quality.
Conclusions. In addition to pea fibre in yogurt significantly affects the composition,
flavour, texture and other sensory characteristics, as well as viability of microorganisms of
the final products.
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The effect of external factors on the protein and fat content in local goat milk
Bulgaru Viorica
Technical University of Moldova, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova
Introduction. Milk is the main purpose for which goats are bred in Moldova. In this
context the quality and milk production should be strengthened as a primary criterion for
goat farms. Goat's milk is considered superior to cow's milk due to the effects of nutrients,
toning and rickets, anemic and anti-infectives. It has specific taste and smell, pleasant, in
case of maintenance and milking hygiene and proper feeding [1].
Materials and methods. Row goat milk, without added preservatives. Analyses were
carried out in triplicate. Goat milk has been received from farms in the South, Center and
North of Moldova, during lactation of 2016. Sample 1 – goat milk received from farms in
the North of Moldova, sample 2 –goat milk received from farms in the Center of Moldova,
sample 3 –goat milk received from farms in the South of Moldova. The process of chemical
analysis of milk samples was based on standard methods. Fat, butirometric method was
used . Protein in the milk samples was estimated using fresh neutralized formaldehyde.
Results and discussion. Goat’s milk contains vitamins, minerals, trace elements,
electrolytes, enzymes, proteins, and fatty acids that are easily assimilated by the body.
Goat’s milk has a similarity to human milk that is unmatched in cow milk and also has
several medicinal values [2].
The special characteristics concerning the composition of goat milk, in terms of its
principal nutrients, mean that the nutritional utilization of the latter is markedly higher than
is the case with cow milk. Thus, the protein of goat milk is more digestible (Haenlein,
2001, 2004; Lo´ pez-Aliaga et al. 2003), and at the same time it is more tolerable (i.e. less
allergenic) (Sanz Ceballos, 2007). It was observed that the protein content of goat milk
significantly affected due to season and the average protein decrease from March to April,
but till summers month protein content is stable. Starting July there was an gradually
increase in protein content.
Similarly, the fat of goat milk is more digestible (Haenlein, 2001), and it may be
considered an excellent source of energy for use in various metabolic processes (Sanz
Ceballos, 2007) and even for combating metabolic diseases [3]. According to table results,
fat content was highest in March but in the following months decrease, and the lowest fat
content was obtain in June, after what it began increase. Effect of season showed significant
differences on fat milk content.
Conclusions. Within the same species and breeds season has great influence in the
milk composition. Collected milk in the first lactation period is rich in protein and fat, as
these components decrease and since July there is a slow increase.
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Using of sodium caseinate for stabilizing the structural and mechanical properties of
butter pastes
Ol’ha Yatsenko, Nataliya Yuschenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The butter pastes are products with high biological value and low
calorie. This corresponds to the current key principles of Nutrition Hygiene and Dietology.
The distinctive feature of butter pastes are low fat content (39.0 ... 49.0%) and high enough
plasma content (47.0 ... 56 0%) Due to this fact, there we have a risk of the product
stratification and the structure destabilization during the storage.Therefore, the urgent task
is to search for ingredients for the creation of multifunctional complexes with structuring
stabilizing and emulsifying properties, which would be able to improve the chemical
composition and other consumer characteristics for butter pastes, including systems based
on sodium caseinate
Materials and methods. Experimental study of limit shear stress in model samples of
butter pastes with different fat content were executed with use of automated penetrometer
"AP-4/1", the viscosity of stabilizing protein complex based on sodium caseinate was
measured using a rotational viscometer "Reotest 2".
Results and discussion. The impact of protein stabilization complex based on sodium
caseinate on the moisture retaining properties, structural, mechanical and consumer
properties of butter pastes and butter with reduced fat content has been determined. The use
of additives in an amount of 2.0 ... 7.5% makes it possible to increase the water-retaining
capacity of butter pastes and butter with reduced fat content by 11.0 ... 35.0%, to lower
limit shear stress and to decrease the viscosity of developed products, all of this leads to the
formation of appropriate structural and mechanical properties and provides organoleptic
properties similar to traditional butter. Determined, that the use of protein stabilization
complex based on sodium caseinate prevents stratification of product and destabilization of
its structure during production and storage, prevents emergence defects of the finished
product. It is proved that the use of protein stabilization complex based on sodium caseinate
makes it possible to increase the moisture content in the product up to 56.0%, while protein
content increased by 1.7 ... 6.5%. The using a protein stabilization complex , based on
sodium caseinate, as a component of butter pastes, provides improvement of consumer
characteristics of products by reducing fat content, improving their component structure
and increasing the biological value of the developed product.
Conclusions. Protein-stabilizing complex based on sodium caseinate has a positive
impact on the water-retaining capacity, on the structural and mechanical, on the
organoleptic characteristics and increases the biological value of the developed model
samples of butter pastes.
References
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Carotene stability in the oil composition based on walnut oil (Juglans Regia L.)
Oxana Radu, Olga Dimova, Cristina Popovici, Alexei Baerle*
Technical University of Moldova
Introduction. The ratio of unsaturated/saturated fatty acids in cold pressed walnut oil
(Juglans Regia L.) is twice as high as in olive one [1, 2]. The degradation rate of vegetable
oils rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids can be reduced by the use of antioxidants. One of the
most widespread fat-soluble antioxidant is β-carotene, which capacity to stabilize walnut oil
was criticized. Therefore, an experiment was planned to determine the stability degree of
oil composition that contained walnut oil, sunflower oil, green tea extract and carotene.
Materials and methods. Walnut oil was extracted using cold pressing with an
electrical lab press from walnuts of Kogylnichanu cultivars, crop 2015, the State Enterprise
“Forestry Iargara”, Republic of Moldova. The carotene solution was obtained by diluting 1
ml of concentrate in 19 ml of sunflower oil.
A Full three-Factor, two-level Experiment (FFE 23) was applied to estimate the factors
of influence: the concentration of walnut oil – x1, the concentration of tea extract – x2, the
temperature – x3 (tmin = 4-60С, tmax = 20-230С). The volume of carotene solution was
constant (Vcar = 1 ml) in each sample. Total sample volume was 15 ml.
Results and discussion. The optical density of the most significant absorption peaks
was exposed to regression analysis. The significant coefficients that satisfy the inequality:
│β│ ≥ 0.013 were highlighted in the Table 1.
Table 1. The regression coefficients of oil compositions spectra after 3 weeks
the coefficients of direct influence
the interaction coefficients
Λ, nm
β0
β1
β2
β3
β12
β13
β23
β123
670
0.010
-0.001 0.014
-0.008
-0.002 -0.001
0.194
0.058
438
0.007
0.003
0.010
-0.012
0.000
-0.006
0.333
0.013
458
-0.012
0.005
0.009
0.000
-0.006
0.340
0.014
-0.013
489
0.011
-0.005
0.005
0.006
-0.011
0.000
-0.006
0.279
Important observations result from the demonstrated regression coefficients:
 walnut oil “directly” stabilizes carotene, but not carotene stabilizes walnut oil,
because the coefficients β1 are significant;
 the interaction coefficients β12 are positive, so the mix of walnut oil and tea extract
... stabilize carotene;
 the interaction factor Х13 (walnut oil – temperature) destabilizes carotene, because
the coefficients β13 are negative and significant.
Conclusions. The stability of the researched composition components decreases in the
series: carotene – walnut oil – tea extract. In other words, tea extract demonstrates the
greatest antioxidant activity in the examined system. Nevertheless, it doesn’t mean that
carotene has no stabilizing effect at all. After all, carotene was the research object, but not
the factor of influence, and the experiment was originally planned to determine the
influence of various factors on the stability of carotene in the oil composition.
References
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Features of recombinant interferon gamma biosynthesis in Escherichia coli and
Pichia pastoris
Pavlo Holubiev, Oksana Skrotska
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Nowadays genetically modified bacteria and yeast are involved in most
interferon producing technologies, including synthesis of interferon gamma.
Materials and methods. The most popular and perspective producers of recombinant
human interferon gamma are Escherichia coli and Pichia pastoris [1, 2]. The cultivation of
Escherichia coli BL21 DE3 strain is carried out on Luria-Bertrani broth or modified M9
medium, which includes glucose, citric acid, phosphates, sulfates and trace element
composition: Fe, Co, Mn, Zn, Cu, Ca. Pichia pastoris Х-33 strain is cultivated successively
on buffered glycerol complex-medium and buffered methanol complex-medium. Both
producers require inducer in medium: isopropyl β-thiogalactopyranoside for Escherichia
coli and methanol for Pichia pastoris.
Results and discussion. According to authors Babaeipour V., Shojaosadati S.A.,
Khalilzadeh R. et. al., E. coli BL21 DE3 strain modified with pET3a plasmid performed
high yield: 4.2 g/l of interferon gamma after 12 hours of cultivation [1], whereas Pichia
pastoris Х-33 strain modified with pPICZα vector, which contains alcohol oxidase
promotor (AOX1), reached 300 mg/l of interferon gamma [2]. One μg of pure standardized
interferon gamma possesses activity of 20000 IU, and a single vial of 100000 UI for
intranasal use (Ingaron) is used during 5 – 7 days, therefore obtained data characterizes
these strains as overproducers of interferon gamma. The similar feature of both strains is
usage of specific substance as inducer of interferon gamma gene expression: isopropyl βthiogalactopyranoside for Escherichia coli and methanol for Pichia pastoris. Such strategy
of cultivation has its’ own pros and cons. On the on hand it is possible to control the
moment of expression induction, on the other hand inducer requires additional operations to
be prepared, which makes the technology more complicated and expensive. Although E.
coli maintains higher yield, it has a few weak sides, such as accumulation of interferon into
insoluble bodies and its’ degradation due to bacterial protease activity and absence of
glycosylation. These factors create some obstacles for target protein purification operations.
It has to be noticed, that information about E. coli BL21 DE3 as overproducer lacks the
data about the activity of obtained interferon. Also, information about interferon gamma
yield from Pichia pastoris Х-33 contradicts the data, obtained from other experiments.
Researchers who carried out those experiments assume that differences in methods could
play significant role in such data divergence.
Conclusions. The methods of organisms modification available nowadays and
diversity of cytokine producers allow biotechnologists to make effective drugs based on
interferon gamma in sufficient amounts.
References
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Protective medium for freeze-drying of autochthonous Streptococcus thermophilus
strains
Anatoli Cartashev
Scientific and Practical Institute of Horticulture and Food Technologies
Introduction. Streptococcus thermophilus is an essential lactic acid bacterium of great
importance for the food and biotechnology industry. They are widely used as starters for
manufacturing of yogurt, cheese, etc. Freeze-drying or lyophilization is a convenient
method for preservation of bacteria. By reducing moisture content to values below 5%, it
allows long-term storage and low-cost distribution. Survival of the cells during the freezdrying is greatly influenced by the protective environment. Protective environments consist
of cryoprotectants. The aim of this study was to investigate the survival of freeze-dried
autochthonous Streptococcus thermophilus strains and to elucidate the characteristics
affecting survival.
Materials and methods. Five strains of Streptococcus thermophilus were isolated in
Republic of Moldova from raw cow milk, deposited in Branch Collection of Laboratory of
Food Biotecnology (SPIHFT) and in National Collection of Non-Pathogenic
Microorganisms ASM as patented microorganisms. Each strain was cultured on agar
medium until the beginning of the stationary phase. Culture biomass were homogenously
suspended with protective medium (10% skim milk and 1% of sugar) and dispensed at 10
ml into glass ampoules. Was used Freeze Dry Systems Labconco (USA). The method of
freeze-drying: freezing to −35-45°C, primary drying (−20-25°C, 87 Pa), secondary drying
(25-27°C, 15 Pa). The survival rate of each strain was expressed as the number of CFU/ml
after freeze-drying as a percentage of the number before freeze-drying (100%). Were
formulated protective media with different sugars: lactose, glucose and sucrose to assess the
effect on survival of Streptococcus thermophilus strains after freeze-drying. Also were
studied influence of quantity of protective media added to culture of bacteria.
Results and discussion. Table 1 shows the survival of Streptococcus thermophilus
strains.
Table 1
Survival of Streptococcus thermophilus strains after freeze-drying
Protective media with
Before freeze-drying, log After freeze-drying, log
CFU/g
CFU/g
lactose
8.30
10.30
glucose
9.07
sucrose
9.47
According to the data presented in tab. 1, the highest survival of Streptococcus
thermophilus is observed using protective media with sucrose. Using glucose as
cryoprotectant result that the number of survival microorganisms was less than using
sucrose with 4%. By use of lactose as cryioprotectant survival rate reduse in 12%.
Also was investigated the influence of the ratio biomass – protective media on survival
of Streptococcus thermophilus. Were used two ratio – 1:0.6 and 1:1. According to the
obtained data the ratio biomass – protective media has a significant effect on cell survival.
The number of viable cells decreases in 1.7 times by reducing the protective media to 40%,.
Therefore, the ratio of biomass and protective medium 1:1 has better survival effect on
Streptococcus thermophilus strains.
Conclusions. It has been established that medium with sucrose contains the highest
survival number of bacteria Streptococcus thermophilus. Were determined optimal ratio of
protective medium and bacterial concentrate of Streptococcus thermophilus for freezedrying process.
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Obtaining tumor necrosis factor using genetically modified yeasts
Eugene Kharchenko, Oksana Skrotska
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The technology of production of recombinant tumor necrosis factor
(TNF) by using genetically modified yeast has been developed. The advantages it’s use
include the following: TNF post-translational modification, the absence of endotoxin
contamination of the target product, extracellular secretion of the target product.
Materials and methods. Pichia pastoris – yeast, which are among the most widely
used expression systems. It is worth to note that for the TNF production other recombinant
yeast families may used: Candida, Kloeckera, Saccharomyces, Rhodotorula, Hansenula і
Torulopsis, but microorganisms of these genera did not find a practical use, because they
have not revealed high productivity and economic profitability compared with the yeast
P. pastoris.
Results and discussion. For recombinant tumor necrosis factor production mainly use
the genus of the yeast Pichia. Р. pastoris is rather convenient platform for the production of
recombinant proteins. This type of yeast is a universal producer and in combination with
appropriate vectors forms available gene expression system encoding the desired protein,
including – a recombinant tumor necrosis factor. P. pastoris is convenient to cultivate in
controlled bioreactors to high cell density in a simple mineral salts medium. In addition to
the benefits of using yeasts for the production of recombinant TNF, there are also several
disadvantages – the hyper-glycosylation of TNF can cause the changes of biological
properties of the target product and its proteolysis. Currently, there’re created the strains of
P. pastoris GS115 and P. pastoris GTS115/rTNF6-5 which provide a fairly high yield of
tumor necrosis factor (32 % of total soluble protein). The strain is cultivated for 189 hours
at 30 °C, and the induction of TNF expression is provided with adding methanol to the
culture. [1, 2]. It is known the recombinant strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae 2805, which is
capable for tumor necrosis factor synthesis. The maximum productivity of the strain is
2.5 mg/L, for the duration of the cultivation period of 40 hours at 30 °C [3].
Conclusions. Among the most common unicellular eukaryotic expression system is
P. pastoris yeast strain, which is characterized by high productivity and ease of induction of
the synthesis of the target protein.
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Investigation of modern ingredients for the white sauce
Oleksii Sobin, Iryna Koretska, Volodymyr Bahmach, Jelyzaveya Smirnova
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The inclusion of a variety of sauces to the diet typical for all segments of
the population of our state. As the basis for sauces can serve broths (meat, fish, mushroom),
milk, sour cream, butter, oil and so on. Most sauces are characterized by high organoleptic
characteristics, which causes their popularity among the population, a relatively high
caloric and carbohydrate content.
Materials and methods. We decided to develop recipes of fortified milk sauce, which
would contain raw materials with a high content of dietary protein. As the control sample
the "Bechamel" sauce has been chosen.
Results. To increase the biological value of the sauce in the recipe to increase a new
plant culture of savnet varieties "Kyiv ultra" has been added. This variety savnet is
valuable, because it contains a high content of ascorbic acid and carotene: of 1103,71 and
53,06 mg/% per dry matter relatively. The amount of nonessential amino acids is 14.9 g per
100 g of dry matter of savnet; essential – 10,12 g / 100 g; i. e. essential amino acids contain
40,33 % of the total number of amino acids.Rheological properties of the sauces studied
were determined by rotary viscometer of the "REOTEST–2" type.
Table 1.The basic structural and mechanical characteristics
samples of sauces
Model
η0
ηm
η0-ηm
Pk1
Pk2
Pm
Pk1/Pk2
Pm/Pk1
samples
Serum

85,59

1,36

84,23

85,59

349,18

610,66

0,14

7,13

Control

57,06

1,36

55,7

57,06

365,01

595,96

0,15

10,44

Savnet 5%

52,85

2,83

50,02

17,60

51,62

175,13

0,34

Savnet 10% 13,21

2,08

11,13

4,40

15,22

93,01

0,28

Savnet 20% 19,02

0,43

18,59

19,02

42,13

82,66

0,45

9,95
21,13
4,34

Analyzing the results of the study, we can conclude that the given samples are not
linearly dependent on shear stress and are not riotous liquids, which are characterized by
the thixotropy.
Analyzing the nature of the rheological curves of currents, it can be concluded that the
structure of the investigated samples can be attributed to the coagulative type (as Pk1>0).
The change in the concentration of the content of savnet to greater extent in the technology
of sauces cooking has a negative impact on the performance of current and also affects their
organoleptic characteristics.
Conclusions. Samples sauces can be attributed to coagulation type. The most
structurational property has a sample sauce with a concentration of Savnet 5%. But the
analysis of the conducted research allows to claim about the use of stabilizers needed for
the enrichment of sauce with this vegetable raw material.
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Use of sprouted wheat grain products in minced processed meat technology
Taisa Goncharenko, Oksana Topchii, Ielizaveta Smirnova
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The research was made with regard to identify the influence of sprouted
wheat grains products and other crops on functional and technological parameters of
minced processed meat products.
Materials and methods. The chemical composition of the samples was determined by
infrared Bruker MPA spectrometer using a library of spectrum samples. The source of
measure is an integrating sphere, the spectral range 3600 is 12000 cm -1. The results were
analyzed by applied OPUS software, the accuracy of analysis ranges from 0.03 - 0.2%. PH
of processed meat products was defined on laboratorial 340 pH-meter. PH values were
determined in aqueous extract of processed meat products prepared at a ratio of 1:10. The
water-binding power and plasticity were determined by conventional methods.
Results. When preparing samples of processed meat products and before adding the
vegetal supplements to the chopped meat, the samples were hydrated at a ratio of 1:1.5 or
1:2 during 30 minutes. The results of the research haveshown that the change of chemical
composition of the suggested processed meat products in comparison to those prepared
according to traditional recipe is slight. The quantity of liquid increases and protein and fat
content slightly decreases. There is also the increase of carbohydrates and dietary fiber
which improves the nutritional value of processed meat products. Reducing the fat content
results in extended shelf life of the products. Moreover, the distinctive advantage of the
proposed recipes is the significant increase of micronutrients (by 1,5 times). According to
all technological indicators the test samples are superior to the control ones, including
increased output by 21%.
Afterwards the acid stability of samples was checked. The samples of processed meat
products were freezed for 7, 14 and 21 days at the temperature not less than 10˚С below 0
and relative humidity 75-80%. Oxidation processes were analyzed according to peroxide
and acid value indicators. At the beginning of the research we identified that the added
supplements had a antioxidant effect even at the stage of preparing the processed meat
products. Which was confirmed by a decrease of peroxide and acid value in freshly
prepared experimental samples in comparison with the control ones. The same happens
during the period of storage.
Conclusions. The use of sprouted wheat grain products and other crops in the recipes
of minced processed meat products improves their nutritional value due to the increase of
dietary fiber and micronutrients. Also the acid stability is increased which results in
extended shelf life of the products.
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Physical and chemical transformation in fermented environments
Oleksandr Shevchenko, Inna Vinnichenko, Jelyzaveta Smirnova
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Important components transformation processes of cyclic energy
and mass streams are industrial fermentation processes on the basis of which the synthesis
of organic products occurs.
Materials and methods. On the basis of power and material support for these
technologies is the synthesis of sugars, starch or other biopolymers, which are the result of
the interaction of the well-known triad – water, carbon dioxide and sunlight. A continuous
cycle of these components with other substances ensures the synthesis of organic
compounds, the final breakdown of which ends with the formation of carbon dioxide and
water. Anaerobic and aerobic fermentation technology is an important part of the overall
cycle, though partly unfinished with useful consequence to humans, as the fermentation is
completed by obtaining of targeted substances, characterized for the production of bread,
wine, beer, kvass, etc., that provide energy, taste and interaction by consumption.
Results. The indicator of transformation is the change of sugars concentrations,
accumulated ethanol and carbon dioxide. Changes in the ratios of these substances
correspond to the equation of Gay-Lussac, which allows determining the effectiveness of
the technology used. These ratios refer to all anaerobic fermentation technologies and
indicate the presence of losses: C6H12O6=2C2H5OH+2CO2 (1)
If we neglect losses associated with the synthesis of yeast biomass, carbon losses
will account for one third of the input quantity and oxygen losses to two-thirds. In most
fermentation technologies these losses in the form of carbon dioxide are indeed losses with
the exception of those parts which provide the saturation of beer, kvass or the operation of a
carbon dioxide plant.
Provided that the sugar in the process is specified in the crease, the drop in its
concentration will change from maximum to zero, and concentrations of ethanol and carbon
dioxide increase from zero to maximum values. In accordance with them osmotic pressure
is changing. By its structure, biochemical reactions in cultural settings are closer to the
first-order reactions and their progress is displayed by the dynamics of digestion, which is
influenced by the natural properties of microorganisms. In the general case graphical
interpretation reflects the components of changes in osmotic pressure in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Graphs of osmotic pressure change the components of the solutions: 1 – sugar;
2 – ethanol; 3 – carbon dioxide
Conclusions. In the existing technologies of fermentative productions of ethanol
its maximum concentrations are approaching to 12 %, which obviously refers to the
negative phenomenon, because such concentrations might cause bacteriostatic effect and
fermentation stops.
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Processes of walnuts’ splitting
Anatoliy Ukrainets, Jelyzaveta Smirnova, Elena Nehrei
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv,Ukraine
Introduction. This work represents carried out investigations of walnuts’ splitting
which led to working out of a device for this process.
Methods of investigations. The device for gravity measurement from 0 till 1000 N was
used for checking the force needed for the splitting. For registration of walnuts’ shells’
deformation the device was equipped by an indicator of IC-10 type.
Results and discussion. On the basis of experimentally defined force we calculated
energy consumption during the process of walnuts’ splitting upon placing them between the
plate and the circle with different bevels. Fig.1 shows variability of splitting’s maximum
energy depending on the thickness of walnut’s shell by 5 % of humidity after placing it
between a plate and a circle.

Fig.1 Variability of splitting’s maximum energy depending on the thickness of a
shell after placing a walnut between a plate and a circle.
The energy consumption during the process of walnuts’ splitting increases
simultaneously with the walnut’s shell’s augmentation. At the same time, the energy
consumed during the process of splitting depends on the angle of a circle’s bevel. For
getting good quality according to the technological requirements it is advisable to carry out
the process of splitting considering the following factors: the ratio of a walnut’s diameter
and a circle’s diameter must range approximately from 1,1 till 1,3.
An important indicator of high quality characterizing the process of walnut’s splitting is
a degree of splitting which was 1,3 in the process of calculation.
Conclusion. Carried out investigations have led to working out of the device for
walnuts splitting and cleaning with a high technological effectiveness.
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Prospects for sugar confectionery for gerontologic purpose
Artem Ushchapovskyi, Nadiia Ivchuk, Jelyzaveta Smirnova
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Today, Ukraine is a country in which 25% of the population are people
older than 60 years old. The retirement age in our country has also increased up to this
limit. So Ukrainians have to take care of their health and, above all, properly organized,
balanced diet, in which the decisive role is played by the regular intake into the body
complex macro-and micronutrients. Rational gerontologic diet can reduce the number of
the most common diseases of the elderly, such as diabetes, diseases of the musculoskeletal
system (arthritis, osteoporosis), the gastrointestinal tract, cardio-vascular diseases and
diseases of vision organs.
Materials and methods. The paper provides analysis of modern scientific research of
leading specialists and scientists in the field of food technology.
Results and discussion. Sugar confectionery, yet until recently, were the source of
easily digestible carbohydrates, high-calorie and low content of biologically active
substances (BAS). Their purpose was to bring pleasure and joy. But times have changed.
Today, sugar confectionery, together with other traditional foods have become a target for
improvement and build on their basis new types of products enriched with natural BAS.
Puree, juices, extracts, fruits, vegetables, berries, herbs are a source of natural BAS
consisting of such products. They have become carriers of vitamins, micro-and macro
elements, pectin’s and even have therapeutic properties due to a change in the recipe of
sugar confectionery. Sugar confectionery products for functional purpose are gaining each
year ever more popularity with all the age groups of people, and especially the elderly. The
range of such confectionery products in our country is limited due to the lack of new
scientific developments covering both recipes and technologies.
It is therefore necessary to develop new kinds of sugar confectionery products for
functional purpose that will allow to expand the range and create balanced products, related
to the physiological needs and health of the aging population of Ukraine.
Conclusions. An important social program in Ukraine is the improvement of nutrition
for the elderly because its solution affects not only the person's life, but also the lengthening
of the active creative period, maintaining health, vitality, efficiency; helps to reduce the
number of alimentary diseases and reduces the risk of premature aging. Therefore, the
development of sugar confectionery for gerontologic purpose with given chemical
composition and directed action is a very important component of functional food
technology in modern conditions.
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Use of herbal raw materials in flour confectionery products manufacturing as
antioxidants and enhancers of nutritional value
Olga Dzygar, Anna Datsenko, Vira Obolkina, Jelyzaveta Smirnova
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The most common group of flour confectionery products (FCP) are
biscuits. This type of products is high-calorie, low-protein, fat and carb rich, and contains
almost no any biologically-active substances. Development and improvement of
technologies for FCP (specifically biscuits) manufacturing are aimed at creating of
prophylactic and diet products with increased amount of bioactive substances which also
have antioxidant properties.
Materials and methods. As materials for researches aromatic plants such as fenugreek
and monarda have been used. Determination of chemical elements was performed by X-ray
fluorescence analysis.
Results. The use of herbal supplements can expand the assortment of biscuits enriched
with biologically-active substances.
Fenugreek and monarda leaves can be regarded as raw materials with a high content of
bioactive compounds that exhibit a complex positive effect on a human body.
Fenugreek contains a large amount of vitally important nutrients and biologically
active substances, namely proteins (18%), iron, potassium, phosphorus, magnesium,
calcium, tannins, vitamins A, C, B1, B2, B9 (folic acid) and enzymes, nicotinic acid
(vitamin PP) - to 14 mg%, rutin, steroidal saponins, phytosterols, flavonoids, mucous
membranes (20%), essential oil (0,3%), carotene - to 150 mg/kg, small amounts of the
trihonellina alkaloid (0,3%), choline, lecithin. Here is a fractional composition of
polyphenolic compounds in dry raw materials of monarda: tannins – 3,74%, coumarins,
phenol carboxylic acids and flavonoids – 11,61%. The raw material contains phenolic
compounds, anthocyanins, monardein, tannins. Flavonoid composition of leaves: rutin –
82,08 mg%, hyperoside, quercitrine – 4,59 mg%, luteolin and quercetin. The amount of
vitamin C is 29,3 mg%. X-ray fluorescence analysis has revealed that fenugreek and
monarda contain large amounts of chemical elements, namely: S, Cl, K, Ca, Cr, Mn, Co,
Fe, Cu, Zn, Se, Br, Sr, Rb, Zr, Pb, and Ni. The concentration of toxic elements does not
exceed the permissible level.
Conclusions. The use of leaves of fenugreek and monarda in the FCP production will
enrich these high-calorie products with protein, vitamins, micro and macro elements, which
will increase nutritional and biological value of biscuits, reduce the caloric content. These
raw materials will also serve as natural antioxidants that positively affect the quality of fat
and increase the shelf life of products.
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Phase composition and voltammetric behavior of doped and nanostructured
manganese(iv) oxides in alkaline saturated by oxygen medium
Georgii Sokolskyi, Luiza Zudina, Oleg Miroshnikov,
Natalya Shovkun, Jelyzaveta Smirnova, Eugenii Boldyrev
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Institute of General and Inorganic Chemistry of NASU
Introduction. The modern systems of Li-ion batteries had the great effect on
miniaturization of electronic device used (mobile phones, laptops, electric vehicle and etc.).
The recently proposed Li-air battery technology combines advantages of Li-ion batteries
with cheap and effective work of air-electrodes.
Manganese(IV) oxides are among the most effective O2 electrocatalysts, therefore the
objective of this paper is to study influence of induced by changes dopant ions in phase
composition and disorder of surface states on ability of manganese(IV) oxides.
Materials and methods. The pristine fluorine-containing electrolyte consisted of
0.1 M HF + 0.7 M MnSO4. The dopant additives in the electrolyte were: 0.01 M Cr3+,
0.01 M Co2+, 1.5 M NH4+ as an optimal concentration from the current yield and
functionality point of view. Manganese(IV) oxide electrosynthesised on the platinum anode
(with current density (j) of 10 A/dm2) using the glass–carbon plate as an auxiliary electrode.
The cyclic voltammetry (CVA) experiment was carried out in a standard three
electrode cell using 0.3 M KOH electrolyte saturated with O2. The voltammetrograms were
registered on IPC-PRO potentiostat–galvanostat with computer interface at the potential
change rate of 0.001–0.5 V/s. Glass carbon plate was an auxiliary electrode. Carbon paste
electrode (CPE) was a thoroughly grounded mixture of doped manganese oxide: graphite in
the ratio of 70:30 and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) emulsion loaded into PTFE-tube.
Results. CVAs of doped MnO2 CPE in 0.30 M KOH solution saturated with ambient
oxygen are shown in Figure 1. MnO2 CPE 1 exhibit two reduction peaks (Fig.1) and two
oxidation peaks with slightly resolved shoulder of the third one, whereas Co-doped CPE 2
displays additional reduction peak at more electropositive potentials (Fig.1). Oxygen
reduction on Cr3+-doped MnO2 CPE is irreversible and oxidation peaks are absent. Graphite
electrode has by the order of magnitude lower currents of the same processes that are
shifted due to polarisation effects.
Peaks observed were ascribed to the
successive two-electron reduction of O2 with HO2–
as the intermediate. The first reduction peak of Co–
doped CPE2 was attributed to the reduction of O2
to HO2– redox-mediated by the oxygen-containing
groups and the second one was due to the reduction
of HO2– to OH–. Three reduction peaks of Codoped CPE2 are supposed to be the result of
simultaneous action of Co and Mn interface
Fig. 1. CVA of NH4+(1), Co2+(2) Cr3+
species here the second reduction peak is common
(3)-doped manganese(IV) oxide and
for both active sites.
graphite(4) electrodes in the saturated
Conclusions. The electrolytic doping procedure
by O2 0.3 M KOH electrolyte solution
improves the prospectives of practical application of
(V = 10 mV*s-1).
electrolytic manganese(IV) oxides as electrode
material.
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Physical methods of investigation of substances: the technique of infraredspectroscopy
Yulia Korobka, Maria Molozhon
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Spectroscopy is a branch of physics and analytical chemistry, for
examining the spectra of the interaction of radiation of the substance. Infrared spectroscopy
method makes it possible to obtain information about the relative positions of the molecules
within very short periods of time as well as to assess the relationship between them, which
is essential in the study of structural and informational properties of various substances.
The basis of this method is a physical phenomenon as infrared radiation.
Materials and methods. This work was conducting by researching the method of
infrared spectroscopy, classic spectrophotometers and FT-IR spectrometers. The research of
IR spectrometer Varian Scimitar 1000 FT-IR was also included.
Results and Discussion. Infrared spectroscopy is a section of molecular spectroscopy
that studies the absorption and reflection of electromagnetic radiation in the infrared region.
The coordinates of the intensity of the absorbed radiation - the wavelength infrared
spectrum is a complex curve with a large number of highs and lows. The method of infrared
spectroscopy is a versatile physical-chemical method, which is used to study the structural
features of various organic and inorganic compounds. The method is based on the
phenomenon of groups of atoms absorption of the test object electromagnetic radiation in
the infrared. Absorption is due to violation of the molecular vibrations of photons of
infrared light. When irradiated with infrared light absorbed by the molecule only those
photons whose frequencies correspond to frequencies stretching, deformation and libration
vibrations of molecules. Infrared spectroscopy is widely used for the analysis and
identification of mixtures of pure substances. Identification of pure substances is usually
carried out by means of information retrieval systems by automatically comparing the
analysed spectrum with spectra stored in computer memory. The study of molecular
structure and more objects infrared spectroscopy methods mean information about
parameters and molecular models mathematically reduced to the solution of inverse spectral
problems. Infrared spectroscopy has several advantages over spectroscopy in the visible
and ultraviolet regions because we can trace change of all major types of bonds in the
molecules of these substances. When using infrared spectroscopy, there is no destruction of
substances that allows them to apply for these studies. The infrared spectrum of the
biological sample is a total spectrum, in which the imposition of absorption bands of
different functional groups of organic compounds and water. This phenomenon is
compounded in mind the interaction of certain types of vibrations of these groups, thus
there is a distortion of the absorption bands and shift. Therefore, the infrared spectra
observed a large number of broad absorption bands with unclear maxima. Usually decoding
infrared spectra of biological samples is very difficult. Therefore, to facilitate the decoding
of the total spectrum must share a biological sample into simpler components. This will
allow to get a greater number of absorption bands of the substance and to more accurately
determine the composition of components in the sample.
Conclusions. Infrared spectroscopy is used to study the structure of the semiconductor
materials, polymers, biological objects and living cells directly as a method of studying the
structure of molecules were most common in organic chemistry and organoelement. It plays
a major role in the creation and study of molecular optical quantum generators, which
radiation is in the infrared spectrum. Infrared spectroscopy methods most widely studied
region near and medium infrared spectrum, which made a large variety of spectrometers.
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Technological properties of white brined cheese produced from organic goat milk
Yana Honcharova, Larisa Yanenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. From the nutritional point of view goat milk is a more balanced product
compared to cow milk, since it has all the necessary nutrients for a healthy body. Goat milk
is less allergenic, naturally homogenized, easier to digest, lactose intolerant friendly, and
biochemically and thermodynamically superior to cow milk.
The purpose of our research was to determine the differences of the two types of goat
cheese made from milk with the same physical and chemical composition, emphasizing that
the variations in the physical and chemical parameters of the two types of goat cheese are
not due to the physical or chemical composition of the goat milk.
Materials and methods. The analysis of the chemical composition of goat milk was
made in the study, where the content of the milk fat, also proteins, lactose and dry matter
were determined by infrared analyzing machine Milcoscan in accordance with the IDF
141C:2000 standard. The total solid, fat, raw protein, ash were also determined according to
AOAC (2009) and pH was determined by pH meter Metler –Toledo. The sensory
evaluation of the two types of goat cheese is made by method of points, a quantitative
descriptive method for sensory analysis.
Results and discussion. The samples of the two types of cheese were coded with letter
A and B. For each of the cheese characteristics profile: cross-section, consistency, colour,
smell and taste, a coefficient of importance was determined. The sensory characteristics of
the goat cheese are valued with marks from 1 to 5 multiplied by the coefficient of
importance, and their collection is expressed in (%) from the maximal possible quality. The
characteristics and quality of the cheese depends mostly on the quality of the milk, i.e. its
composition. The most variable component of goat milk is the fat content which depends
mostly on the stadium of lactation (2-8%). The content of milk fat at the beginning of the
lactation is 3.34%, in the middle of lactation 2.73% and at the end 4.58%. The proteins
from goat milk are more digestible than those of cow milk and the absorption of amino
acids is more efficient.
The differences of pH values of the two types of goat cheese are the result of the
different starter cultures used in the process of cheese production. According to the given
scores for the sensory evaluation the total suitability of goat cheese A had best results with
average of 4.85 compared to goat cheese B which had mark of 4.56. The taste, consistency
and smell are better marked in cheese A as compared to cheese B. From the results it can be
seen that pH value of the cheese A coagulum is of 6.15 and it is higher as compared to the
pH value of cheese B coagulum with 6.04.
Conclusion. The results of our research show that the starter cultures used in the
production process of goat cheese influence the differentiation of milk component during
the rippening of cheese. The biggest difference in the sensory characteristics of the goat
cheese gives its specific quality.
References
1. DEHLHOLMC.: Descriptive sensory evaluations, Comparison and applicability of
novel rapid methodologies, PhD Thesis, (2012).
2. European Organic Regulations (EC) No 834/2007, 889/2008 and 1235/2008,
IFOAM EU GROUP, Brussels 2012.
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Gas-liquid chromatographic assay of the components of
electrochemically reduced glucose solutions
Maria Mironova, Larisa Yanenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. No method could be found in the literature for the simultaneous
determination of D-glucose and its derivatives obtained either by catalytic hydrogenation or
by electrolysis. The production of sorbitol by an electrochemical process (used on an
industrial scale before the second world war) has been re-examined recently owing to its
several advantages in comparison with catalytic hydrogenation procedures. Owing to the
very similar characteristics of the byproducts obtained in the reduction processes, such as
deoxy sugars and/or deoxy alditols, the analytical methods used proved to be unsatisfactory
in both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Our previously described gas-liquid
chromatographic (GLC) method has therefore been applied, after optimization of the
conditions, for the simultaneous determination of D-glucose, 2-deoxy-D-glucose, D-glution
and 2-deoxy-D-glucitol.
Materials and methods. D-Glucose and 2-deoxy-D-glucose were purchased from
Serva (Heidelberg, F.R.G.). Sorbitol samples l-6 were products of various companies as
follows: Peti Nitrogen Metivek, Pet, Hungary (sorbitol I), Atlas Powder, Miami. FL. U.S.A.
(sorbitol 2) Anil Starch Products, Ahmedabad, India (sorbitol 3) SPA, Milan, Italy
(sorbitol4), an unknown Japanese company (sorbito15) and Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy
(sorbitol 6). 2-Deoxy-D-glucitol was prepared from 2-deoxy-D-glucose by reduction with
sodium tetrahydroborate as described by Lehrfeld. Test samples 2-7 were electrochemically
reduced glucose solutions (1 A4) containing sodium sulphate (0.5 A4) or, in test sample 5lithium nitrate (0.5 A4). The electrochemical reductions were carried out in an Electra MP
Cell (500 cm”) equipped with an ion-exchange membrane (Nafion XR 423) and separated
cathode and anode compartments (Electra Cell, Taby, Sweden). Electrolyzes were
performed with current densities of 8 A per 200 cm3 for 6 h (test sample 2) and of 4 A per
200 cm3 for 6.7h (3-5) for 4 h (6) and for 4 x 6.7 h (7). Test sample 1, an unelectrolyzed
solution of D-glucose, served as the basis of comparison.
Results and discussion. Our model investigations performed with authentic
saccharides in order to find the optimum derivatization and GLC conditions, gave the
following results: Columns 0.5,2 and 3 m long (each of4 mm I.D.) coated with 15% Dexsil
GC 300 or 3% SP 2250 were tested in parallel. [Columns 0.5 m long served only for testing
saccharides of higher degree of polymerization (DP); in the present analysis the proportion
of saccharides and/or alditols with DP > 1 was <O.l wt.-% in all the samples tested.]
Optimum separation was achieved on the 15% Dexsil columns (3 m x 4 mm I.D.) with the
sugars as their TMS oxime derivatives.
Conclusion. The differences in time оf retention of the components are summarized
and simplified by the chromatogram as a single peak which is obtained for the 2-deoxy-Dglucose derivative.
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Sour milk drink with antioxidant properties
Natalia Datska, Larisa Yanenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The food of modern society is characterized by lack of valuable food
substances, first and foremost macro elements, and by the surplus consumption of other
nutrients.
Sour milk drinks are popular among the population because of their refreshing taste,
delicate texture, the beneficial action on the human body. Recently many manufacturers has
begun to enrich sour milk drinks with some food additions, but often they did it
haphazardly, without considering the features of microstructure, rheological characteristics,
biological compatibility of components of the enriches and milk base.
The purpose of research is to study the organoleptic and rheological properties of sour
milk drinks.
Materials and methods. During the technological processes of milk drinks (receiving
milk-based of domestic production with 2.6% fat) we fulfilled the following operations:
fermented milk (which firstly was boiled) at 40 ° C temperature with simultaneous
application of dry leaven such as "Symbiotyk" and TM GoodFood and P vitamin complex
with relevant pectin (fruit or citrus), and then thoroughly mixed this mix. Further ripening
was conducted at 18 ° C for 24 hours in aerobic environment.
The obtained investigated samples consist of the following components: №1 sample
contains only milk ferment and dry leaven; the sample number 2 - milk, dry leaven and
ferment fruit pectin; sample number 3 - milk, dry leaven and citrus pectin; sample number 4
- milk, dry leaven and P-vitamin complex, № 5 - milk, dry leaven, P-complex vitamins and
fruit pectin, № 6 - milk, dry leaven, P-vitamin complex and citrus pectin.
The evaluation of taste and smell of the sour milk drinks were performed using the
profile method, based on the fact that if individual pulses of taste and smell are united, they
will give a new pulse in the common taste and aromatic characteristics of the product. The
sour milk leaven without filler was used as a standard of comparison, which determined the
order of appearance and intensity of individual pulses.
Results and discussion. Five-point scale was used to evaluate the organoleptic
properties of the samples: 5 stars - excellent quality 4 - good 3 - satisfactory, 2 - bad
(defective food product) 1 - very bad (technical lack).
Main descriptors of taste are: 1 - strong sour milk flavor; 2 - sour and fruity; 3 - slightly
sour taste; 4 - sour taste with a bitter taste; 5 - strong bitter taste; 6 - harmonious sour and
bitter taste. Main descriptors of smell are: 1 - pleasant; 2 - satisfactory; 3 - satisfactory; 4 satisfactory; 5 - bad; 6 - bad.
It has been established that P-vitamin complex strengthens the bitter taste and pectin
softens the flavors (sample number 5, 6). Sweet taste is strengthened if fruit pectin is
injected (sample number 2, 5), citrus pectin (sample number 3, 6) provides more refreshing
taste with a strong sour milk taste.
Conclusions. The usage of P-vitamin complex as a functional ingredient for enriching
sour milk drinks will expand their range and improve the nutritional and biological value.
The usage of fruit pectin and vitamin P complex significantly improves the texture and
structure of sour milk product and make better taste and smell.
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Influence of toothpastes on oral environment
Yulia Borysenko, M. Baranovskyi
National Aviation University, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. There are plenty of bacteria and other microorganisms living in the
mouth which attack the food leftovers that stick to, and in between the teeth that during
digestion of sugar and starch produce acids that can dissolve tooth enamel. The increased
awareness of the need for good dental health and the emphasis on preventive procedures by
dentists has made the role of a toothpaste and toothbrush increasingly important. Using
toothpaste together with the proper brushing techniques can help in getting rid of plaque
and other soft debris from the teeth. That is why, it is important to investigate oral
microbiota, explore and compare the amount of microorganisms before and after an
appropriate brushing of oral cavity with toothpaste.
Materials and methods. For this, with the use of sterilized swab the sample of bacteria
from the front and back teeth, cheeks and tongue, and 2% toothpaste were tested. For this
investigation, different brands of toothpaste were used – Colgate Total, Glister, Vitis,
Sensodyne and Aquafresh. Colgate Total contains the active ingredient, Triclosan, which is
said to have higher antimicrobial capabilities than sodium fluoride. Solutions were plated
and incubated for 96 hours and colony growth was compared to a control.
Results. The results show that all the Petri dishes with bacteria samples taken after
brushing with toothpaste, had a smaller amount of bacteria growth. Also, the amount of
bacteria in the samples which contained Vitis and Glister toothpastes were greatly reduced
compared with Sensodyne and Aquafresh (their composition includes sodium fluoride).
Experiment proved that the Colgate Total far exceeded the ability of any other toothpaste to
kill bacteria, thus, Triclosan is far more effective at killing bacteria than sodium fluoride
that present in the majority of toothpastes.
Conclusions. So, toothpaste, toothbrush and proper brushing techniques are important
for dental hygiene so that gum disease and loss of teeth can be prevented. Triclosan
(Colgate Total) has obvious advantages in killing bacteria and preventing oral disease.
Moreover, long-term use of toothbrushes can lead to the re-contamination of oral cavity due
to retention and survival of microorganisms on toothbrush after brushing, therefore, further
investigations will include evaluation of the presence of microorganisms in the
toothbrushes and methods of decontamination of it with the help of disinfectants.
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Health-promoting compounds in pigmented thai and wild rice
Vasenkyn Yuriy, Chala Kateryna
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Pigmented rice and wild rice are gaining popularity among consumers
due to the increasing awareness of a need for healthy foods. As a matter of fact, pigments
such as carotenoids and anthocyanins, responsible for food color, act as bioactive
compounds modulating a number of physiological functions and possibly promoting
health [1,2].
Materials and methods. The study (using instrumentation and chemicals) included the
following steps:
- Sampling
- Preparation of Raw and Cooked Samples for Analysis
- Proximate Analysis
- Extraction and Determination of Carotenoids
- Extraction of Free Phenolic Compounds
- Extraction of Insoluble-Bound Phenolic Compounds
- Determination of Total Free and Insoluble-Bound Phenolic Compound Content
- Extraction and Determination of Anthocyanins
- Statistical Analysis
Results and discussion. This study provides a portrait of Thai pigmented rice and wild
rice available in terms of proximate composition and health-promoting compound content.
In addition to phenolic compounds and anthocyanins, that are the most investigated
bioactive molecules in pigmented rice, carotenoid content has been also evaluated, thus
providing a more complete profile of the antioxidant content in samples under
investigation. As in other cereals, lutein was found to be the main carotenoid and
anthocyanins were detected only in black samples. In contrast to other cereals, phenolic
compounds were found mainly in free form.
The effect of cooking on these components was also assessed, to more accurately
determine the true dietary intake of health-promoting compounds through Thai and wild
rice consumption.
This study also highlighted that the content of bioactive compounds in samples was
comparable to other foods; therefore, the Thai and wild rice varieties under investigation
can contribute to increased dietary intake of phytochemicals.
Conclusions. Results from this study provide reliable data for inclusion in
comprehensive food composition databases which include health-promoting compounds.
Finally, the study provides information about the quality of imported food products that is
usually overlooked.
References
1. Santos-Buelga, C.; Mateus, N.; de Freitas, V. Anthocyanins. Plant pigments and beyond.
J. Agric. Food Chem. 2014, 62, 6879–6884.
2. Rodriguez-Amaya, D.B. Food Carotenoids: Chemistry, Biology and Technology; John
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Determination of presence of the water-retainer sodium triphosphate in minced meat
with method of near-IR spectroscopy
Georgii Melnichenko, Inna Hutsalo, Svitlana Kovaleva
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Addition of sodium triphosphate (E451) to meat semi-finished products
improves the moisture-absorbing properties of muscle tissue, but worsens the absorption of
calcium by human body. Therefore, content of sodium triphosphate must be controled.
Materials and methods: test samples of minced meat made of muscle tissue of
domestic pig, sodium triphosphate, a method of near-IR spectroscopy, methods for
processing and analyzing of spectra.
Results and discussion. Samples of minced meat without additives and with addition
of sodium triphosphate in an amount of 0.04% were researched with method of near-IR
spectroscopy in the wave range of 1330-2370 nm. All studied samples were prepared of the
same portion of minced meat and characterized by the same degree of grinding. IR spectra
of all samples were recorded under the same conditions and nearly at the same time (in
intervals of no more than 10 minutes). Analysis of the IR spectra of studied samples
showed significant increase of the reflectance coefficient of the mixture containing sodium
triphosphate in comparison with the minced meat without additives in the spectral range
1560-1670 nm. This region of IR spectra is responsible for the content of bound moisture in
the product. The time for recording of one spectrum was less than 2 minutes.
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The most considerable growth of the reflectance coefficient is observed at the wavelength
of 1630 nm. Obtained values of the reflectance coefficient in this region of IR spectrum
considerably exceed values obtained as results of studying of aging process of meat.
Conclusion. This express method of non-destructive IR spectroscopy, provided that the
spectrograph has been pre-calibrated, allows to detect objectively the presence of sodium
triphosphate (E451) in minced meat. Upgrading and spreading this method detecting of
other water-retainers in meat products are promising.
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Mayonnaise quality expertise
Natalya Miedviedieva
National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukrainehas, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The indisputable factor of success of a trademark is the quality of the
product manufactured. The quality of mayonnaise is determined by the complex of
indicators such as organoleptic (taste, smell, colour, consistence), physicochemical
(fattiness, starch, acidity, the presence of acids), microbiological (bifid bacteria,
microorganisms, yeast, fungi, bacteria).
Materials and methods. The research was carried out on the example of samples of
Ukrainian manufacturers of various trademarks. The mayonnaise samples were analyzed
according to organoleptic, physical and chemical, microbiological indicators. The
packaging and labelling of the product were assessed as well.
To detect the level of the quality of mayonnaise the 5-point descriptor-profile method
of sensory analysis was used and a group of experts was involved.
Results and discussion. The results of the labelling analysis have proved no indication
of index E in food additives descriptions of the following trademarks: “Korolivsky Smak”
Korolivsky and “Olis” Provansal.
The descriptors of organoleptic indicators (consistence, taste, smell and colour),
packaging labelling and design have been suggested, their 5-grade scale of profiling
determined. Descriptor-profile method helps to distinguish the most competitive and
attractive for the consumer product. “Korolivsky Smak” Korolivsky and “Torchyn”
Provanskiy have got the highest evaluation mark.
Physicochemical studies of mayonnaise show that all the samples contain 0,18% to
0,51% of acidity, 67% of fat which is indicated in the packaging information. The amount
of sorbic acid is within the norms – not more than 1000mg\kg. Apart from this, “Olis” uses
benzoic acid as s preservative which is not indicated in the description and its content is
19,4 mg\kg.
Micro-biological research has detected no violation by any manufacturer.
Conclusions. The results of research mayonnaise on physico-chemical and
microbiological indicators of prove that their values fully compliant comply with the
requirements of current regulations.
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Determination of raw meat freshness by the express method of near-IR spectroscopy
Andriy Volkov, Svitlana Litvinchuk, Svitlana Kovaleva
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. When raw meat is stored for a long time, many biochemical processes
take place inside. As result, new substances, that not typical for fresh meat, are formed.
Present of these compounds may be identified by near-IR spectroscopy.
Materials and methods: test samples of raw pork, a method of near-IR spectroscopy,
methods for processing and analyzing of spectra.
Results and discussion. Aging process of meat was studied by near-IR spectroscopy.
Test specimens of the meat that were cut off from the same part of pig carcass are stored at
+4 oC. Near-IR diffuse reflectance spectra of these samples were recorded at regular
intervals. To approximate to conditions in the process stream the meat samples were
subjected to minimal preparation. All spectra were recorded in automatic mode in the wave
range of 1330 - 2370 nm. The time for recording of one spectrum was less than 2 minutes.
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Analysis of the IR spectra of studied samples shows proportional increase of the reflectance
coefficient of the test specimens in the spectral range 1560-1850 nm in dependence on
storage time of the meat samples. Therefore, this region of IR spectra is responsible for the
changes inside meat as a result of its storage. The most increase of reflectance coefficient is
observed at the wavelength of 1650 nm.
Conclusion. If the spectrograph is pre-calibrated, the express method of nondestructive near-IR spectroscopy can be used for objective estimate of degree of meat
freshness. The use of this method allows to avoid errors in estimation that typical for
organoleptic methods. The improvement and spreading this method for detecting of meat
freshness are promising.
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Determination of presence of the water-retainer sodium triphosphate in minced meat
with method of near-IR spectroscopy
Georgii Melnichenko, Inna Hutsalo, Svitlana Kovaleva
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Addition of sodium triphosphate (E451) to meat semi-finished products
improves the moisture-absorbing properties of muscle tissue, but worsens the absorption of
calcium by human body. Therefore, content of sodium triphosphate must be controled.
Materials and methods. Test samples of minced meat made of muscle tissue of
domestic pig, sodium triphosphate, a method of near-IR spectroscopy, methods for
processing and analyzing of spectra.
Results and discussion. Samples of minced meat without additives and with addition
of sodium triphosphate in an amount of 0.04% were researched with method of near-IR
spectroscopy in the wave range of 1330-2370 nm. All studied samples were prepared of the
same portion of minced meat and characterized by the same degree of grinding. IR spectra
of all samples were recorded under the same conditions and nearly at the same time (in
intervals of no more than 10 minutes). Analysis of the IR spectra of studied samples
showed significant increase of the reflectance coefficient of the mixture containing sodium
triphosphate in comparison with the minced meat without additives in the spectral range
1560-1670 nm. This region of IR spectra is responsible for the content of bound moisture in
the product. The time for recording of one spectrum was less than 2 minutes.
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The most considerable growth of the reflectance coefficient is observed at the wavelength
of 1630 nm. Obtained values of the reflectance coefficient in this region of IR spectrum
considerably exceed values obtained as results of studying of aging process of meat.
Conclusion. This express method of non-destructive IR spectroscopy, provided that the
spectrograph has been pre-calibrated, allows to detect objectively the presence of sodium
triphosphate (E451) in minced meat. Upgrading and spreading this method detecting of
other water-retainers in meat products are promising.
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Determination of raw meat freshness by the express method of near-IR spectroscopy
Andriy Volkov, Svitlana Litvinchuk, Svitlana Kovaleva
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. When raw meat is stored for a long time, many biochemical processes
take place inside. As result, new substances, that not typical for fresh meat, are formed.
Present of these compounds may be identified by near-IR spectroscopy.
Materials and methods. Test samples of raw pork, a method of near-IR spectroscopy,
methods for processing and analyzing of spectra.
Results and discussion. Aging process of meat was studied by near-IR spectroscopy.
Test specimens of the meat that were cut off from the same part of pig carcass are stored at
+4 oC. Near-IR diffuse reflectance spectra of these samples were recorded at regular
intervals. To approximate to conditions in the process stream the meat samples were
subjected to minimal preparation. All spectra were recorded in automatic mode in the wave
range of 1330 - 2370 nm. The time for recording of one spectrum was less than 2 minutes.
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Analysis of the IR spectra of studied samples shows proportional increase of the reflectance
coefficient of the test specimens in the spectral range 1560-1850 nm in dependence on
storage time of the meat samples. Therefore, this region of IR spectra is responsible for the
changes inside meat as a result of its storage. The most increase of reflectance coefficient is
observed at the wavelength of 1650 nm.
Conclusion. If the spectrograph is pre-calibrated, the express method of nondestructive near-IR spectroscopy can be used for objective estimate of degree of meat
freshness. The use of this method allows to avoid errors in estimation that typical for
organoleptic methods. The improvement and spreading this method for detecting of meat
freshness are promising.
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Influence of time of baking on the moisture and color of biscuits
Gjore Nakov1, Nastia Ivanova1, Stanka Damyanova1, Viktorija Stamatovska2,
Aleksandar Saveski2, Daliborka Koceva Komlenic3, Indira Kosovich3, Ana Susak3
1 – University of Ruse "Angel Kanchev", Branch Razgrad, Bulgaria
2 – University of St. Kliment Ohridski – Bitola, Technical and technology faculty,
Republic of Macedonia
3 – Josip Juraj Strossmayer University in Osijek, Faculty of Food Technology,
Croatia
Introduction. During baking, heat and mass transfer simultaneously because of the
increased temperature. Heat transfers from warm air to the surface of the product through
convection, and then through conduction from the surface to the inner part of the product,
until moisture evaporates from it. These processes influence the qualitative parameters of
biscuits such as the percent of moisture and color.
Materials and Methods. In production of biscuits, we used 3 types of barley and
wheat flour. Production of biscuits constituent was in accordance with AACC Method 1050D (AACC, 2000a). The color measurement was performed by Minolta Chroma Meter
(Konika Minolta, CR-400 Japan). Data were stored in CIE L*a*b* color model and color
changes during baking process.
Results and discussion. Water is part of most of the alimentary products. By
continuing the duration of the thermal processing (baking) of biscuits, the amount of
moisture reduces. Ratio of wheat flour and barley flour does not affect this process, but it
affects the color. Biscuits get darker color by increasing the percent of barley flour. When
analyzing the change of color, in all kinds of biscuits it is determined visually that biscuits
which contain 30% barley flour have notable change in color even after the 8th minute of
baking, whereas biscuits made from 100 % barley flour change their color in the 5th minute
of the baking processing of the biscuits compared to the control (rough dough). Products of
Maillard reaction and products with caramelization (melanoides and caramel) are created
by increasing the temperature, after which the product becomes charred and brown porous
mass is created. Melanoides create when the temperature is higher than 120 ºC on the
surface of the products. On the other hand, products from caramelization create when there
is low percent of moisture and when temperature on the surface of products is over 200 ºC.
Conclusion. Determining the moisture in alimentary products is one of the most
important analysis. It can be concluded from the achieved results that low percent of water,
increased temperature and wheat and barley flour ratio influence the color of biscuits. By
increasing the percent of barley flour, biscuits get darker color.
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Prospects of developing molecular gastronomy and equipment for cooking
molecular meals
Dariyna Nikolaeniy, Dariy Riybceva, Vladislav Sachkovsky, Alexei Ermakov
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Molecular gastronomy is the science about substances, their
composition and structure, properties and transformations, importance of chemicals,
materials and processes. It has recivied widespread in developed contries. This up-to-date
technique of processing food products requires the manufacturing and upgrading special
innovative equipment.
Material and methods. The research contains the methods of total analysis,
generalization and analysis. Information base of the research is the works of domestic and
foreign authors, publications in periodicals and so on.
Results and discussion. The equipment for molecular gastronomy includes the
following main components: syphon, Stefan-gril (manual blower); installation of vacuum
marinating; dehydrofrosting; smoking gun; thermostat; Dewar vessel; Clarimax filter;
ultrasonic homogenizer and others. Technologies are pacojetting, thermomixer;
aromadistillation; deepfreezing; centrifuge process; the technology of Sous-vide and other.
All aforesaid equipment can be used in restaurants and at home. Let’s consider the most
common and advanced devices and technologies.
Molecular distillation. This is the way of distilling substances at very low pressure, so
evaporated molecules have enough amount of free passage for unhidered transfer from
considering surface, what allows creating extracts – pulls from tastses and fragrances of
substances. Benefit is that term of storage of such products is continuous because the
distillation temperature is close to conventional pasteurization and processing time is
enough for the destruction of pathogens. Centrifuge process. The centrifuge separates the
bulk bodies and liquids of various specific gravities with the help of centrifugal force.
Freezers. The cooling rate is very high in such device. 5 kg of product are cooled to -25...35C for 60 minutes. It leads to saving product properties for a very long time. Installation
of vacuum marinating Cookvac. It is a vacuum pan, which artificially creates a low pressure
in the absence of oxygen, what significantly reduces the frying or sautéing temperature,
keeping the structure, color and nutrients of the product. Food is subjected to temperature
170-180C and above when frying in oil. These processes cause oil oxidation and loss of
nutrients. In Cookvac food products can be fried at a temperature of 90C, which will
increase the shelf life of the oil for 7-8 times.
Conclusion. Molecular gastronomy has great development perspectives. Coming up
with equipment for molecular gastronomy is an actual scientific and practical task, the
solution of which will support domestic manufacturers to occupy the vacant niche on the
Eastern Europe market and to rival leading foreign companies on the world market.
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Application of 3D-printing in cookery
Nastiy Savcheniy, Uliy Golubeva, Anastasiya Sharai, Alexei Ermakov
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Food 3D-printer is a unique device, the embodiment of modern
technologies.
Materials and methods. Consideration of the materials on the development of modern
equipment and additive technologies in the food industry. The methods of general analysis
and generalization were used in the study. The information base of the research is
represented by the articles of domestic and foreign authors, materials published in
periodicals, etc.
Results and discussion. The principle of the food 3D-printer is similar to that of a
usual inkjet printer. The difference is only in the contents of the cartridges: containers with
liquid dyes are replaced with toners with food ingredients. There are different designs of
printers that allow producing a variety of foods, from chocolate to pizza. Let’s consider the
most common and perfect devices and technologies.
3D Systems ChefJet Pro — a 3D-printer, designed for printing with various materials
and colors. The printer forms layers of sugar-containing powder materials due to water
treatment. Consumables include sugar, caramel and chocolate. The device is able to create
multicolor models that combine different flavors: apple, cherry, vanilla, etc.
Foodini. In this model chopped raw products are used as ingredients. This function
allows the consumer to eat healthy organic food in the form of puree pastes, transformed
into beautiful shapes.
Choc Creator is a chocolate printer that prints 2D-image on the surface of cakes and
sweet pastries, as well as in a 3D-format. But there is a technological problem while
printing in chocolate: the continuous tempering of chocolate combined with continuous
micro-dosing, and at the moment it is not solved.
Magic Candy Factory - the first confectionery that uses a 3D-printer for production of
sweets. And the company uses not the usual gelatin to manufacture jelly beans, but
healthier extracts and juices.
BeeNex - can cook pizza of any shape and size. First the dough is squeezed out onto
the printer’s platform in a specific shape, and then comes the sauce, and then the melted
cheese. After this, the robot sends the pizza to the oven, where it is baked for about five
minutes.
All this equipment allows getting culinary products of various shapes and designs.
Also it allows making the fantasies of many professional chefs and amateurs real. A
common drawback for all printers is the high cost, and requirements for the qualification of
staff, as well as low speed of printing.
Conclusion. The use of 3D-printing technologies in cookery has a wide range of
development and research opportunities. Attempts are being made to integrate this
technology into various industries, but at the moment the technology of 3D-printing in
cookery is at a stage of development, and is being used mainly for advertising purposes.
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Development perspectives of vending equipment in Belarus
Olga Seryakova, Elena Melesрchenya, Mariya Milevskaya, Alexey Ermakov
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. The work is devoted to the analysis of trends in the development of
the market of vending equipment in Belarus and its prospects.
Materials and methods. The analysis was carried out by virtue of statistical data of
the Tax and Duties Ministry of the Republic of Belarus and information provided in printed
and electronic publications.
Results and Discussion. Vending is the sale of goods and services with help of
automated systems (vending machines). Vending has become widespread in the world as a
convenient and not very demanding way to trade or provide services. For example, in Japan
one machine has 23 people, in USA – 40 people, in Russia – 7 thousand people, in Belarus
one machine has 10 thousand people. The most common vending machine in Belarus is the
one that offers coffee. But along with them, other varieties of vending develops: newspaper
vending machines, automatic dispensers for disposable shoe covers, photo booth, automates
for selling bottled and sparkling water, snack machines, massage chairs, automatic copying
machines, alcohol testers, automatic car washes, automatic vacuum cleaners etc.
One of the perspective areas in the development of vending equipment is the
development of machines that are able not only to heat up the finished food products while
selling, but also produce them. The most common and successful example of such
automatic machines are coffee vending machines, that have gained popularity due to the
high quality and wide range of produced beverages. The latest models of such equipment
include a vending machine that makes fresh pizza from scratch (Let's Pizza, Italy) and
pancake machines (Blindozer, Russia).
One of the most recognizable and favorite dishes of Belarusian cuisine is draniki –
pancakes made from grated potato. Although potato pancakes are prepared according to
similar recipes in different national cuisines, Belarusian draniki have gained popularity due
to the special taste, national culinary secrets and properties of Belarusian potatoes. This
culinary dish has become a kind of a brand of the country in recent years, recognizable far
beyond its borders and popularized in the media, so creating a vending machine for the
producing and sale draniki can be very relevant. Development of a vending machine this
type is a perspective scientific and practical task, the implementation of which will
contribute to the development of the tourism, leisure, catering and trade spheres in the
Republic of Belarus.
Conclusion. The sphere of trade in Belarus will inevitably develop in accordance to
world tendencies, which should lead to a significant increase in the share of vending in the
near future (5-10 years). One of the perspective areas in the development of vending
equipment is the development of machines that can manufacture and release culinary
dishes.
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Public opinion surveys of consumers for manner of labeling the food product in the
Republic of Macedonia
Gjore Nakov, Nastia Ivanova, Stanka Damyanova
University of Ruse “Angel Kanchev”, Branch Razgrad, Bulgaria
Viktorija Stamatovska
University ”Ss. Kliment Ohdirski” Bitola, Technical-technology faculty Veles, R.Macedonia
Ljupka Necinova
Healthy Food by Zegin, DOO Zegin, Skopje Republic of Macedonia
Introduction. The consumer should be informed about the quality and characteristics of
the food product that wants to buy, and that is possible only if the product is properly labeled.
We conducted a study to examine the opinion of the consumers for the manner of labeling the
food in Republic of Macedonia.
Materials and Methods. The review is realized with electronic surveys of 200 people
from 13 different cities in Macedonia. Interviewees are divided into five groups according to
age: under 19 years, 19-25 years, 26-32 years, 33-50 years and over 50 years.
Results and discussion. When choosing the right foodstuff majority of respondents,
regardless of age read labels that marked products. Another problem emphasize the use of many
numbers and signs with unknown relevance to them, as well as "E" mark on the packaging. For
all respondents, the shelf life of the product has more influence in selecting the products that
they buy than the product cost. The energy value of the products and the content of salts in them,
were not really important when choosing a product. All respondents agree that if the food
product contains components that could endanger the human health, it should be properly
labeled. Respondents believe that it would be better if the label by which the product is labeled,
emphasize the intended customer group.
Based on the results of the survey, it can be concluded that consumers when choosing a
food product they want to buy most often read the label with which the products are marked.
From the problems they face when reading labels it should be indicated the small fund and the
use of many figures and signs of unknown importance as well as marked "E". During
classification of what is important when choosing a food product in the first place is the shelf
life, and then the cost of the product. Respondents, regardless of age, consider mandatory that on
the packaging should be an information about the presence of dangerous components that could
cause certain disorders in human healthcare. For respondents of great importance is the
existence on the product of an information for which group are those products intended to be
spend.
To eliminate the problems mentioned by the consumers in the future it should be increased
the control of food producers, as they respect the stipulated rules and regulations set out in the
Law on Food Safety of the Republic of of Macedonia, the Rulebook on food labeling and
Guidelines of good practice for food operators regarding the new EU requirements for food
labeling.
At the same time it is important to increase the awareness of the consumers about the
importance of numbers, symbols and labels, which they meet on the labeling of food products.
It should be emphasized that the Agency for Food and Veterinary of the Republic of Macedonia
in cooperation with the Organization of consumers for a long time undertake a lot of activities
for education and information the consumers about labeling of certain food products by placing
in public a number of brochures (Food additives and consumer, Food supplements, Foods for
particular nutritional uses, etc.), guides and leaflets (Guide to consumers through the law on
food safety, How to read the labeling of foodstuffs, What information should include labeling of
food? labeling misleading, leaflets relating to labeling of meat, dairy and processed fish, leaflets
relating to labeling of foods for infants and young children, food intended for diet and nutrition
for athletes and others).
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Improving of process of chutipong products cutting
Kateryna Kravchenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The purpose of research - to improve the productivity and quality and
to reduce the energy costs for cutting of long products by disk knife.
Materials and methods. Improving the process performed on the basis of the analysis
of contemporary articles from scientific journals and patents that belong to the world's
leading producers of cutting equipment.
Results. There are several types of cutting devices with circular knives for cutting long
chutipong food. For slicing baguettes using a device with a planetary motion disk blade.
Disadvantage - a complex structure of the planetary gear.
For gastronomic products is used the cutting equipment in which coulter has a round
shape or coachpardo which is attached to movable or immovable axis and supply of the
product by hand or by additional mechanisms. The downside is manual product feeding or
the need for feeder, insufficient safety.
The cutting mechanism for cutting chutipong rusks products, which consists of a table
that provides vibrational motion-arms, which fixed band saw. Slices cut when passing a
table of rusks plate by dust. The disadvantage is the need for a device for supplying the
product. The product moves in curvilinear cutting zone, and the surface is uneven cut.
A common drawback of these designs - the product is deformed when cutting without
stopping during the passage of the knife and knife between surfaces and the product arise
efforts friction and adhesion to overcome them consumes additional energy product on the
cut surface is ground, destroyed and formed crumbs. Stop feeding when cutting difficult
design.
To address the shortcomings proposes to improve the design of
disk knife. Edge knife has a variable diameter, minimum
diameter is equal to the height difference of the product is cut
and made in the form of one or more coils, axial displacement
which the plane of rotation of the disk equal to the thickness of
a piece of the product is cut. It allows you to capture product
that is cut while moving and slicing it. Simplified design by
eliminating the feeding mechanisms or similar product manual
operations. The product is moved to the feeding direction
simultaneously with the cutting edge without interruption and
product is not deformed during the passage of the cutting edge.
Efforts friction and adhesion between the product and the knife
Spiral knife:
are reduced, reduced energy consumption in the process, the cut
1 - shaft, 2 - drive
surface is not destroyed.
3 - cutting edge,
Conclusions. The process of cutting products by chutipong
4 - finger.
spiral disk blade provides high performance and quality of the
cutting, low energy consumption, simple design of equipment
and a high level of safety.
References
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Optimization the process of malt roasting for plant with low productivity
Paul Ebienfa, Vladimir Grudanov, Aleksei Ermakov, Vladimir Pozdniakov
1 - Belarusian State Agrarian Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
2 - Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. For the production of dark sorts of beer it is necessary to improve the
thermal processes of production of caramel malt.
Materials and methods. Studies of heat treatment processes of malt conducted on
experimentally improved roaster with steam-medium and intensive stirring.
Varying factors: the frequency of rotation of the screw, n = 20-50min-1; duty ratio of the
working chamber, φ = (0,5-0,8); the temperature inside the working chamber at stage II, tp =
150-18000С; the roasting stage II, τ = 140-180min, during the experiment, the first phase grains
are heated at 650С for 30min.
Results and discussion. On the basis of comprehensive studies carried out for the first time
developed a mathematical model of thermal conductivity with the steady state through a layer of
the processed product to the refined coefficients.
Modeling of the heat transfer processes in the fryer with drum working body, thus yielding
a new generalized dimensionless equation on the basis of which is determined by the coefficient
of heat transfer from the drum wall to the heated particles and, consequently, the value of the
quantity of heat transferred per unit time from the drum wall (a heating environment) to the
particulate product.
The paper describes the developed fryer new design for the production of caramel malt with
a maximum number of concurrent fried products up to 300 kg. This unit has improved technical
performance and can be used in a small breweries beer at restaurants, bars and farmsteads.
Based on the analysis of the experimental data to determine the optimum operating and
process parameters of roasting caramel malt in the developed device, providing high quality
malt while minimizing the specific in energy consumption.
The optimum in terms of the process, parameters of roasting required, product quality and
the minimum specific energy consumption of caramel malt in the developed device:
- for Class I caramel malt: drum speed n = 5,8 min-1; working chamber filling factor φ =
0,48; the temperature inside the working chamber at the II stage tр = 192-200 °C; the roasting
stage II τ = 138-143min;
- caramel malt for Class II: the drum speed n = 1,7 min-1; working chamber filling factor φ
= 0,89; the temperature inside the working chamber at the II stage tр = 131-136 °C; the roasting
stage II τ = 112-115min.
At the first stage of the roasting, wheat must be maintained at a temperature of 65 °C for 30
minutes.
Designed fryer drum with new design solutions recommended for use in small industries
(breweries of beer restaurants, bars, farmsteads). The fryer can be used to obtain a caramel malt
Class I and II as well as roasted malt in the production of beer dark varieties,
The proposed technical solutions can be used in the construction of the fryer, intended for
frying various foods (coffee, nuts, etc.).
The graphical and analytical dependence can be used in engineering calculations fryer and
other equipment of this principle of action.
Conclusion. Application of the results in the design of equipment as well as in the
production of caramel malt in the enterprises of low power allows you to extend the range and
quality of products in enterprises.
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Application membrane methods in the process of treatment water
Vasil Guzenko, Zakhar Mazniak
Kharkiv State University of Food Technology and Trade, Kharkiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Today, the water that is used in the process of food production, pose
strict requirements defined by special technological instructions. For this reason, the
water that is used directly in the process of food production, is treated specially.
Results. With existing technologies used for water purification in the manufacture of
drinks, one of the most effective is the technology of hyperfiltration. This technology is
realized due to installation of treatment systems based on membrane filtration processes, as
a result the company gets clean water that does not contain any harmful hazardous to
human health.
Key performance baromembrannyh processes used in water treatment, presented in table.
Table
Parameters and characteristics of membrane filtration of surface water
Characteristic
Microfiltration
Ultrafiltration NanofiltraReverse
(MF)
(UF)
tion (NF) osmosis (RO)
Material
Polyamide, poCellulose,
Cellulose, Cellulose, thin
lypropylene,
polysulfone,
thin film
film composite
polysulfone,
ceramics
composite
materials,
ceramics
materials
polysulfone
Pore size, microns
0,0001~ 0,01-1,0
0,001-0,01
< 0,0001
0.001
Size of molecule that
are removed
> 100,0
2,0–100,0
0,3–1,0
0,1–0,3
(кДальтон)
Working pressure, bar
> 2,0
1,5-7,0
3,5–20,0
15,0–70,0
Removal of suspended Yes (large colloYes (colloids)
Yes
Yes
solids
idds, emulsion)
Removal of dissolved
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
organic matter
Removal of dissolved
20,0–
No
No
95,0–99,0%
inorganic matter
85,0%
Tsisty, big
Tsisty, big bacAll
All
Removal of microorgabacteria’s,
teria’s, seamicroorgamicroorganisms
seaweed
weed, viruses
nisms
nisms
Chemical water
Don’t varies Varies partially
Varies
Varies
composition
Consumption of energy,
LowLow
Low
Moderate
кW·h/m1
moderate
Conclusions. Analyzing these data, we can conclude that compared to other membrane
processes while using microfiltration and ultrafiltration suspended solids, viruses, bacteria
are removed from the water without the high cost of electricity. The uses of microfiltration
and ultrafiltration in the purification of surface water are especially promising because
these methods allow to obtain clean drinking water without the use of reagents.
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Investigation of mechanical treatment of napiform onion
Tereshkin Oleg, Horielkov Dmytro, Dmytrevskyi Dmytro
Kharkov State University of Food Technology and Trade, Kharkov, Ukraine
Introduction. Manufacturing food products from vegetable raw materials has
important economic and social significance. Vegetables play an important role in the
nutrition of all categories of population, which necessitates their presence in people's daily
diet. Therefore, safety and quality of such food, the absence of physical, chemical and
microbiological contamination should be warranted by manufacturers and processors. To
guarantee the safety, producers should apply control measures along the entire chain of the
production process – obtaining, processing and preservation of vegetables. These
requirements imply high quality and ecological cleanliness of the products, as well as
maximum mechanization and automation of the processes [1]. One of the main tasks for the
vegetable-processing industry is to use modern advanced technology during production [2].
On the basis of the conducted review of the literature data, it was proved that during the
cleaning of onion, a significant part of the raw material is lost while effective quality
control over final products is missing. Well-known machines for cleaning onion remain
ineffective, require additional equipment and performing manual pre-treatment and have a
limited segment of their application. A promising trend of the intensification and
automation of the process of high quality cleaning of onion is development of the device for
cleaning onion, the new specialized unit whose principle of functioning is based on the
synthesis of thermal, hydrodynamic and mechanical processes of treatment.
Materials and methods. In order to minimize the loss of raw materials and to
improve at the same time quality of cleaning the surface of the napiform onion, there is a
need to conduct research into determining the duration of conducting the process of
mechanical cleaning, depending on the effort to remove the husk. Developed an
experimental setup that allows the study of the purification process onions with the
possibility of taking into account all the external factors. Factors of the subject studied by
standard methods.
Results. The research results of the combined process of cleaning napiform onion
allow us to specify the duration of its pre-boiling to the condition that provides for the
maximum degree of cleaning and minimum percentage of losses of raw materials during
subsequent mechanical treatment. The obtained data enable us to state that the maximum
degree of cleaning the bulbs is 88…98 %, coefficient of filling the volume of working drum
is 0.3…0.7. As a result of regression analysis of dependence of the degree of rotation
frequency of the drum, we defined rational value of its rotation frequency by the indicator
of quantity of removed parts of a bulb, which corresponds to 100 min-1.
Conclusions. We designed an experimental installation with the appropriate
methodology that allows studying the process of mechanical cleaning of napiform onion
and determined dependence of the percentage of losses of raw materials on the process
parameters. Research results allowed us to define the duration of pre-cooking of onion to
the condition that provides for the maximum degree of cleaning.
References
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Characterization of physical-antibacterial properties of carrageenan-agar films
incorporated with essential oils
Roxana Puşăcăşelu, Sonia Amariei
Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Suceava, Romania
Introduction. Nowadays, because of the worldwide pollution problems due to the
packaging waste, food industry seeking alternatives to conventional packaging materials in
favor of edible materials based on biopolymers. The direct addition of essential oils in these
materials should inhibit or reduce the antimicrobial contamination. This work present the
characteristics of edible biobased films obtained from edible ingredients.
Materials and methods. The biofilms were made from carrageenan, agar and glycerol,
and incorporated with oregano, thymus and mint essential oils. The control film was made
without essential oil. It were determinate the physical-antimicrobial properties, and water
solubility and swelling ratio capacity, highlighting the advantages of using these intelligent
material packaging.
Results and discussion. The addition of oregano, thymus and mint essential oils
reduced the antimicrobial contamination in case of total count of microorganisms and
Staphylococcus aureus. There were no Escherichia Coli, coliforms bacteria or yeasts and
molds in all samples. After seven days, the initial contamination was reduced, so that these
biofilms can be used as edible materials and active packaging for improving the shelf-life
and safety of food products.
Regarding to the physical properties, the colour had no significant changes with
addition of essential oils, but the film thickness was reduced from 41 µm (control sample,
without oil) to 28 µm (sample cu 20 µL oregano essential oil added). On average, the film
thickness varied between 30-34 µm. The films were smooth, pleasant to touch, thin, with
taste and odor specific to essential oils added. The control sample was without taste or odor.
The film microstructure indicate that oils dispersed in the matrix homogenously, without
emulsifier needed.
The swelling ratio and water intake of the films decreased with increase in volume of
essential oils added. So that, if the control film was completely solubilised after 15 minutes
maintenance in water with 20 degree Celsius, the addition of 30 µL essential oil increased
the hidrophobicity of the material. Water solubility and swelling ratio are important
indicators for the resistance of the film to water. In case of food packaging applications,
where water content is high, or when the films must be in contact and have to protect the
food, one of the most important requirements of the films is low solubility.
Conclusions. This study showed that oregano, thymus, or mint oil can be an important
alternative to chemical antimicrobial substances, and can be easily incorporated in edible
biofilms used as material for food packaging. The addition of essential oils reduced the
initial microbial contamination, and the obtained films even thinner, were more
hydrophobic than control sample. Overall, this work demonstrates that biodegradable films
containing essential oil present a good potential for their utilization in food packaging.
References
1. El-Faval, G., (2014). Preparation, characterization and antibacterial activity of
biodegradable films prepared from carrageenan. J. Food Sci. Techn.,51(9), pp. 2234-2239;
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Influence of plastic packaging on cream preservation
Nicolae Rotari , Paulina Turcan, Amelia Buculei
Faculty of Food Engineering, University Stefan cel Mare of Suceava, Romania
Introduction. The popularization of plastic polymer packaging has increased the
migration of undesirable components in food. The attention is generally focused on the
residual monomers from plastic packaging, such as plasticizers and solvents. Any sort of
chemical migration in food is important because it can have a certain impact on: 1. Food
safety - some substances used in the manufacture of packaging material could be harmful if
they migrate into food and are ingested in a sufficient large amount. 2. Food quality –
chemical migration can lead to an alteration or an occurrence of a strange taste, and
therefore would reduce the consumer demand for the product (1,2,3).
Materials and methods. The aim is to present the changes in chemical, physical and
organoleptic characteristics of the two types of cream, fresh and fermented cream, packed
in a plastic bag during storage; - the overall migration of different plastic packaging
components in the product.
Results and discussion. The total of points for all criteria expressed the final
assessment for the examined samples, resulting scores indicating adequate quality
standards, ideal for human consumption(fig.1, fig.2, fig.3).

Fig.1. Acidity levels

Fig.2. Fat content

Fig.3. Overall migration

The fat content is entirely given by both raw materials and whole milk, the variations
recorded during storage under the terms of the technical rules being very slight.
The examination of the overall migration Following the analysis, performed on the
cream packaging, that is, PP type packaging, white and transparent, with colored caps,
resulted in the values based on SR EN 1186-9 :2003 method. Also the organoleptic
properties remained unchanged, as well as the dye release was absent.
Conclusions. The obtained results are according to the rules provided by H.G.
Nr.1197/2002 and the subsequent modifications. Following the performed analysis, the
results revealed that neither a plastic bucket component was present in the product, not was
altered any organoleptic characteristic.
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Research of influence of electromagnetic processing on organoleptic properties of
whole milk
Roman Svyatnenko, Andrey Marynin, Oksana Kochubey-Lytvynenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The food industry in modern conditions requires increase of production
efficiency, and it is possible due to the diversification and development of new resourcesaving technologies. Taking into account a problem of seasonality of milk processing and
rapid growth of the electric power, development of electrophysical methods is urgent.
Materials and methods. Authors set the goal to study action of pulse electromagnetic
fields as perspective energy saving method of preprocessing of dairy raw materials on
organoleptic properties of pasteurized milk.
The results of research are presented in table 1.
Table 1
Research of organoleptic indicators of the pasteurized milk processed at
20 kW/cm³ during storage within 3 days (t = 18 ± 2 C)
Date of
Indicator
Actual results of researches
research
Control sample
Processings at 20 kW/cm³
16.01.17 Appearance Homogeneous liquid without Homogeneous liquid without
and
precipitation, flakes of
precipitation, flakes of
consistence
protein and lumps of fat
protein and lumps of fat
Taste and
Inherent to the pasteurized
Inherent to the pasteurized
smell
cow's milk
cow's milk
Color
White, uniform for all weight White, uniform for all weight
17.01.17

Appearance
and
consistence
Taste and
smell
Color

18.01.17

Appearance
and
consistence
Taste and
smell
Color

19.01.17

Not homogeneous liquid,
Homogeneous liquid without
with small flakes of protein
precipitation, flakes of
and lumps of fat
protein and lumps of fat
Peculiar to the fermented
Inherent to the pasteurized
cow's milk with sour smack.
cow's milk
White, not uniform for all
White, uniform for all weight
weight
Not homogeneous liquid,
Homogeneous liquid without
with big flakes of protein and
precipitation, flakes of
lumps of fat
protein and lumps of fat
Peculiar to the fermented
Peculiar to the cow's milk
cow's milk with a sour taste
with sour smack
and smell
White, not uniform for all
White, uniform for all weight
weight
Termination of an experiment

Conclusion. By results of tasting comparison of samples of pasteurized milk it is
established that the samples processed by electromagnetic impulses keep the organoleptic
properties without signs a souring longer period of time in comparison with a control
sample. That is, processing by electromagnetic impulses is effective.
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Impact intermediate cyclic compression on the process extraction
from apple pomace
Igor Chernelevskyi, Oleksandr Martseniuk, Volodomor Zavialov
National University of Food Technologies, Kiyv, Ukraine
Introduction. The maximum efficiency of processes can be achieved by combining
several methods of intensification. For example, the influence of temperature process with
intermediate cyclic compression of solid phase.
Materials and methods. Laboratory experiments were conducted with the extraction
of valuable components from apple pomace with the use of intermediate compression.
The experiments looked dependence of dry extract soluble compounds from apple
pomace by temperature and pressure. Apples for experiments were crushed to particles of
3-6 mm. After crushing the apple juice was squeezed by pressing and pomace thus
obtained.
The efficiency of the process evaluated by the content of solids dissolved in the
extractant, which was determined by refractometer.
Results. A perspective method of extraction intensification is the use of intermediate
compression of material. The method of extraction with an intermediate compression is
applied in the processing of an elastic porous feedstock that can deform under external load
and partly or fully recover their shape after removing the load.
The raw materials used apple pomace that are representative of waste food and are
source of valuable substances, making them attractive in terms of raw waste technologies.
Using waste simultaneously solves several issues: increased production, efficient use of raw
materials and reducing losses.
Diffusion device for diffusion experiments consisting of a camera, in which loaded
pomace and poured into a given volume of extractant - distilled water with certain
temperatures. You can set and maintain the desired temperature. At regular intervals
performed measurements of dissolved substances in dry extractant via refractometer.
To determine the effectiveness of the method of intensification of the extraction
process intermediate spinning experiments were conducted at different temperatures
without spinning, and then - using different compression efforts and different periodicity.
Temperatures were taken 50, 60, 70 and 80 °C. Increasing the temperature of the
extraction more than 80 °C is impractical due to the occurrence of side reactions.
For clarity, the curves of the experiments were summarized in a single graph that has
been analyzed and from which it was concluded that the increase in temperature reduces the
duration of the process. As well as the use of intermediate compressing.
Conclusion. A process for extracting soluble solids from apple pomace successfully
enhanced by increasing the temperature to 60-70 °C and applying the cyclic intermediate
compression of the solid phase.
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Physical and chemical transformation in fermented environments
Oleksandr Shevchenko, Inna Vynnychenko, Jelyzaveta Smirnova
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Important components transformation processes of cyclic energy and
mass streams are industrial fermentation processes on the basis of which the synthesis of
organic products occurs.
Materials and methods. On the basis of power and material support for these
technologies is the synthesis of sugars, starch or other biopolymers, which are the result of
the interaction of the well-known triad – water, carbon dioxide and sunlight. A continuous
cycle of these components with other substances ensures the synthesis of organic
compounds, the final breakdown of which ends with the formation of carbon dioxide and
water. Anaerobic and aerobic fermentation technology is an important part of the overall
cycle, though partly unfinished with useful consequence to humans, as the fermentation is
completed by obtaining of targeted substances, characterized for the production of bread,
wine, beer, kvass, etc., that provide energy, taste and interaction by consumption.
Results. The indicator of transformation is the change of sugars concentrations,
accumulated ethanol and carbon dioxide. Changes in the ratios of these substances
correspond to the equation of Gay-Lussac, which allows determining the effectiveness of
the technology used. These ratios refer to all anaerobic fermentation technologies and
indicate the presence of losses:
C6H12O6=2C2H5OH+2CO2
(1)
If we neglect losses associated with the synthesis of yeast biomass, carbon losses will
account for one third of the input quantity and oxygen losses to two-thirds. In most
fermentation technologies these losses in the form of carbon dioxide are indeed losses with
the exception of those parts which provide the saturation of beer, kvass or the operation of a
carbon dioxide plant.
Provided that the sugar in the process is specified in
the crease, the drop in its concentration will change from
maximum to zero, and concentrations of ethanol and
carbon dioxide increase from zero to maximum values. In
accordance with them osmotic pressure is changing. By
its structure, biochemical reactions in cultural settings are
closer to the first-order reactions and their progress is
displayed by the dynamics of digestion, which is
influenced by the natural properties of microorganisms.
Fig. 1. Graphs of osmotic
In the general case graphical interpretation reflects the
pressure
change
the
components of changes in osmotic pressure in Fig. 1.
components of the solutions:
Conclusions. In the existing technologies of fermentative
1 – sugar; 2 – ethanol;
productions of ethanol its maximum concentrations are
3 – carbon dioxide
approaching to 12 %, which obviously refers to the
negative phenomenon, because such concentrations might
cause bacteriostatic effect and fermentation stops.
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Processes of walnuts’ splitting
Anatolii Ukrainets, Jelyzaveta Smirnova, Olena Nehrei
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv,Ukraine
Introduction. This work represents carried out investigations of walnuts’ splitting
which led to working out of a device for this process.
Methods of investigations. The device for gravity measurement from 0 till 1000 N
was used for checking the force needed for the splitting. For registration of walnuts’ shells’
deformation the device was equipped by an indicator of IC-10 type.
Results and discussion. On the basis of experimentally defined force we calculated
energy consumption during the process of walnuts’ splitting upon placing them between the
plate and the circle with different bevels. Fig.1 shows variability of splitting’s maximum
energy depending on the thickness of walnut’s shell by 5 % of humidity after placing it
between a plate and a circle.

Fig. 1. Variability of splitting’s maximum energy depending on the thickness of a shell
after placing a walnut between a plate and a circle
The energy consumption during the process of walnuts’ splitting increases
simultaneously with the walnut’s shell’s augmentation. At the same time, the energy
consumed during the process of splitting depends on the angle of a circle’s bevel. For
getting good quality according to the technological requirements it is advisable to carry out
the process of splitting considering the following factors: the ratio of a walnut’s diameter
and a circle’s diameter must range approximately from 1,1 till 1,3.
An important indicator of high quality characterizing the process of walnut’s splitting
is a degree of splitting which was 1,3 in the process of calculation.
Conclusion. Carried out investigations have led to working out of the device for
walnuts splitting and cleaning with a high technological effectiveness.
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Control of alternating voltage
Mikita Neploshyn,Volodymyr Shesterenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. It is shown the effect of low-quality current on electromagnetic and
technical losses.
Research and methods. Voltage regulation is effective method of increased efficiency
in power supply systems. Voltage deviation is a priority issue in the design of power supply
systems. Used mathematical tools of probability theory, mathematical statistics, and
queuing theory.
Results and discussion. Thus, the voltage deviation is one of the major problems in
power supply systems of industrial enterprises. Its solution is a priority task in the design of
power supply systems. The ways of improving the efficiency of food production by
reducing process losses caused by defective voltage are studied. The way to improve
voltage quality is suggested. Reducing power quality is evident in the growth of power and
energy losses, reducing of equipment lifecycle, technological losses, which include
reducing goods production, lowering product quality, and output of low-quality products.
Technological losses make up to 90 ... 92% of all losses and are usually hidden in the cost
of production. power engineering specialist conceal the matter, technologists typically do
not know the causes of tecnological losses .
Electricity Quality Indexes (EQI) are normalized by interstate standard GOST 13109–
97, which was introduced in Ukraine on 01.01.2000. Voltage deviation is slow smooth
change in voltage caused by load changes. It is defined as the difference between actual and
established Uу and nominal UN voltage of this network. Normally acceptable and maximum
acceptable values of steady voltage deviation at points of consumers general connection to
power networks at 0.38 kV and above voltage is equal to ± 5 and ± 10% of nominal voltage
of power network. In the post-accident modes EQI should not go beyond the maximum
permissible values. Most power receivers can also work at other values of voltage
deviation, but tangible national industry losses will be observed.
The problem of reduced power quality is manifested in increasing losses of power
capacity and energy. This is electromagnetic component. The technological component
influences on the reductions of equipment lifecycle, technological losses, which include
reducing production volume and lowering product quality. Technological losses make up to
90 ... 92% of all losses and are usually hidden in the cost of production Losses can be
reduced by local regulation of voltage at each food industry enterprise [1,6] because it is
impossible to provide permissible voltage mode only by means of power station generators.
It is necessary to apply additional regulating devices, in this respect voltage regulation laws
should be established to ensure the most economical conditions for collaboration of reactive
power sources, power networks and electric receivers.
Conclusions. At the deterioration of power quality electromagnetic and technical
losses increase. Electromagnetic energy losses are manifested through the increase of
power and energy losses, as well as the reduction of equipment lifecycle. Technical losses
include deterioration of product quality, production of low-quality products. Technological
losses make up to 90 ... 92% of all losses and are usually hidden in the cost of production.
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An overall algorithm for torsional fatigue estimation of shafts of large steam turbinegenerators in a grid-connected system
Iuliia Kuievda
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Torsional fatigue estimation of turbine-generators shafts is a significant
part of lifetime assessment of the entire power unit. A total estimation algorithm of turbinegenerators shaft fatigue life is presented: from constructing of electrical system model to
cumulative fatigue calculation under transient conditions.
Materials and methods. In this work mathematical modelling methods based on
ordinary differential equation system are used. They are implemented in Simulink
MATLAB models.
Results and discussion. In this work we consider part of fatigue life of the shaft until
initiation of a crack. To determine fatigue damage of a turbine-generator shaft from some
transient disturbance in power system we can use the algorithm with such steps [1, 2]:
 create a mathematical representation of turbine-generator shaft as spring mass model;
 make electrical system mathematical model as ordinary differential equation system;
 implement combined electromagnetic-mechanical model from two above steps in
Simulink MATLAB;
 calculate in the Simulink model shaft response torques under some transient conditions;
 calculate cyclic stress graph in the particular section of the shaft using response
torques;
 determine number of stress cycles and their amplitudes using “rain flow” algorithm;
 determine fatigue damage of each cycle using S-N curve of shaft material;
 add all found fatigue damages using a linear damage Miner’s theory to obtain
cumulative damage of this transient.
In general the calculation of generator’s electromagnetic torque can be separated from
evaluating of shaft response torques [2], but in such a way we lose interaction effects
between mechanical and electromagnetic parts of the model. The algorithm in this work
uses the modelling technique of simultaneous computation of entire model without dividing
it into electromagnetic and mechanical parts.
To calculate torsional fatigue damage of entire life of turbine-generator unit we can use
statistics of transient disturbances of the power plant.
Conclusions. The presented algorithm lets to calculate torsional fatigue damage of
turbine-generator shaft for each of possible transient disturbances in given electrical
system. If we use abnormal and workload statistics from the power plant we can calculate
total damage of rotor shaft during working period of the power unit.
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Determining of optimal mode extracting of Robinia
Pryshchepa Yu., Chornyi V., Lapina N., Misyura T., Popova N.
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Essential oils - a liquid mixture of volatile organic compounds that are
produced by plants and give them smell. Essential oils and their components are mainly
used for flavoring food, beverage, household chemical products, in pharmaceuticals,
perfumes, varnish industry, medicine and aromatherapy.
Materials and methods. As raw materials used Robinia. The composition of essential
oils include anthranilic acid methyl ester, indole, heliotropin, benzylalkohol and salicylic
acid esters. The experiments were conducted in conical flasks at vibromixed to vibration,
allowing maintain the desired temperature environment, with an amplitude of 12 mm and a
frequency of 100 cy / min.
Results and discussion. For the experiments had previously built three-level matrix
multivariate experiment. It was determined the upper and lower levels of each factor.
Setting temperature lower level was taken at room temperature (20 ° C), the upper level of
60 ° C. For the lower level of hydrological was chosen extractant least amount necessary
for wetting the total volume of raw materials. For hydrological upper level is taken so the
maximum amount of extractant in which we were able to record the changes in mass
fraction of solids in the process of extraction using the refractometer. Another factor was
the concentration of ethanol. Lower index was chosen 70% vol. the calculation of that
essential oil is dissolved in such minimal concentrations of the solvent. For the top rate was
taken as accessible ethanol concentration- 96.6% vol.
Samples were taken at intervals of 30 minutes during extraction for the purpose of
recording changes in mass fraction of solids. The experiment was conducted in three
repetition to ensure the accuracy of the analysis.
According to preliminary experiments conducted it was established a maximum
extraction of raw materials, which amounted to 120 minutes.
Conclusions. As a result, we obtained alcohol extracts Robinia who possess this
inherent flavor and essential oils are rich bright green color. The results can be used for
further research. Extracts have the opportunity to apply flavoring food, beverage, household
chemical goods.
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Determining the level of dustiness in the grain harvesting elevator
Marharyta Labzhynska, Nataliуa Volodchenkova
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Dust, formed during the passage of the process, differs in its
characteristics, but any dust is dangerous and harmful production factor and has negative
impact on the human health.
Materials and methods. Determination of dust in the air of the working area is held by
gravimetric method, the essence of which is to determine the difference in mass of the filter
before and after passing through it determined volume of air. Air is drawn through the filter
АФА-10 using electricity aspirator ЭА-3-20. Dust concentration determined in mg/m3 by
calculation method.
Results and discussion. The grain harvesting enterprises, including elevators, have
increased danger of the dust releasing into the environment. Even in normal operation of
the enterprise grain dust has explosive concentration and easily passes from airgel in
aerosol with the aerosol is explosive hazardous and aerogels – fire hazardous. Moreover,
the elevator is formed not only grain dust, but also flour, which is smaller in size and more
dangerous. In grain processing enterprises grain dust formed by any movement of grains in
space or processing as a result of friction between grains or contact with a hard surface,
strike, pouring, compression and more. These losses leading to the weight loss and bring
the damage to the enterprise 1.
In the elevator of storage rye and wheat resulting from the technological operations
with grain was received such dust concentration depending on the sampling: on the floor of
elevators heads the dust concentration is 80 mg/m3 on the floor with weights and grain
cleaning separators – by 240, on the grain oversilo floor – 90, and on the undersilio – 130.
Most dust is formed during weighing the grain by grain strike of the surface and weights
during cleaning on the separator of mechanical action (oscillatory motion). Also dangerous
concentrations of dust were embossed when the grain was poured out of silo on a conveyer
belt of undersilio floor.
The greatest amount of dust is released during transportation, unloading/loading
operations, pouring from the previous to the next section of the technological process – that
is, at the transition from one to another technological operation, as well as cleaning.
To reduce the dust emissions into the air the technological and transport equipment
make the most closed, although to achieve complete sealing is impossible 2.
Workers what constantly being in dusty areas must use individual respiratory
protection – respirators and masks.
Conclusions. So, at the elevator dust formed during all operations with the grain, the
largest number – during the cleaning and unloading grain of the silos. Even small
concentrations it is an explosion and fire hazardous and threatens to the life and health of
peoples.
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Intelligent quality control of bakery products
Dmytro Pankov, Vasyl Kyshenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The food industry has entered a period of rapid development today.
Competition in the market has increased dramatically. Theacute problem for bakeriesis
producing high quality products with a long shelf life without preservative food additives.
Solving this problem is closely related to the automation of technological processes of
bakery production, the introduction of new information technologies and necessary means
of intelligent monitoring and evaluation for the implementation of automated management
systems, organizational and technical measures that improve product quality and increase
its range.
Materials and methods. Developing intelligent automated quality control by the
combination of information resources that contribute to the efficient implementation of
automated process control and management.
The task of the intellectual quality control is to provide information acquisition and
processing as well as generate and transmit new derivative information in the form of
control actions.
Results. Intelligentautomated quality control system of bakery products is an
interaction between a subject of management and a control target that occurs through
information communications capable to form direct links between a subject of management
and a control target(from the subsystem that controls to the subsystem that is subject to
control) and inverse links (communication of the reporting information on the
implementation of administrative decisions from the subsystem that is subject to control to
the subsystem that controls).
The attention is focused on the characteristics of data processing that affect the
internal control and the choice of tests. It’s important to use computers in the organization
of intelligentquality control, because the operator has to navigate in the automated systems
of information management and the principles of function allocationof intelligent control.
Conclusions. The use of intelligent quality control in baking production ensures
continuous assessment of each control level that enables the detection of underperforming
indicators on improvement of whichspecial measures should be focused. Presentation of the
balanced scorecard in the form of internal reports with these findings and recommendations
on adjusting documental and information flow in the control and management system raises
awareness of executive personnel and reduces the risk of inefficient management decisions.
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Automated system of passenger transportation management
Olena Andriyuk, Volodymyr Prokopenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. One of the future objectives of improving passenger transportation is to
develop the principles and methodology of integrated transportation system by the vehicles
and modern technologies taking into account economic and environmental aspects.
Materials and methods. Such methods as: scientific abstraction, mathematical
modeling, comparative analysis, and logistics, were used.
Results. Production management of a motor transport enterprise in the conditions of
resource intensity, strict requirements for the reduction of harmful emissions of toxic
substances from the combustion of fuel, lack of the required number of modern vehicles
and technical equipment to ensure an appropriate level of its ability to work, lack of
information support is a modern, scientific-technical problem.
A mathematical model of the production processes of a motor transportation enterprise
is built to ensure the required level of efficiency and control processes of the motor
company, which characterizes the relationship between variables of state and control. Next,
we construct a logistic subsystem of enterprise management which has a transport function,
in this case long-distance transportation, and information function, especially management
of traffic, control traffic, reference software.
A module has been developed in the system that allows you to automatically allocate
all custom that are received and to fix the necessary quantity of vehicles and technical
equipment necessary to satisfy the demand.
In allocating custom, the system considers the following factors:
 all possible routes, types of vehicles and the cost of transportation is included into
the system and is automatically pulled in based on selected parameters of transportation;
 transportation coordinator may consider various scenarios of transportation by
changing the settings of transportation in the system and choose the best one;
 the system will offer several options for each direction, assigned according to the
direction of transport, the cheapest vehicle, the best quality and most comfortable vehicles.
Conclusions. The module takes into account the traffic demand and its satisfaction, the
justification of the optimum level of service and determining how it can be achieved with
optimal use of resources. The final results are estimated to increase profit and reduce
subsidies.
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Bi-directional differential amplifier
Andriy Moshenskyy
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The author’s radio station, call sign UT5UUV [1], uses homemade
equipment and antennas for experiments in the field of information technology for the
wireless communications [2]. There is a need for broadband and narrow band stage load in
the superheterodyne technique and SDR.
Materials and Methods. For optimal load without reflection in broadband units, such
as mixers, to a narrow band, such as the main selection filters, amplifiers with a common
gate on J-FETs are typically used, as well as common source schematics (Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b).
Structures with reactive negative feedback on bipolar transistors with a common base in
conjunction with impedance inverters and attenuators are used, too.
Results. J-FET amplifiers without negative feedback are convenient in terms of full
decoupling the load. The only drawback is quadratic CVC of the J-FET transistor, that
reduces crossing point (IP3) for intermodulation and reduces the dynamic range of the unit.
Using MOSFETS partially solves the problem of linearity. Another way is to use
nonlinearity compensation in differential amplifier (Fig. 1c).

Fig. 1.
Since 2007, the author used in his transceivers schematics shown in Fig. 1d, which is a
combination of bi-directional and differential amplifier with linearization advantage. The
stage can be used between first mixer and quartz filter when working on reception and
transmission need.
Conclusions. In terms of gain and isolation between the narrow and broadband stages,
the differential stage has no reason. Doubling the elements is a high price for compensation
of quadratics in CVC, which greatly improves linearity and IMD characteristics, like IP3.
For building the amplifier, such J-FETs were tested and used: KP903a, KP30X, J310,
BF24X, as well as some MOSFETs. For the reverse switching, small relays and pulse
diodes were used.
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Continuous integration as a way to improve efficiency of software development
Hanna Oliinyk, Serhii Нrybkov
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Development of enterprise software is an extremely complex process.
Usually hundreds or even thousands of separate requirements should be considered. Every
single feature implemented for satisfying one requirement may affect many other
requirements, often in way that is difficult to predict. The actual range of problems is much
wider, and these problems are relevant to creation of all kinds of information systems.
Choosing effective approaches to simplify and speed up the development stages is an
urgent subject of investigation.
Materials and methods. An analytical analysis of existing approaches and
methodologies of software development is performed. The most promising approach among
them is continuous integration (CI). Its main goal is to simplify development process at all
stages, reduce number of issues, decrease time and cost of defects fixing.
Results and discussion. CI is a special practice in software development process
within which every change of code is automatically tracked and immediately tested with
unit, integration, and automation tests. Feedback is provided according to the results of the
tests. Thereby in case when some existing functionality is affected by a new change, there
is a possibility to identify defects early in a development cycle. CI enables project visibility
at all levels. When implementing effective CI practices, many of defects can be discovered
as soon as they are introduced. This significantly decreases the cost of fixing each defect.
CI relies on combining the following main functions: maintain a code repository,
automate the build, make the build self-testing, every change should be built, everyone
involved in development process can see the results of the latest build, automate
deployment. In terms of software quality, the considered approach can help to measure
cyclomatic complexity, code duplication, dependencies and coding standards so that
developers can proactively refactor code before it is released with some defect.
Transformation of the new code into a completely workable system is a complex
process which can be automated with CI including moving files, compilation, loading
schemas into the database etc. One of the requirements for the implementation of the CI is
utilizing special software also known as build servers. There are various software tools for
implementing the considered approach. The most useful and flexible among them are
Jenkins, Atlassian Bamboo, TeamCity.
Conclusions. Summing up the results of the research, it is recommended to use CI for
developing decision support systems in planning and monitoring contract execution. The
proposed approach reduces overhead expenses both for the development and for the
deployment process, the time and effort for integrating different code changes.
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Investigation of extraction of plant materials for making milk drinks
Chornyi V., Popova N., Misyura T.
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. There was a need to study the process and determining optimal modes of
obtaining extracts composition which provides enriched milk drink pectin.
Materials and methods. Conduct targeted removal of components was chosen by
vibroextraction which is well proven its benefits in mass transfer processes. The raw
material for the production of dairy drinks selected extract of apples and pumpkins,
following the initial product obtained from the high content of pectin from plant material
available. As extractant performed whey, which provides for the production of dairy drinks.
For the selection of the optimal parameters of extraction were used so-called experimental
and mathematical and statistical methods.
Results and discussion. It was determined that in creating the best conditions for the
origin of mass transfer processes. Thus, to increase the contact area of phases raw material
was cut for chips. This form allows you to rapidly undergo diffusion process and easily
separated from the extract.
Due to the results obtained by these input parameters that most influence the process of
extracting the plant material, hydrological; duration, min .; temperature, ͦ C.
The initial parameters were defined as the mass fraction of solids, which reflects the
quantitative side passage of process and content of pectin extract that allows us to assess the
qualitative characteristics of the product.
For the experiments was a plan specifying the
number of experiments Research and boundaries
change factors. After building and the results of
three full factorial experiment managed to
mathematical and statistical data to obtain
regression equation. And after decoding input
parameters received final mathematical and
statistical models of the process. They are valid in
determining the content mass fraction of solids in
the fruit separately as apples and pumpkins in the
fruit. Also found on some models of materials that
define the content of pectin extract the influence of the main factors. Using statistical
package Statistica 10 were built surface system response.
Conclusions. Using the results can be recommended to create milk drinks fortified
with pectin, production extracts and further research pektynovmistnoyi extraction of plant
material.
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Innovations and new technologies, pillars of increasing competitiveness in the
knowledge economy
Alexandra Maria Galan, Oana Georgiana Ciobanu
University Stefan cel Mare, Suceava, Romania
Introduction. Technological progress and innovation emphasizing more nuanced in
recent decades, led the classical economy based on industry, towards a trend full of radical
changes based on the information and then on knowledge creating a new economy, namely
the knowledge economy. It had the foundation stone in 1969 in the writings of Peter
Drucker, in his work 'The Age of Discontinuity'. By adapting the term 'knowledge
economy' officially by the OECD in 1996, this new phenomenon was found in the writings
of other prominent authors under different names such as Yoneji Masuda (1968) as the
'information economy', Daniel Bell (1973) launching the term 'postindustrial economy',
Alvin Toffler (1980) speaking of the 'Third Wave'. The purpose of this research is to
analyze the way that research and development emphasizes the competitiveness of a
country, by creating the base of developing new innovation and technology.
Materials and methods. In order to achieve this there were studied some of the
countries near Ukraine that are similar in the area of economic growth from the past years:
Bulgaria, Estonia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania and Slovakia. The analyzed variables were
the R&D expenditure of the selected countries and also the Competitiveness Index. The
data was collected from World Bank Data Base and also form the Reports on Global
Competitiveness Report during 2010-2014. We consider that the competitiveness of a
country is strongly influenced by the investments in research and development which
promotes the innovation and the technology. This aspect determined us to test the
hypothesis of the existence of a correlation between the expenditure with research and
development, of the selected company (independent variable) and the global
competitiveness index (dependent variable), during 2010-2014, using SPSS for Windows.
Results and discussion. The values of the Pearson Coefficient in the case of the
selected countries allows us to conclude that the formulated hypothesis is checked partially.
There were obtained the following results, regarding the correlation coefficient: Bulgaria –
0.436, Estonia – 0.659, Lithuania – 0.655, Poland – 0.902, Romania – 0.448, Slovakia –
0.916, Ukraine – 0.297. For Estonia, Lithuania, Poland and Slovakia, given the values
obtained, we may state that there is a high correlation between the research and
development expenditure and the GCI. As concerns Bulgaria and Romania we affirm that
the reached values emphasize a reasonable correlation, but for Ukraine there is a weak
correlation between the analyzed variables. Regarding the determination coefficient we
state that the GCI is influenced more than 80% by the research and development
Expenditure in the case of Slovakia and Poland, more than 40% in the case of Estonia and
Lithuania and less than 30% in the case of Bulgaria, Romania and Ukraine. The correlation
was visible in the cases where there was a constant growth at both the variables.
Conclusions. There is no doubt that exists a strong connection between research and
development and the competitiveness of a country, because the activity of research allows
the access to innovation and technology which represent the base of growth the knowledge
economy. But we consider that the competitiveness of a country is influenced also by other
factors like: the infrastructure, the human capital, the access to education, to information.
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Lean management. A way to minimize waste and maximize profits in agriculture
Laurentiu Anisie, Gabriela Cosmulese
Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Romania
Introduction. The agricultural businesses are facing challenges in order to achieve
long-term profitability. The opportunity to improve profitability and efficiency on farm
level may be enhanced by using Lean. It is a management system that aims to improve
competitiveness.
Materials and methods. Such methods as: scientific abstraction, synthesis, analysis,
extrapolation and deductive method were used.
Results. Taiichi Ohno, the founder of the Toyota Production System, described
Toyota’s lean method as “looking at the time line from the moment the customer gives us
an order to the point when we collect the cash. And we are reducing that time line by
removing the non-value-added wastes.”
In their book Lean Thinking, James P. Womack and Daniel T. Jones define the lean
approach as a set of five principles:
1. Precisely specify what customers value.
2. Identify the value stream for each product.
3. Make value flow without interruptions.
4. Let the customer pull value from the producer.
5. Pursue perfection.
There are, of course, important differences between industrial processes and farming,
and these affect how lean should be used on farms. The raw materials of industry are inert,
predictable and can be molded. In farming raw materials (seeds, plants, and animals) are
constantly changing form.
But are some common points such as inventory reduction, reduce waste,
overproduction.
Thus, the fluidity and efficiency of lean in industry can be a place to start and a best
practice manual for agriculture/farming to grow.
Conclusions. The aim of this study is to explain how agricultural firms can use Lean as
a way to improve processes and to add value.
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Project management in creative agency
Palina Charnautsova
Belarusian National technical university, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. People think that project-manager is a person who connects client and
team responsible for project implementation. In fact, project manager is responsible for
successful project implementation. Without correct project management project will be
done in complete chaos.
Materials and methods. The analysis was conducted on the basis of deductive
methods, observations, as well as personal experience and experience of other project
managers.
Results. Project management is the discipline of initiating, planning, executing,
controlling, and closing the work of a team to achieve specific goals and meet specific
success criteria.
Project manager responsibilities can be divided into the following aspects: preparing
project documentation, drawing up a project plan, agreement of terms (timing), analysis of
possible risks, participation in the selection and approval of the project team, breakdown of
the product into the phases and distribution to the contractors, determination the required
resources and working environment and their distribution within the team, setting the work
process in the team (development, testing, work with requirements), prioritization of tasks,
organization of team work around the required task, tracking the status of the project, the
progress of tasks, tracking the proper priority of tasks, tracking load of the tasks and
progress on tasks of each developer, tracking the timing of tasks, motivation of the team,
solving all sorts of conflict situations within the team and customer, communication with
the customer, managing his expectations, providing the customer with reports on the
progress of the tasks and the project as a whole.
When working on a project, it is necessary to observe a number of principles, which
are the following: clearly define and follow timeframes of a project and each stage of it; in
the pre-project stage project manager agrees the project timing in order to designate the
timeframes; clearly follow the specification from the side of the team as well as from the
side of the client while making requirements; while processing the project, making changes
is normal, but each change requires additional agreement with the client; if required
changes are not included in the previously agreed budget, then changes are budgeted
additionally, in order to successfully lead the project manager have to use the special
management system, which is his main working tool.
One of the most important responsibilities of a project manager is organization of
teamwork. Correct and coherent functioning of the team - the key to successful
implementation of the project.
Conclusions. Thus, considering key aspects of project management, it was found
out that quality management is necessary to achieve maximum results. A competent
approach to project management helps to reduce costs, time and resources for
implementation, which positively affects the company's profit.
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Leasing as a form of investment activity
Anastasia Aksenchik
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. For any enterprise it’s very important to support and develop its own
productive and economic potential. Investments are very powerful instrument for
maintaining and expanding a business. Nowadays, leasing is one of the most effective and
most used investment instruments.
Materials and methods. At the stages of the research, a wide range of methods, such
as structuring, generalization and logical analysis were employed. The research is based on
printed and electronic publications.
Results and discussion. Leasing is a process during which individual or legal entity
purchase and pass on some kind of property to another individual or legal entity for a
certain fee, certain period of time and on certain conditions.
Why do many business owners choose leasing? How can it help you to maintain and
develop your business?
One of the main reasons why businessmen choose leasing is more loyal requirements,
which leasing company puts forward. Banks cannot boast of this feature. Flexible payment
schedule it is also the advantage of leasing. It is necessary to note the term of financing.
The term of financing for a loan is generally shorter than for a lease. Another significant
argument in favor of leasing is the possibility of using the mechanism of accelerated
depreciation. Saving on taxes (profit tax, property tax, and transport tax) can also facilitate
the life of lessee. And in addition when concluding a leasing contract you should not extract
money from the turnover. As for the shortcomings, the lessee is not the owner of the
leasing object. Also, leasing payments are subject to value added tax and this will be a
problem if the client is a non-payer of value-added tax.
Conclusion. The use of such investment tool as leasing, allows you to intensify the
process of business development, improve financial position and develop competitiveness
in the market.
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Electronic human resource management system: the main element in potential of
companies
Darya Zhukovets
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. In recent years Electronic Human Resource Management (E-HRM) is
being used in most of the big companies and is among the leading organizational systems in
Human Resource Management (HRM).
Materials and methods. Were used materials and information from the Internet
sources and paper publications. Were defined the main advantages of Electronic Human
Resource Management.
Results. Nowadays the HR managers have to respond to increased competition in a
market place, changes in the employer relationship and rapid advances in HR technology.
Today companies involve high-qualified employees in a working process. Many HR
departments are responsible for company’s development that generates the culture of the
company. They build teams implementing policies of empowerment. New kinds and levels
of technical knowledge, skills, experiences and abilities require HR managers who are
flexible and willing to deal with the changes and difficulties in the global workplace.
According to these, companies introduced web-based applications for HRM purposes,
and these are named as E-HRM system. The rapid development of the Internet during the
last time has improved the application and implementation of electronic HRM.
Technological development, innovations, electronic applications lead to fact that today
employees have a greater awareness, capability, opportunities than employees in past. New
technologies have created a new generation of employees and the company’s structure has
changed too. The new concept of E-HRM has become the part of human resources. E-HRM
is worked by information technologies to help the companies to acquire, develop human
capital. It includes all information about business, finance and personal activities in
addition to saving resources. It helps to enable faster HR related decisions, to provide
support for future planning and policy of empowerment.
E-HRM provides access to the employee contact information, their skills, award,
education, membership, experience, give information about employee from previous
working place. Today the Internet has become a means for employers to search for
candidates and for applicants who look for a job. Most employers will recruit their
employees from the online job search engines and new selection process are keeping tests
online by testing their level of knowledge, behavior and etc. It is efficient, reliable, and easy
for managers to have information about employees, colleagues. E-HRM is advance
business solution which provides a complete online support in the management of all
processes, activities, data and information required to manage human resources in a modern
company.
Conclusions. E-HRM is a web based tool to automate and support HR processes.
Companies and organizations should progress gradually. It means they should go through
all operational, communicational and change processes of the E-HRM.
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Cross-cultural management
Ksenia Kaledina
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. In order to meet the demand of customers from different countries, the
organization needs to adapt the product to their specific needs. That’s why it is important to
consider cross-cultural differences of customers while doing business abroad.
Materials and methods. Such methods as induction and deduction were used in order
to make the thesis.
Results and discussion. It is very important to consider culture and language
differences, which have a great impact on customer’s attitude to the product [1]. Language
is one of the most important concerns in the sphere of culture. Language differences cause
problems when it comes to creating an advertising campaign for a product, its name and
label. Sometimes organizations need to invent a new brand name in order to avoid language
and translation difficulties. Firms should be especially careful which letters they use. For
example, the sounds for R and L can be difficult for Asian customers to pronounce and it
might deter them from asking the product of a company. Colors are also very important [2].
Each color can have different meanings in different countries. For example, in Japan, black
and white are considered to be the colors of sables and can’t be used on a product's
packaging. In Egypt, green color is prohibited for packaging because of religious beliefs.
The same situation is with purple, which is forbidden in Hispanic nations because it is
associated with death. Religious beliefs are another important factor, which organizations
should consider while promoting a product abroad. For example for Christian nations
Christmas time is the main sales period. At the same time for other religions it’s not the
most popular time for trade.
Conclusion. So for each multinational company it is important to find its own unique
way of promoting its production abroad, the way of adapting them to culture of different
people.
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The relevance of ethics in the field of business communication
Hanna Kosmynina
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Republic of Belarus
Introduction. The work is devoted to the study of the impact of ethical norms and
moral rules on the sphere of business and business relations, and their relevance today.
Materials and methods. The analysis was carried out on the basis of information
provided in printed and electronic sources of foreign and national authors.
Results. Ethics is a philosophical doctrine of morality, its development, principles,
norms and role in society. If we consider ethics from the point of view of business relations,
then we can say that it is engaged in analyzing the relationship of competitors, business
partners or other business entities, assessing their morality and as a consequence of the
reasons for their successes or failures in the commercial sphere.
The most important principles of business ethics include: freedom – is respect for
freedom of choice and competitor's rights, consumer orientation and love that demonstrates
caring for the surrounding people, and there is an emotional connection in this care, a sense
of loneliness and misunderstanding disappears, because even in business people want to be
heard and need like-minded people.
Always a very fine line was conducted in the issue of the ethics of the bluff in business.
About 40 years ago, Albert Carr published an article "Is it an ethical bluff in business?",
where he considered the question of how much of the businessmen bluffing at the
negotiations [1]. For sure, with the word "bluff" the first reaction for most of us will be
something negative, dishonest and fraudulent. But it is not entirely true. Yes, bluffing is a
deceit, a trick, but thinking about it exclusively in a negative light is wrong. Bluffing is an
integral part of any game, be it football, hockey or chess. And here it can be viewed not as
the dark side of a person, as his creative potential, individuality, skill is original,
unexpected for the opponent to come out of the situation. This is the main difference
between bluff and fraud. Yes, we can say that the bluff has its own ethics, but the main
thing is that this morality must not contradict the basic ethical laws of business.
Here are some postulates of business ethics that are used everywhere. Never do
anything that is not in your interests or the interests of your company. You have to be
honest and decent, true to your word. It is necessary to respect the laws of the state and
respectfully treat customers at any level of communication. You need to listen to the advice
of the older generation; their experience and wisdom can well help in many areas of life.
Conclusion. A modern person, whether a businessman or an ordinary worker, is
obliged to adhere to the rules of ethics, to take care of his moral appearance. In the end, it
depends on us what language people talk with us.
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Сompany compliance risk management
Kisel Hanna
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. The activity of any organization is anyway connected with risks.
Particularly, this refers to actions in accordance with the request, rules, legislation. This
issue highlights compliance, which is becoming increasingly relevant in our time.
Materials and methods. Identification, analysis, accounting, monitoring of risks and
regular assessment of their level, reporting.
Results. Quite often the companies, pursuing the goal of obtaining the maximum profit
turn a blind eye on regulations of compliance. This discrepancy can cause following
troubles: legal sanctions; criminal liability of managers; financial losses; reducing risks,
which can lead to loss of market share and a decrease in the share of organizations in their
sector of the economy and even the liquidation of company. [1]
All of the above mentioned is undesirable for a company, and these problems must be
solved. Therefore, we need compliance department which has such functions: compliance
with the requirements for the implementation of a new product; ensuring the reliability of
the company's reporting; prevention of unlawful activities. [2]
The time and resources are freed up by a simpler, streamlined approach, that is,
compliance with experts, can focus on enhancing shareholder value through improved
analysis, more thoughtful reporting, and working directly with the business.
For effective functioning of compliance at the enterprise we offer: providing guidance
on compliance with laws and regulations; provision of resources for effective discharge of
duties; analysis of complaints from clients and their dynamics; training staff to follow the
legislative rules, advising the executive bodies, informing about changes in their activities;
maintaining communication with external regulatory bodies; development of documents
preventing bribery and corruption; the formation of rules and norms of corporate conduct,
as well as professional ethics; creation of departments for compliance control, contain
groups to prevent conflicts of interest, combat money laundering, provide information
control, analyze and prevent customer complaints.
Conclusion. Thus, we come to the conclusion that compliance risk management has no
shortcomings, but has such advantages as increasing customer loyalty, interest in
investment, trust in suppliers and employees, reliability. However, it is important that the
price of control must not exceed the losses from its absence.
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Non-material motivation – the secret of successful management
Anastasiya Konik
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Modern managers pay more and more attention to staff motivation,
especially to non-material methods of motivations, which help not only to give the certain
purpose to which employees will strive with great zeal, but to save money on monetary
encouraging.
Materials and methods. Such methods as analysis, scientific abstractions, comparison
and deductive methods were used.
Results. The existence of a non-material motivation system in an enterprise - the value
of a good leader. This system can include various methods of motivation [1]. There are
many algorithms, which can help to create such system. Of course, managers can offer their
own algorithm that meets enterprise’s objectives, strategy and traditions.
The algorithm can be the following:

The first step: this test helps to identify important employees’ needs, which will have
to be satisfied. The test is best done regularly – 1-2 times a year. The second step: an
analysis of results will be conducted not for each individual employee, but, for example, for
units of the enterprise, that assist to come to a common conclusion, creating trade-offs in
case of a dispute. The third step: creation of non-material motivation methods, which in
total make up a non-material motivation system of the enterprise. The fourth step is very
important and must be done with great precision. The fifth step: monitoring help to check
system’s effectivity. Using it, shortcomings can be identified and corrected in the future.
But the most important thing in non-material motivation is regularity. Systematic
attention to staff, implementation of all items described in the system of non-material
motivation, will contribute to feel employees as a part of a large team, will assure that
successful company’s future depends on their ideas and actions.
Conclusion. If every enterprise starts to use non-material motivation that will help to
unite a team and create a cozy, friendly atmosphere, maintain a healthy psychological
climate, reduce staff costs and increase efficiency and profitability of production. Recently,
enterprises realize that a person is able to perform miracles, so it is needed to use his
potential fully with the aim to move to a new level, where not the car, but the person is a
key element in the labor market.
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Problems of creating a profitable startup
Pavel Korchyk
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. In terms of modern market, a lot of people want to have their own
business to be independent and work for themselves. Usually they choose to create a
startup. There are typical problems that creators of startups face and we'll take a look at
them.
Materials and methods. The analysis was based on the rich experience of the
founders of start-ups, on their success and defeats.
Results. So, problems that people face during creating a startup.
The first: the uniqueness of the idea. The perfect idea can be not as fresh as it seems.
Yes, it can be a great idea but according to the definition of a startup it should be unique.
The best decision is to modify the idea.
The second: clarifying all aspects of the product. To do this, there are points to think
about: urgency for clients, maximum cost and possible markup, initial investment, number
of prospective clients, expenses for product promotion, appropriate time for launching,
product shipping cost.
The third: creating a high quality business plan. One of the reasons is to find out how
real the idea is to be implemented. Another reason is attracting investors. Without the high
quality business plan almost no one will give the money for starting a business [1]. Also
during the creating of a business plan a lot of important questions that were missed or
ignored will appear.
The fourth: searching for partners. It is obvious that working alone on the project is
hard. Therefore, it is important to gather a crew of those who are burn with the desire of put
into practice the idea. At this stage psychology skill are required to do not make a mistake.
The fifth: start-up capital. The ideal option is to find investors. If you can’t find
investors, you can take a look at the possibility to take a loan or to borrow money from your
friends or relatives.
The sixth: time-to-market. After completing all the previous stages it’s time-to-market
so as delay can effect negatively: shortfall of revenue in condition of fixed charges, loss of
interest in the project from potential buyers
Conclusions. So, creation of startup is not so easy but everything is a bit rosier than
statistics say. With the right approach you will succeed.
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Communications in international management
Kravchinskaja Maria
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Today knowledge of a foreign language is not always enough for
effective communication. It is connected with the individual preferences of your partner
and the features of their sense of humor.
Material and methods. Such methods as: information retrieval, its selection and
systematization, selection of the most common barriers in intercultural communication.
Results. Today researchers distinguish a number of "cross-cultural barriers» that
may occur in the communication process and reduce its effectiveness: [2]
1.
Non-verbal communication. The scientists say that only 7% of the basic
information in the communication to convey in words, and 55% perceived through facial
expression, posture, gestures, 38% - through intonation and tone of voice. So, even an
innocent gesture can not only spoil the impression of what you actually said.[1]
2. Stereotypes can provide us with complete and simple explanation of human
behavior, suggest that we can expect from the interlocutor. [3] However, negative
stereotypes can lead to a biased attitude towards whole nation. [1]
3. Ethics. International Manager should be inspired by local culture. This concerns
both questions of appearance during business negotiations in a foreign country, and the
major problems of moral acceptability of a particular advertising. [1]
4. The circumstances of time and place. There are three main points:
Planning: follow the plan is particularly important in the eastern and Islamic culture,
while western culture pays significantly less attention. Danger for international manager is
obvious: change order of the meeting, previously be agreed negotiations program, an
attempt to begin to discuss the suddenly appeared theme, and so on - all of this can be seen
as an attempt to worsen position of partner. [1]
International managers should take into account that the place of business meeting
also plays an important role in the effectiveness of communication. [1] In the business
literature, there are examples of how the Italian or Latin American businessmen shocked its
partners from the United States or Scandinavia, inviting them on a business conversation at
a cafe or a bar. [2]
Among the critical issues of communication is respect for the time (punctuality).
The value of this quality is very high in the US and in Europe, but, for example, countries
of Latin America do not attach much importance to this question.[1]
Conclusion. So, the main method of overcoming the barriers in cross-cultural
communication is to develop intercultural competence through improving cultural
education and tolerance. The presence of barriers to intercultural communication stimulates
the development of intercultural competence.
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Modern organizational structures as a management tool
Yuliya Lamaka
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Republic of Belarus
Introduction. New organizational structures are appearing in modern conditions.
Among them the most known and studied are strategic alliances, primarily international.
Strategic Alliance (Alliance, partnership, coalition) is an Association of countries which
continue to remain formally independent.
Materials and methods. In the work such methods as scientific abstraction, analysis,
deduction were used.
Results. The alliance is founded with the aim of restricting and ousting markets and
industries from existing competitors and prevents new ones, the subsequent division or
redivision of markets and industries, occupations, retention and development in their target
positions based on the joint use of strategically important resources [1, p. 70]. Belarusian
companies because of the logic of development of markets and industries are gradually
drawn into this kind of structure. This determines the necessity of studying and use by
actual companies from other countries experience in this sphere.
In Belarus the agricultural machinery manufacturers use quite actively in the
competitive struggle a tool of inter-firm strategic alliances. One of the firstborn of the
industry in creating the coalitions there was OJSC "Lidagroprommash", that in the late
1990-ies organized assembly production of combinedharvesters "Case IH–525H", received
in the process of branding the name of "Lida–1300", and which now continues alongside
with the harvester "Lida–1600" to constitute the basis of the range of its products [2].
However, creating a predominantly vertical partnerships and joint ventures, Belarusian
companies have not been unable to build alliances, which the French explorers of this type
of inter-firm associations B. Garrett and P. Dussauge designated as "pseudocontinuation
alliances" [CIT.: 3, 234-277] and which by its structure and objectives in many ways are
similar to cartel. Attempts to create strategic alliances between JSC "Gomselmash" and JSC
"Rostselmash" as well as between JSC "Minsk automobile plant" and JSC "KAMAZ" have
not yet produced any positive results. Their creation is hampered by well-founded fears of
the possibility of the destruction of the unions due to a conflict of interests of participants
with the interests of the project.
Conclusions. The Alliance is a common area of cooperation and partners must be
compatible with each other, not only from technical but also political and cultural sides.
Alliances work best in non-conflict situations. The balance of power in exchange "product
– market" takes an important role in the successful existence of a strategic coalition. The
main idea is to prevent the deskilling of one of the allies, because it can lead to
destabilization of the emerging Alliance. The flexibility and autonomy of the allied
companies, allowing alliances to develop together with new technologies and to reflect
changes in consumer demand are equally.
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Human capital as the greatest asset of the company
Tatiana Moroz
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Human capital represents a certain type of wealth. Human capital is
people of a company. Human Resources Department is a lever which can help to manage
this asset. If a company has such department which functions properly, it will lead to
success.
Materials and methods. The electronic resources were used as materials for writing
this work. The basis of this work went to experience different companies. Were defined the
main advantages of investments in the human capital.
Main part. Company acquires human capital when it hires employees. Company can
improve human capital offering trainings, mentoring, moral and material support. For
example, employees develop their skills when they master new equipment. Such process of
integration of human and physical capital is a way to do something more significant than
company can do using these capitals separately.
Companies should understand that each of its employees is an investment. But
unfortunately, even today we can face managers who think that employees are costs. The
manager’s choice from these two approaches defines the human management system. To
treat people as costs is demotivation, and vice versa, if a company invests money in human
capital, for example, in training, it expects that employees will work more efficiently. There
is a proverb: “As the call, so the echo”. So, if a company treats employee as the cost, then it
will get the appropriate behavior. And on the other hand, if a company puts the relation "we
invest in you, because we value you", then employee will respond accordingly and try, in
turn, to give something in return [1].
But how can we measure these investments?
There are five parameters for measuring the return on investment: cost (amount of
money which was spent); time which was spent on the job; quantity (for example, the
amount of work which was performed); quality of work which was performed; and the last,
is a human reaction (how the employee feels about the work which was done). And these
five parameters you can use almost everywhere [1].
Conclusion. Human capital is the most important asset of the company. Companies
need it to take the next step in growth and innovation. Companies runs with the help of
individuals who contribute in their own way in its success and productivity [2].
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The issue of meat products imports in the development of domestic meat branch
Lesia Strunina
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Meat branch is one of the leading branches of food industry. It provides
satisfaction of the basic people needs.
Materials and methods. There were used methods of observation and analysis with
the aim of investigation the modern state of domestic production and imports of meat and
meat products. Using mathematical and statistical methods there were found regularities in
the amounts of meat products consumption and also in the growth rates of livestock in
Ukraine that is one of the main sources of raw materials providing of domestic meat
branch.
Results. The amounts of meat consumption have slightly decreased in the recent years.
It can be related with the crisis in the domestic economy that caused the decreasing of
purchasing power of people. Modern level of Ukrainian people meat consumption is behind
the rational norm by 36 % [1]. Despite this, costs of buying meat and meat products shape
for about 25 % of households’ expenditures on food [2]. So, the meat branch is the
prospective branch of the domestic food industry.
Today, domestic meat branch doesn’t provide satisfaction of internal demand in full.
Number of cattle and pigs decreased annually. And imported meat products are cheaper.
Apart from domestic production, internal market needs (about 8 % of the food
consumption) are meet by imports of meat products from Poland and Germany [1]. In 2013
it was noted that the amount of meat imports in Ukraine decreased and exports built up [3].
But there is projected by Stock Breeders Association of Ukraine trend of increase on 20 %
of meat imports in Ukraine in 2017 comparatively to the 2016 [4].
Ukrainian meat branch has an opportunity to export meat products overseas as well as
satisfy internal market needs. Implementation of measures aimed at reducing of meat
production costs and improving its quality are the main problems that should be solved to
ensure meat branch constant development. It is important and necessary to provide state
support aimed at protecting domestic producers of meat and meat products and increasing
level of Ukrainian people solvent demand in the crisis conditions of branch profitability
decreasing.
Conclusions. Trends of production and consumption of meat products in Ukraine
indicate good potential of branch dynamic development. Adjusted cooperation of domestic
market entities and state administrative apparatus allows creating favorable conditions for
the domestic production competitiveness increasing on the internal and world markets.
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The ways to develop alcohol industry in Ukraine
Liudmyla Shevchenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The innovative development of companies is a part of the innovation
economic development and is an important aspect reproduction of industrial relations which
consists the updating of the composition and construction of capital assets and improving of
their use as in its formative stages, and scientific technical preparation of production. In the
current economic conditions, the important part for alcohol companies is the organizational
structure of the industry.
Materials and methods.To make a research we used methods of analysis. Using the
method of statistics analysis, we can analyze the proportions of innovations in European
industryand usingmethod of comparison forfurther research. To analyze the concept of
innovation and the need for innovation in the business, improving the profitability and
competitive ability of the company theoretical method was used.
Results.One of the main problems formost alcohol companies is the inability of
ensuring stable production and realization of ethyl alcohol. That is a situation when the
demand for ethyl alcohol significantly less than the offer.The demand within the country is
covered by the launch and production of alcohol by 20 ethanol plants, whereas the other 62
ethanol plants do not work. The main negative consequence is in increasing social tension,
because there is a need of mass layoffs.
The alcohol industry of Ukraine needs resuscitation and entering new markets for selling of
alcohol. For our country, it is necessary to invest in innovative retooling factories and convert
part of the plant to produce other products.Having examined this question it was determined that
solution of this problem may be entering new markets for the enterprises of alcohol industry.
Perspective directions of market expansion for alcohol factories is the access to the European
market and on world commodity exchanges.
There are the positive aspects of cooperation with EU for alcohol enterprises, such as:
improvement of quality standards for alcohol production; additional revenue from export for
alcohol enterprises because of cancellation EU fees; entering the public procurement markets for
Ukrainian alcohol enterprises. The advantage for ethanol production is also simplification of
customs procedures, the customs authorities of Ukraine and the EU will cooperate to simplify
the customs clearance and customs procedures.
Alcohol factories should take a number of measures to enter new markets. Firstly it is
necessary to improve legislation, we need to establish and improve technical regulations for
realization of alcohol. But the most important is to reduce the cost of production of alcohol and
consequently the price of realization for export.
Particular attention should be paid to the world public procurement that will allow
participating on equal terms for national alcohol enterprises with European and international
alcohol companies in carrying out works on public order.
Conclusions.Reorganization of the alcohol industry will allow the alcohol industry to
develop common tactics and strategy on a global scale. There will be opportunity to improve the
implementation of information communication between enterprises. There will be the possibility
of financing investment in the development of innovative products, decrease the cost of the final
product and the opportunity to provide consulting and technical services to make alcohol
production.
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Goalsetting in life planning
Anna Khrychikova, Viktoriia Moskalenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Why we need Goal Setting? How it influence on our life? How resalts
depend on setted goals? Such scientists dedicated their works to this topic: Cecil Alec
Mace, Locke, Edwin A.,Lathem [1-3]. In every time when people make plans, they need to
set goals. Scientists and psychologists noticed connection between success in life and goal
setting.
Materials and methods. The researching is based on analysis of the literature and
methods of analysis and synthesis.
Results. Understand that not every achievement is useful in reaching your goals and
sometimes it`s procrastination. Create mind-map, it would help you to see what
components are oblivious for your goal. Keep calm when some conditions interfere follow
the plan, when such situations happen you need to be flexible. It is obliviously to have
standby plan. But you must try to provide surprises in your main plan. Try to analyze your
progress every day, so you can find in what sphere your success is least and how you can
change it to better. Knowledge of your global goals can help you to reach success on toplevel of your dreams. Every small step in your plan is very important, because missing a
little point can lead to damage of all system. Keep close to your plan if you don't want to
procrastinate and reach your goals later. An important part of planning and goal setting is
“To Do List”. Every day is important for reaching your goals. Necessity of goal setting is
undeniable. All your life without goals is only procrastination. A right goal setting can
change your life. Sometimes people set wrong goals and it can ruin their life. Real situation
with goal setting is very difficult for people with great potential. It is not easy to find your
place in life when you have talents in many different spheres. You will have problems with
making final choice and sometimes after making it you can understand that it was wrong.
After this you must choose between staying in this sphere and keep going on or to change
your way. So our plan and goals must be flexible enough. How to understand was your
choice right or not? There is one very easy way. If that choice made you happy – it was
right. Your life can be total procrastination if you have great achievements, you are
successful, but if you are not happy – it is nothing.
Conclusion. Level of our life successful depend on our goals. Person without goals
haven't action in life, only daily boring routine. If you haven't goals, you just waste your
lifetime for doing things, which wouldn't have global repercussion. There are a lot of
different approaches to goal setting and everyone should choose appropriate for them. Right
goal-setting change of people to better. Goal-setting help to determine the main life goals,
set up priority and make person more effectively higher. When you set goals, you make a
step to your dream.
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Sharing economy
Darya Savkova
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. The Sharing Economy is a socio-economic ecosystem built around the
sharing of human, physical and intellectual resources. It includes the shared creation,
production, distribution, trade and consumption of goods and services by different people
and companies.
Materials and methods. The abstract was written with using the information
provided in the print and electronic editions. Were defined the main advantages of sharing
economy.
Results. Sharing economy is an economic and social system that provides access to
goods, services, information and talents. Also known as collaborative consumption or peer
economy, a common academic definition of the term refers to a hybrid market model of
peer-to-peer exchange. Such transactions are often facilitated through community-based
online services [1]. This term is used to describe an economic model based on the collective
using of goods, services and bartering instead of ownership.
The most popular examples of sharing economy are Airbnb service (an online platform
for accommodation, searching and short-term renting apartments all over the world), Uber
taxi service, which is gaining popularity in Belarus, eBay, Zipcar and BlaBlaCar. 'Sharing'
in the sharing economy refers to the use and access of shared physical or human resources
or assets, rather than the fact that there is no monetary exchange [2].
The choice of services that people exchange is constantly expanding. The Alibaba
electronic platform, which allows Chinese factories to gain direct access to millions of
consumers around the world, is the development of the same sharing economy model on an
industrial scale. Such platforms received high added value.
The era of sharing economy affects the relationships of people from completely
different socio-professional or cultural communities.
Sharing economy allows increasing the purchasing power of the population, since
anyone can monetize things that he does not use at a minimum cost, thereby allowing goods
to appear on the market at a super low cost.
These benefits of sharing economy have a direct impact on the quality of our life.
"Wikipedia" and mass open online courses have made the knowledge available around the
world; it provides the opportunity to listen to the best teachers of our time online anywhere
and anytime. Content is created and moderated by all comers, and access to education
becomes universal.
Conclusion. The economy of the joint consumption (sharing economy) is growing by
25% annually. Time magazine called it one of ten ideas that will change the world. And it is
already changing, because nowadays the sharing economy is being developed in most
countries. Regardless of age or experience, people can share time and talents on their own
terms.
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Method of "RED LABELS" (is offered for the effective conduction for Borisovsky
Meat Processing Plant)
Begun Maksim, Volkova Anastasiya, Golubovich Nikita, Avdiyonok Hanna
Belarussian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. The given article is dedicated to the ways of increasing efficiency of
manufacturing organization using the Japanese model of management. The analysis of
operation of Belarusian enterprises is carried out. The measures aimed at the development
of the enterprise on the domestic market are offered.
Materials and methods. Manufacturing organization is a complex of actions that are
aimed at the definite combination of labour processes and real-valued elements of
manufacture in space and in time in order to increase efficiency. The sphere of
manufacturing organization does not stand still in conditions of the age of information
technologies, rapid development and progress. The huge number of personnel management
methods has been created in recent years which significantly differ from each other
depending on the countries of implementation (the Japanese and American models of
management), on industries of their application and even on various divisions of one
enterprise.
Results and discussion. After carrying out the analysis of operation of Belarusian
enterprises we came to the conclusion that it is better to use the Japanese model of
management than the American one. 5S model is the most suitable enterprise management
method that can be adapted for the Republic of Belarus.
5S model is the Japanese system of the organization and the rationalization of working
process that includes 5 steps:
1. Sort is a clear differentiation between necessary and superfluous objects and disposal
of the last ones.
2. Set in order
3. Shine
4. Standardize (to maintain in order)
5. Sustain. [1]
The first stage is the most powerful as the purpose of this stage is getting rid of
superfluous inefficient objects at the enterprise such as equipment, department, worker, or
even a subject at the workplace.
JSC Borisovsky Meat Processing Plant is an unprofitable enterprise and it is included
into 10 most unprofitable enterprises of the Republic of Belarus in 2016 that is why
conducting the first stage of 5S model will be the most meaningful. The enterprise
experiences losses although the quality of the products is perfect and it has a good
reputation among customers.
The innovative method of red labels campaign is offered for the effective conduction
of the stage ‘sort’ which will be suitable not only for Borisovsky Meat Processing Plant, but
also for other unprofitable enterprises of the Republic of Belarus.
‘Red labels campaign’ is a simple method that allows to allocate inefficient links at the
plant or warehouse, estimate degree of their need then it is necessary to determine the place
for them. It is necessary to create a ‘quarantine zone’ in order to carry out the ‘red labels
campaign’ effectively. The ‘quarantine zone’ is a zone that is targeted at storage of those
objects that are marked with red labels and should be further estimated. A local ‘quarantine
zone’ is created in each department or floor that participate in the ‘red labels campaign’.
Later it is worth to establish the criteria of necessity of an object.
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Three major factors are considered:
• the necessity of an object in case of accomplishment of the current activities. If the
object is superfluous, it is necessary to remove it.
• the frequency of usage of an object. If the object is used seldom, the object is
stored out of the working area.
• the quantity of objects that are necessary for the current activities.
As a result the future of the objects is determined: to leave on the former place; to
move an object to a new place in the working area; to store the object out of a workplace; to
store the object in a local ‘quarantine zone’ for the purpose of determination of its future; to
remove the object.
After implementation of all steps of 5S model at JSC Borisovsky Meat Processing
Plant it is necessary to take the following measures in the sphere of marketing, management
and production support:
• Implementation of new package (Stage 5 – Sustain)
• Expansion of product range (Stage 5 – Sustain)
• Integration of CRM system (Stage 2 – Set in order)
• Implementation of monitoring system for employees (Stage 4 – Standardize)
• Upgrading of production lines of the packaging department (Stage 5 – Sustain)
Conclusions. The strict observance of the concept of 5S model and implementation of
the offered actions will help the enterprise to recover from crisis and further develop its
production successfully not only on the domestic market, but also in conditions of strong
competition of the foreign markets.
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Neuromarketing revolution in modern technologies
Nastassia Kandratsiuk
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. There is no secret that our brain is one of the most enigmatical
mysteries of the humanity. Up to now ninety percent still are remaining beyond logical
explanation. The only administrative center fully controls our behavior and each decision.
And what if we get a possibility to research the process of interaction between a person and
a good at the subconscious level? Is it perhaps to deduce a formula, which will afford to
program consumers to select from diversified complex a particular object suitable for their
instinctive requirements?
Materials and methods. Such methods as scientific abstraction, synthesis, analysis,
extrapolation, comparison and deductive methods were used.
Results. The first large scientific exploration in the neuromarketing area was
published in «Neuron» magazine in 2004 year. In the first round a group of people should
take an advantage to one of two suggested unbranded glasses. Then there were Pepsi and
Coca Cola. During the test participants went through functional magnetic resonance
imaging to determine the areas of the brain involved in forming preferences. The result of
the experiment showed that anonymous choice includes guidance only on the functional
characteristics. But a brand causes associations from the past, related with the experience of
needs’ satisfaction with the help of this exemplar. A result of the study was the discovery of
two aspects of choice: logical and emotional.
But the public was negative about neuromarketing because of its ability to crash in
the personal space of participants of the experiment. But this incident didn’t interrupt
further volcanic development of this science, and international corporations like Nike,
Unilever, Nestle, Proctor & Gamble had worked with neuromarketing methods already in
2007. The temptation to control the client's mind had overcome the moral principles,
because this tool could also be considered as a service for guaranteed selection of goods
that the consumer will enjoy and be spared the need to look for a product by him in all
presented assortment.
Today the actuality of neuromarketing is increasing. There have been created
equipment, which capable of observing the living human brain, catching the smallest
changes in its structure during the thought processes: first electroencephalography, then Xray and computed tomography based on X-rays, positron emission and magnetic resonance
imaging.
In this way, right picked information and her further correct analysis in
neuromarketer’s hands becomes a powerful tool, which is able to compare received
knowledge to the current state of affairs and in this way not only to predict consumer’s
preferences, but also to form categories of the most popular commodity characteristics,
which can provoke consumers at subliminal level. It’s very effective to add such
characteristics to real marketing campaigns. It makes them better and can lead to increasing
of sales and forming brand loyalty.
Conclusion. There have been passing for 76 years from the moment of creating the
first computer in the world. But in short time this huge machine has gone the way to
ultramodern robots and neural networks. In chase of intergalactic mysteries, don’t forget
about own ones, which so close to everyone but so unachievable.
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Brand impact
Julia Altukhova
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. In today’s disordered retail environment, customers are overwhelmed
with choice. There is an entire range of spheres of commodity where each sector offers
even much more various and numerous composition of products. Probably one of the most
powerful marks, when it comes to affection the mind, is a brand. A brand allows consumers
to recognize familiar products and serves as a hint for retrieving stored information from
memory about those products.
Materials and methods. Such methods as: analysis, comparison, research
methodology and deductive method were used.
Results. The main idea is that people choose what they definitely know and trust. They
rely on something they’ve heard about or seen in the advertisement in subway or shopping
mall. Brands are not only popular trademarks, but also strong and independent. For the first
thought people stretch their hands for a branded product in bright and catchy packaging
rather than for anything else.
In order to understand consumer choice, it is essential to understand psychological
mechanisms of customers, conscious and unconscious factors influencing decision making.
Different types of branding practices can affect consumers’ choices. Branding can influence
if customers pay attention to a product or not, that means, whether they notice a product at
all. Also, branding can impact on customers’ recognition of a product.
Conclusion. «If a product does not receive at least some attention, it is very unlikely to
be chosen - the old adage is true - unseen is unsold». Many products get just a glance, and
only a privileged few really hold customers’ attention. Brands allow differentiating branded
products from those of competitors and creating brand loyalty. Furthermore, brands make
their products more familiar to consumers, therefore encouraging more purchasing
decisions at the point of sale. In the modern world branding is an integral part of everyone’s
life.
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Programmatic advertising as a way to promote business
Ekaterina Bondarchuk
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Today new types of Internet advertising has gained popularity.
Advantages of this type of promotion are interactivity, accessibility, simplicity, an
opportunity to monitor the efficiency of advertising easy and quickly.
Materials and methods. Such methods as synthesis, analysis, comparison and
deductive methods were used. Were defined the main advantages of programmatic
advertising and Real Time Bidding
Results. According to the prediction of the eMarketer company, the size of
programmatic-advertising market in 2017 in the USA will constitute 22, 1 billion $ - 39,7%
more, than in previous year. Analysts of eMarketer consider that a half of all online
advertising in the USA will be sold using these technologies in this year. [1]
Programmatic is a program which very quickly (in a fraction of milliseconds) makes a
decision of showing advertisements to a certain user.
Programmatic buying is an automatic purchasing of targeted advertising in auction
form to show advertising to particular users which are selected by their interests and
requirements. For this purpose there is a number of services and platforms. [2].
RTB (Real Time Bidding) is a technology of purchasing media advertising in real time
in auction form. [3]
The RTB technology gives brands an opportunity to communicate effectively with
target audience.
Conclusion. Using RTB, advertiser reduces losses which it could have, showing
advertising to inappropriate audience. Moreover advertisers have an opportunity to conduct
a detailed research of their promotion campaign (through showing people necessary
advertising in a time), and then to check their efficiency.
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Design measurement
Alexandra Volodos
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Design-management has been deciding issues of measurement of
design’s contribution to the business process for decades. There is no magic formula. Still,
is it possible to measure the usefulness of design?
Materials and methods. The framework stems from research of Thomas Lockwood,
President of Design Management Institute, and from various inputs.
Results. There are 10 categories of design measurement, which help to identify and
measure the contribution of design to business.
First of all, design can be measured in terms of “purchase influence” and emotional
impact. The brand sells emotions by using a unique design, which connects the customer
and the product as a link in the chain.
A second way to measure the value of design is through the ability to enable business
strategy and to enter new markets. Designer James Dyson spent 5 years and 5127
prototypes to create a fundamentally new design for vacuum cleaner. Design helped him to
become a pioneer, develop a new strategy and open up a new market. Now Dyson’s annual
turnover is more than 300 million dollars, the brand is represented in 24 countries.
Design that receives design awards contributes to corporate reputation and brand
image. By providing an independent and expert critique of design, awards can provide
valuable feedback, help build company pride, and confer prestige upon the business.
Design improves time to market and development process. For BMW, the introduction
of computer simulation and styling technologies reduced the time of development of a new
model by 55% and the overall budgets of the project – by 20%.
Design is an investment, where returns can be calculated. Numerous studies show
companies that are design-driven were founded to be stronger on all financial measures.
Design also enables product and service innovation. This is mainly attributable to the
success of Apple’s strategy. The company is a world leader in design-innovation, which
destroyed traditional ideas about the strategy of business in electronics.
Design can also be used to increase customer satisfaction and develop communities of
customers. Many new companies have been successful in developing new communities of
customers. Facebook and Google are among these companies.
Another way to measure design’s contribution is to consider how much you’ve lost if
it’s stolen. Patents – either for design or for utility – do, along with copyrights and
trademark and trade-dress protection.
Design improves usability. There is a difference between the IKEA’s tea cup and an
ordinary tea cup. The first is convenient to hold and there is a water drain on the bottom, so
that you will not douse yourself after drying in the dishwasher.
Design can also be measured in terms of its ability to improve the world and improve
people's lives. We all have an obligation to practice responsible design, inclusive design,
and design that has minimal impact on the environment.
Conclusions. These categories of design measurement serve as useful ammunition

for the designer, design manager, and business executive.
1.
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Marketing in a real life
Elizaveta Kovalevich
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Every day we are being crushed by tons of commercial videos,
advertisements in newspapers, promotional letters and sales reports. Somebody always try
to sell us something. That is why it will be shocking for you that selling and advertising are
only a tip of marketing iceberg. They are significant, but they are only components of the
marketing complex [1].
Materials and methods. At various stages of the research, a wide range of methods,
such as logical analysis, structuring, generalization, were applied. The research is based on
electronic and printed publications.
Results and discussion. It is not obvious, but we practice marketing not less than fulltime marketer does. For example, you go to the interview. You prepare your resume and
wear beautiful clothes. You do everything that would please your potential employer. In
terms of marketing, you do actions with the purpose of selling yourself as a commodity
in the personnel market. You work hard on your appearance. In the language of
marketing, you make a quality "packaging" of yourself, as a product.
Another example: you decide to meet a woman or a man. You do everything in order
to seem better. Especially on the first dates, because it is important to create a good first
impression. Lovers try to sell themselves at the highest price in order to get certain
dividends from this. Sometimes it is just spiritual motives, for instance, they try to get the
disposition of the person they like. Sometimes it is just mercantile interests.
In today's world, we all need to understand marketing. When we sell a car, look for
work, get acquainted with new people, we are engaged in marketing. We need to know
what the market is, who is acting on it, how it functions, what its requests are. Knowledge
of marketing allows us to behave more intelligently as consumers, when we do shopping
[2].
Conclusion. In that way, selling and advertising are only parts in difficult “marketing
system”. They are parts of marketing kit, which influence market. Marketing is a social and
manageable process through which people satisfy their needs by creating and sharing goods
with each other.

1.
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Modern tendencies of marketing services on the example of services sector in Kyiv
Butok Anastasia, Nykonenko Andrii
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Eurointegration processes in Ukraine is conditioned the actuality of the
presentation. Modern tendencies of marketing services on the example of services sector in
the capital of Ukraine are described.
Materials and methods. The features and modern tendencies of marketing services
on the basis of scientific publications’ analysis are considered. The examples of using the
basic principles of marketing services that are based on the Internet sources are
investigated. [2]
Results. Marketing services are the actions sent to that service found its client. It is
based on the model of 7Р that have such elements [1]:
Product is all that can be offered to the market for paying attention, purchasing, using
or consumption.
Price is the amount of money or other values that a client changes to advantages of
possession or use of product or service.
Promotion is action that inform the special purpose category of clients about products
or services, about its dignities and decide to purchase the product.
Place is all actions of the enterprise, sent to to make accessible product or service for
the special purpose category of clients.
People are society that relate to the process of purchasing and selling.
Process of purchasing is related to customer’s activity in relation to the realization of
commodity choice.
Physical attribute is the material object that can serve for clients as certification of fact
of service providing.
The last tendencies of the modern marketing services in the countries of Europe are
possible to take the fact, that some ranges do not have demand, disappear, but instead of
that appear new services. In other words, under the influence of scientific and technical
progress the substantial changes in social sphere take place, its influence on economic
processes that take place in Ukraine.
There are some interesting and informative services for guests Available at: Available at:
of Kyiv. [3]
Conclusions and prospects of further researches. The enterprises of service
business for the guests of city widely use basic principles of marketing services in their
activities. However, Eurointegration processes open new possibilities for development of
corresponding enterprises, and for better satisfaction of necessities of the European guests,
it is expedient to inculcate the newest technologies that would assist good rest and
cognition the spirit of our city.
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Strategic organizational structures of Nestle
Oksana Zanozovska
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. For effective implementation of the strategy the company should
improve its organizational structure for effective promotion of products, establishing
quality communication with customers and resellers. The influence of strategy on the
organizational structure of Nestle is highlighted in the paper.
Materials and methods. The theoretical bases of strategy process and its influence on
the organizational structure of Ukrainian and foreign scholars are used in the research.
Some practical aspects of strategy development and the improvement of organizational
structure at Nestle are also researched. The methods of statistic analysis, comparative
analysis are used in the research.
Results. When the company Nestle tried to enter the international market and
internationalize its activities by establishing foreign offices worldwide its organizational
structure was based on the geographical principle. It provided the liability of managers in
the subsidiaries for doing business, while the executives are responsible for the planning
and control. This structure is effective to other companies with similar product lines and
markets. The strategy of distribution of Nestle is based on a system of Logistics Vision
Suite (LVS). It can help to control not only the business processes but also all supply chain
from forecasting sales and needs ending with management performance in all areas of
supply chain, manufacturing, warehouses, and transport. The company Nestle also has
made significant progress in the responsible attitude to agriculture, supply, production and
consumption by its coffee supply chain. Only the fast changes in the organizational
structure made it possible to achieve the goal of company.
The strategy of diversification is a strategy of penetration into new areas and by
expanding the range of products to transform the company into multipurpose centers. The
company is differentiated for product groups (confectionery products, ice cream cooking
water, pet food, baby food, etc.) and geography that allows it to achieve sustainable growth
even in the conditions of fluctuations of consumer preferences or decline in a particular
region.
Conclusions. Thus, the company “Nestle” successfully controls different strategic
business units that are in the business of company according to the chosen strategy of
diversification by the means of rebranding of acquired businesses, and conducting all
necessary measures to strengthen positions of existing brands at the market and their
development. This is done by updating assortment, modernization of production equipment,
improvement the organizational structure.
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Influence of reporting intangible capital on the financial performance of listed
companies
Cosmulese Cristina Gabriela, Anisie Laurențiu
Ștefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Romania
Introduction. Through this article we propose to identify the correlations between
intangible capital and financial performance and market value of listed companies. For this
reason, we are going to carry out an empirical study drawn from 10 industrial technology
companies listed on NASDAQ, NYSE for the period 2010-2016.
Materials and methods. In order to give numeric values to these variables, we have
taken into consideration the most pertinent non-financial information and we persued to see
if the companies report them or not in the financial statements, evaluating with 1 their
detailed presentation and with 0 their omission. From the revision of specialised
literature, we kept the research directions in the field, referring to the possible correlations
between intangible capital and the ratio between the market capitalization and the net
accounting asset, the return on equity, the return on assets, but we also wished to test new
hypotheses, such as the existence of links between intangible capital and goodwill. For
processing and interpreting the data, we used the SPSS software, version 22.0.
Results and discussion. The necessity of using the value drivers in explaining the
work of IT companies occurred in the moment when the price development of shares of
companies listed on stock exchanges in this sector could not be bound by relevant statistical
elements contained in the financial statements constructed by the rules imposed by
accounting standards issued the FASB or even IASB. Statistical tests showed that, with
certain restrictions concerning the normal distribution of the variables, that for the analysed
sample, the research hypotheses are confirmed: between intangible capital and the positive
goodwill of listed companies, there are direct significant correlations, and between
intangible capital and economic return, respectively the ratio between the market
capitalization and the company's net accounting asset.
Conclusions. In conclusion, we believe that our investigation, included in this paper,
carried in a longitudinal study which highlights the crucial elements of their stock
performance and therefore areas priority analysis of audit risk, make a significant
contribution to research on the relevance of financial statements in terms of value and the
theory of evaluation.
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Decentralization of government in foreign countries
Yevtushenko Yelyzaveta, Esh Svitlana
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. An important direction in the development of self-government is a process of
decentralization, which is partly already implemented European countries and which has now
Ukraine.
Materials and methods. Different historical conditions favored the development of several
models of decentralization, which is specific attributes types and forms of relations of local
governments with public authorities.
Results. For transition countries, which applies to our country, decentralization is an
effective way to change the essential characteristics of society and has significant potential and
prospects for local development. In modern terms are five basic characteristics inherent in the
decentralized European countries: democratization through the development of local and regional
autonomy, the most effective solutions to local problems, freedom through local and regional
autonomy, provision of cultural, linguistic and ethnic diversity, economic competition between
the local and regional levels.
At the moment in Europe there are three basic models of local governments that have
developed during the municipal reform, namely Anglo-Saxon, continental, mixed.
Anglo-Saxon model uses the UK. It is characterized by a high level of autonomy of local
government, lack of local administrations controlled by the public.
Continental typical for France, Spain, Belgium, the Netherlands, Poland and Bulgaria. The
main features of this model is a combination of direct public administration and local
government.
Mixed model takes place in Germany and Austria and is characterized by the fact that in
some levels of local government elected body may be a link municipal government, and
representatives of state administration.
Among the main advantages of decentralization should note the following: creating
conditions for the successful development of civil society; creating favorable conditions for the
development of the local economy; promoting regional economic development and strategic
planning; However, along with the positive aspects of decentralization, there are some
shortcomings, which include: inhibition of implementation of state programs in the background
to provide greater value to local political priorities; attempts by central authorities to avoid
responsibility for providing public services.
Based on the analysis of international experience with decentralization of power in Ukraine
can offer the following ways to reform:
- Separation of powers, rights and responsibilities of different levels of government in
accordance with the nature of the legal, democratic state and civil society;
- Development and implementation of effective regional policies to ensure even regional
development;
- Ensuring the implementation of the principle of subsidiarity as a way of overcoming the
conflict of interests between local authorities and local authorities;
- Introduction of administrative-territorial reform to the provision preserving the integrity of
the state and its unitary structure.
Conclusions. The trend towards wider decentralization observed in administrative, political,
fiscal and financial, social areas, promotes human development, accountability of government,
improve the quality of government and public services, consolidation of society, solving
economic, legal, political, ethnic issues
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Illustrating the relationship between accounting and taxation. A Romanian approach.
The Ishikawa diagram
Timofte Cristina (Coca), Tanasă Simona-Maria (Brînzaru)
Ştefan cel Mare University, Suceava, Romania
Introduction. In the authors’ opinion there is a clear dependence of taxation on
accounting that one can argue biases the quality of the information provided by the
accounting information system.
Materials and methods. In this paper the authors analyzed, by use of environmental
analysis and different methodological methods (deductive research, descriptive research
and synthesis) several possible causes that conduct to the statement of the following
paradigm: “The accounting information quality is biased by taxation”. In order to achieve
this, as an environmental analysis tool the Ishikawa diagram or cause-effect diagram was
used
Results. In what concerns accounting and taxation the relationship between the two
was illustrated through the Ishikawa diagram (fig. 1), and there were identified causes and
sub-causes to the following stated problem: “The accounting information quality is biased
by taxation.”
The accounting is
not disconnected
from taxation

The lack of
accounting and tax
harmonization

The necessity of satisfying
the tax authorities’ need of
information by accounting
The
accounting
information
quality is
biased by
taxation

The
The same The accounting decisions The fiscal data is drawn
accounting regulatory are sometimes influenced
from the accounting
result vs.
information system
institution
by taxation
the tax
Fig. 1. The Ishikawa diagram illustrating the relationship between accounting and
taxation. Source: projection by the authors

In Romania, to a large extent, accounting is not disconnected from taxation, although
steps were made in this direction through the adoption and implementation by the listed
companies of the IFRS. There can be noticed a book-tax alignment tendency in what
concerns the accounting result and the tax result, although there are regulatory differences
meant to address the possible temptation towards the manipulation of the accounting result
by the taxpayer.
Conclusions. Between accounting and taxation there coexists both a merge and a split.
The informational accounting system is providing the ends for both accounting and
taxation, but there are substantial differences between accounting and taxation’s rules and
regulations. Therefore we can state that to some extent the accounting information quality
is indeed biased by taxation, professional judgments made by specialists when choosing
accounting policies and treatments being influenced by taxation.
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Business: cross-cultural communication
Yana Begonyuk
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. Language is an essential component of intercultural communication
without which no business process is possible. However, knowing language and grammar is
not enough for successful business communication.
Materials and methods. Analysis was used for specification of the main problems
which take place in business when different cultures are communicating.
Results and discussion. Every word is a representation of the world picture which
depends on national identity, people’s way of life, their customs, morals and values. It is
necessary to know business culture and peculiarities of business communication in different
regions and countries.
Close relationship and interdependence of language and culture is obvious. And it is
this relationship that causes problems in international business communications.
In general, the majority of problems arise when translating information from one
language to another. Of course, we cannot achieve absolute accurate translation because of
various visions of the world created by the diversity of languages. Searching for equivalent
requires a lot of time and may fail due to the fact that there is a discrepancy in the concept
or there can be no equivalent. For example, Russian words «доход» and «прибыль»
correspond to more than 20 English words, specifying this meaning: how this income was
received, whether it is fair, the amount of it and etc. In the Russian language there are no
concepts of "jetlag" and "brunch" and, properly, there are no words expressing them.
Borrowings help to solve this problem, but they make up about 6-7% of the total variety of
words in a language.
But there are more difficult situations, when one concept can be expressed differently
in different languages. Therefore, the problem lies in the lexical-phraseological
collocations, which are not universal, but national, i.e. it is characteristic only of a particular
word in a particular language. A single word can be used only with a specific set of words,
so matching the context becomes the main issue. Thus, in English with the word "attention"
only the verb "pay" can be used and with the verb “sense” – “make”.
Moreover, there is a hidden threat of a conflict between different people about the
objects and phenomena of reality. Of course, every language has generic words, meaning of
which is understood in the same way by different cultures around the world. But basically,
each word has its specific cultural meaning, embodied in people’s values, beliefs, behavior
rules and customs. The most obvious example is that in different countries there are
different names of parts of the day.
Conclusion. The main factor for having success in international business is mutual
understanding and ability to build competently communications for overcoming difficulties
caused by language and cultural barriers.
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Specifics of business English speech in the sphere of economy and finance
Aleksandra Gladysh
Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction. As an international language, business English services extremely
important official fields of human relations. These facts allow us to state, that proficiency in
business English is one of the professional competences in business.
Materials and methods. Such methods as: comparison and analysis for finding out
language features of business English.
Results. It’s known, that business speech is characterized by special features - official
statement, which is manifested in the following: 1) the terms of business English; 2) the
clichéd phrases and sentences; 3) the passive constructions; 4) the standard initial and final
phrases.
Secondly, the scholars note the shade of requirement and obligation, which are typical
for business English.
Using the etiquette forms is a part of business communication. It is realized in the use
of modal verbs; subjunctive and conditional mood, negative interrogative constructions,
indirect questions, sentences with polite attitude to the interlocutor.
Furthermore, business English is extremely expressive, and adverbs are the one way
for giving expressivity. Particularly, there is an extensive use of adverbs such as «very»,
«really», «finally», «certainly» and «extremely» in business English.
We would like to highlight, that there are a lot of metaphorical and idiomatic terms in
business English as well as terms based on phrasal verbs. Metaphorical terms in business
English are expressions, which are formed by transferring the name from one subject to
another on the principal of likeliness.
Another special feature of business English is the widely use of terms based on phrasal
verbs, which can be difficult to understand.
Conclusion. So, learning business English it is essential to pay attention not only to
speaking and writing skills, but also to special features, which extremely distinguish
business English from general English. Knowing economic terminology is one of the main
goals of successful process of business English learning.
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Model of investment-driven development of an enterprise
Yurii Kulynych, Anna Ivantsiva
National university of food technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Nowadays, it is impossible to satisfy the growing needs of society
without proper resource support, so use of investment is common practice that should
ground on a mutually beneficial basis. In particular, businesses require funds for expansion
or modernization of material and technical base; regions – for creation of additional
workplaces and ensuring flow of revenues to the local budgets; investors – to increase the
real cost of equity.
The aim of this paper is to suggest the way of increasing the investment attractiveness
of Ukrainian agro enterprises through progressive trade policy or stimulating their intensive
economic development.
The following tasks were put for achieving the aim of study:
– to evaluate the current level of Ukrainian investment attractiveness;
– to determine the number of that negatively affect the volumes of foreign
investment;
– to suggest the model of investment-driven development of Ukrainian agrarian
enterprises.
Results. Ukraine is still recognized as one of the most risky countries in Eastern
Europe on investment. This is due to such negative factors:
– inefficient economic (particularly investment) policy of the state;
– the low attractiveness of the investment climate due to legal instability, low
economic efficiency (especially in the sphere of material production), corruption and
inadequate tax burden on;
– inefficient depreciation policy;
– lack of regulation of land relations and the lack of civilized land market in Ukraine,
which reduces the effective use of investment resources, especially in the implementation
of joint investments of non-residents;
– non developed banking and insurance activities, investment funds;
– lack of effective cooperation with strategic foreign partners, no possibilities for
foreign investors to participate in profitable projects and privatization.
The model for intensive development of Ukrainian agrarian enterprises we would like
to suggest will be the following: as Ukraine has a great potential for soybeans growth we
need to find reliable partner, interested in our products. Norwegian market that is actively
searching for the alternate to Brazil monopoly will be the good choice. To be competitive in
this market, Ukraine should sell not just soybeans but products with added value like
soybean protein concentrate and oil. Converted Ukrainian enterprises into processing will
be profitable because of the demand on their production so attractive for investors.
Conclusion. To increase the investment attractiveness of Ukrainian agro enterprises
and so stimulate their intensive economic development and competitiveness in the world
market we should supply products with added value that are demanded as it is more
profitable and so interesting for investors.
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Features and Benefits of Miсroinsurance
Mykhailo Arych
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. In modern conditions of economic and social instability in Ukraine
microinsurance is an effective mechanism for reduction and risk management for the poor.
At the same microinsurance also has certain risks.
Materials and Methods. During the writing the work used system of general and
special methods that allow processes microinsurance explore, discover their benefits and
risks. Basic knowledge of scientific methods should highlight the abstract and theoretical,
historical, dialectical, induction and deduction, analysis and synthesis.
Results. Determined that microinsurance has the following advantages over traditional
systems of social security:
1. Can reach informal economy workers, small businesses with low income, people
with incomes close to the minimum wage in the country, and the self-employed in
agriculture.
2. Sources of funds for social protection and microinsurance differ because
microinsurance expected to participate in domestic and international foundations and
donors, specially created organizations.
3. If the social welfare system provides for the participation of executive and non-profit
self-governing organizations, microinsurance can carry out commercial organizations.
4. Less bureaucratic restrictions, supply of services microinsurance carried directly to
the target groups, that is where the traditional insurers are not interested to work (remote
rural areas).
5. Microinsurance designed to quickly respond to the needs of insurance coverage and
solvency target groups of the poor.
6. The insurance compensation is small and therefore the economic effect of abuse is
small.
7. Microinsurance will help reduce social tension in society, if insurance coverage will
cover poor along with the state social security.
8. The state will distribute the burden of budget financing of microinsurance
companies: State buys microinsurance policies, and the service provider pays the
compensation. This is an example of public-private partnership and is more profitable for
the state compared to direct social benefits.
Conclusions. Implementation microinsurance as an element of social protection are
expected to lead to success in overcoming the risks vulnerable.
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Impact of differences in currency exchange rates on the Ukrainian agricultural
holdings` net profit
Yevtushenko Yelyzaveta, Bagatska Kateryna
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. A great crisis in Ukraine in 2014, caused by the revolution and change
of the government had a great impact on all the branches of economy. Agricultural sector
was not an exception. Due to the enormous growth of exchange rate big Ukrainian
agricultural holdings lost thousands UAH.
Materials and methods. In the research were used different methods of financial
analysis: analytical, comparison, horizontal analysis.
Results. Agricultural sector plays a very significant role in the economy of Ukraine, so
it is very important to analyze the results of activity of agricultural companies. Speaking
about the losses of profits in 2014-2015 of such holdings as “Astarta” and “Myronivsky
Hliboproduct” it is very important to find out the reason of them. After analyzing the main
results of the companies` activity during last 5 years , it was done a conclusion that the
cause of the great decrease in profits was the decline of UAH. Lets consider such indicators
as operating profit, net profit and financial costs, including foreign exchange loss of
“Astarta” and “Myronivsky Hliboproduct”.
Indicator,thsn.UAH
Operating profit
Financial costs incl.foreign
exchange loss
Net profit

ASTARTA
2015
2014
2597694
1363072
2294894
2376793

2013
337380
301289

2012
591726
254247

2011
1041083
225107

371429
-1007908
206219
MYRONIVSKY HLIBOPRODUCT
Indicator,thsn.US dollars
2015
2014
2013
363915
414975
271836
Operating profit
527438
883027
101059
Financial costs incl.foreign
exchange loss
-125726
-412338
162240
Net profit

437414

976110

2012
380583
58529

2011
320744
49955

310916

259355

We can see from the table that both companies had rather big operating profit, which
shows us, that the companies` losses in profits are situated in the financial costs. In 2014
there was an excess of financial costs over operating profit in “Astarta” and in “Myronivsky
Hliboproduct” such excess was in 2014-2015 years. To prove, that negative companies`
profits are related to the differences of exchange rate, lets see the companies` foreign
exchange losses during 2011-2015 and think over the ratio of such losses in the total
financial costs.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE LOSS
Company
2015
2014
1515644
2005307
Astarta (thsn.UAH)
418926
777677
Myronivsky Hliboproduct (thsn.US $)

2013
44457
11052

2012
3283

2011
6261
+2318

If we compare financial costs and foreign exchange loss, it can be done a conclusion,
that in 2014-2015 the foreign exchange losses were very high, which was connected with
the differences in exchange rates. Exchange rates of US dollars in December 2013,2014 and
2015 were 7.99UAH, 15.76UAH and 23.1UAH appropriately.
Conclusion. We came to the conclusion, that 2014 became a crucial year in the activity
of agricultural companies “Astarta” and “Myronivsky Hliboproduct” because of the great
differences in the exchange rates. Due to this, these companies had big losses in net profits.
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Research of the market of bread and bakery products in Ukraine
Iryna Ivashko, Maria Molozhon
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Bread is the main foodstuff in the allowance of the population. The part
of consumption of bread is 15.The largest enterprises of baking industry are concentrated
mostly in the places of production of flour and in major industrial centres. This industry is
represented by a wide network of bakeries, which makes provision of the population of
products with bread. The production of bread and bakery products can be attributed to
strategic sectors of our country, because of the efficiency of bakery enterprises in many
aspects depends not only on food, but also on the national security of the country.
Materials and methods. The study is based on the materials of Ukrainian scientists
and experts in the field of production bakery as well as the data of the State Statistic
Service. To conduct the research, general and special methods were used, in particular
methods of system analysis as well as statistical and economic analysis. In addition, it was
applied the analysis of current trends and prospects of the market of bread and bakery
products in the future.
Results and discussion. Today the market of bread and bakery products is filled with
products from different manufacturers and a wide range. Production indicators show that
the greatest contribution to the development of this industry in the period of 2006-2015 has
been done by big and medium-sized bakery plants. Production indicators show that the
greatest contribution to the development of this field in the period of 2006-2014 has been
done by large and medium-sized bakery factories and companies in Kyiv, Donetsk,
Dnipropetrovsk and Kharkiv regions and the dynamic of production capacity in recent
years has a negative trend due to the reduction in the quantity of production. The main
players of the market in 2015 were such companies as: “Kyivkhlib”, “Bread of
investments”, “Kulinichy”, “Group Lauffer”, “Formula of taste”, “Khlibprom” and others.
Analysing statistics of 1990-2015 years, one can observe a tendency to reduce the output of
bread and bakery products. A lot of inhabitants of the country seek a healthy lifestyle and
fight over the weight, increasing the popularity of innovative products – the bread, the
dietary and some medicinal-prophylactic. Such part of production accounts for about 5-7%
of total sales. From the beginning of 2015 year prices for bread and bakery have risen to
more than 34%.So,it was a reason to rise prices in raw materials, the tariffs for energy and
high level of depreciation of plant equipment. It is also necessary to say that since the
beginning of the year, the flour of a superior quality increased from 4 200 to 8 000 hryvnias
per ton. If the cost of the flour increases in the production of bread at 2%, then the bakers
have the economic reason to increase the price by 1%. Raising prices of flour in two
months was 90%.
Conclusions. The desire of consumers to a healthy lifestyle gives preference to
fabricators that produce baked goods with useful additives. Thus, despite of the fact that,
according to the statistical information, the market of bread and bakery products is reduced
in bulk, it continues to grow at the expense of demand on more expensive and high-quality
products. For a successful functioning at the market of bakery business enterprises have to
force to expand the assortment range and the modernization of production.
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Problems and Prospects of the Dairy Market in Ukraine
Tetyana Sokolets, Maria Molozhon
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The dairy industry is one of the leading industrial structures of Ukraine.
Prospects of development and operation are always extremely important, since dairy
products are particularly valuable and irreplaceable food of any person. Dairy products and
ice cream consume about 97% of the adult population, and the sales volumes they occupy
first place among other foods. Milk processing in Ukraine engaged in more than 300
companies, but almost 80% of the market controlled by 50 factories, most of which is part
of the large holdings.
Materials and methods. Research is based on materials of Ukrainian experts in the
field of milk processing and data of the State Statistical Service. The study was conducted
by using statistical and other research methods such as observation and analysis.
Results and discussion. A huge “grocery/ packing/ pricing” variable is one of the key
characteristics of the market. Market sufficiently developed, rich and experts estimate no
different from European markets. But we should not forget that according to the State
Statistics Committee the consumption of dairy products per capita in Ukraine is still several
times lower than in European countries. For manufacturers this is an indicator of stock
market potential, including by changing the culture of consumption. Market segmentation
by types of dairy products according to the Ministry of Agriculture shows that among the
main groups of dairy products most significant share of the market accounted for whole
milk, dairy products, yogurt, sour cream, cottage cheese and cream. The share of whole
milk in the market is about 84% in quantitative terms. The next most important species for
consumption of dairy products is cheese, occupied a market share of around 8%, then oil
with a market share of 5%. It is important to note that over the past five years, consumption
of cheese in Ukraine has increased three times. Indicators of major dairy products in 2010
indicate a growth industry, despite a number of problems that have emerged on the market
of raw materials. Because of the large competition in the commodity market of finished
dairy products are increasingly focused on large enterprises that are investing heavily in
upgrading production flexibly respond to changing market conditions, constantly increasing
its product range and to avoid losing its niche market conditions for seasonal shortages of
raw materials, expanding the market through exports. Stable demand for milk products in
Ukraine promotes smooth operation of enterprises on the issue, despite the fierce
competition in the market as a feedstock and the market. Enterprises need to expand its
range, bringing new products with milk or dairy basis without losing its utility product.
Conclusions. Analysis of trends and prospects of the Ukrainian market of milk and
dairy products leads to the conclusion that this niche market is one of the most dynamic and
profitable and, consequently, the most promising. But the development of the dairy market
depends on the volume of milk production and the state of livestock in the country. Further
development of the milk business will depend on the ability to pay for existing liabilities
and create a farm that will ensure the production of its own raw materials. It is necessary to
shift the relationship with the producers of milk to a new level, creating and equipment in
settlements milk collecting stations. Due to significant competition in the commodity
market of finished dairy products should form associations that invest heavily in upgrading
production, respond flexibly to changing market conditions, its range will increase
constantly and not to lose their market niche for conditions seasonal shortages of raw
materials, expand markets through exports.
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Products of ROSHEN: the Secrets of Success
Tanya Panchoha, Maria Molozhon
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. ROSHEN is one of the largest world manufacturers of confectionery
products. About 25% of all domestic sweets are produced in factories of Kyiv, Vinnytsia,
Mariupol and Kremenchug regions. The company's Central office is situated in Kyiv.
Under its own ‘sweet quality mark’ ROSHEN produces more than 320 kinds of high
quality confectionery products (chocolate and jelly sweets, caramel, chocolate, biscuits,
wafers, sponge rolls and cakes). The total volume of production reaches 450 thousand tons
per year. Products are available in more than 30 countries.
Materials and methods. For this research, the General and special methods were
applied, in particular methods of systematic, logical as well as factor analysis. The study is
based on materials of specialists working in the confectionery field.
The results and discussion. While researching the possible reason of the company’s
popularity and quality, several aspects were underlined. Primarily, it is the fact that this
confectionary company comprises Vinnytsia dairy factory that provides factory Corporation
natural high-quality dairy raw materials. Moreover, in order to improve storage conditions
of raw materials and finished products as well as to optimize product supply and minimise
delays of products in the warehouse, the Corporation launched its own logistics centres. To
equip the logistic centre, the latest equipment of leading world companies is widely applied
and used. Ii is also worth noting that the logistics centre of the ROSHEN Corporation is a
versatile and innovative logistics complex, a reference for all industries that use pallets for
warehousing of its products.
The production units of ROSHEN Confectionery Corporation are all certified in
accordance with the requirements of the international standards of quality and food safety.
At the enterprises of ROSHEN Corporation operates a quality management system and
food safety, as evidenced by the presence of each of the factories Corporation of certificates
of conformity.
All confectionery factories of ROSHEN Corporation provided equipment to monitor
quality control and proper research. In addition, the development of technologies and high
quality products is insured by highly-skilled specialists who have acquired the necessary
training in specialised centres abroad.
Conclusion. Therefore, it should be noted that the main advantages of ROSHEN
products include primarily exploitation of the modern high-productive equipment, strict
adherence to technology as well as using only high quality raw materials. The launched
confectionary products are made with the most modern technology.
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Manufacturing and Trading Company “Lucas”: the Taste of Quality
Yulia Udalova, Maria Molozhon
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. “Lukas” is a young group of dynamically developing company
specializing in the production of confectionery products. Brand Lukas is in a list of the best
trademarks in Ukraine. Manufacturing and trading company “Lucas” was founded as a
family business in Kremenchug (Ukraine) in 1995. At the time, the primary type of activity
is the sale of confectionery products. Nowadays among the primary aims of the company is
the consolidation of its leading position and taking over 20% of the market of confectionery
products in Ukraine in the near future. Therefore, the strategies applied to achieve that as
well as the already visible results pose a great relevance for analysis.
Materials and methods. To conduct this research the number of general and special
methods was applied, namely the methods of systematization and analysis of a number of
statistical data about the company’s functioning in the recent years. As the main strategic
feature of manufacturing and trading company "Lucas" presupposes its own well-developed
network of offices, it was necessary to analyse the company’s functioning with a view of
each region of Ukraine.
Results and Discussion. Having analysed the operation of the plant, it is possible to
state that today the product’s range of the company includes more than 100 varieties of
products, offering consumers the range of choice depending on their preferences. The
popularity of the products is presupposed by the fact that they are made in accordance with
the national standards as well as developed by the own technologists of the enterprise. The
company developed new products, and are available on the market 2-3 new titles a few
times a year. The important strategic point of the company is to increase the share of
business in the domestic market at the expense of the products presented in the price
segment above average. It is notable that the products in the segment below average
“Lukas” do not produce, because they rely on an impeccable quality of raw materials. Yet,
the practice has shown that might pose certain risks. Lukas repeatedly won top awards at
the most prestigious competitions. However, the best indicator of quality is the trust of
customers. Production of "Lucas" structure includes three production, which are equipped
with professional modern high-tech equipment of the Swiss, Italian and domestic
production, allowing producing high quality products. The company employs more than
1,000 people. Company's production capacity is up to 2.5 thousand tons per month. Sales of
products in the territory of Ukraine is carried out exclusively own team. Delivery of
production is carried out on foreign markets: Transnistria, Moldova, Romania, Georgia,
Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan and the Baltic countries.
Conclusions. The analysis of the Lukas enterprise demonstrates that the present
approach to the management has enabled to create a successful and multifaceted company
only in 21 years that includes two own production sites with a total area of about 17
hectares, modern warehouses with automatic temperature control system, own transport and
logistics company "L-Trans", network of shops "Lucas", confectionery fresh pastries and
sweets "Puff "and a burger café "Kruason".
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Competitive intelligence of enterprise
Hanna Berseneva, Galyna Cherednichenko
National University of Food Technology, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. This thesis presents the characteristics of competitive intelligence
concept, which is an important management practice in most of the leading companies.
Materials and methods. Bibliographic analysis of literature and materials business
periodical publications.
Results. Competitive Intelligence (CI) involves the use of public sources to develop
data on competition, competitors, and the market environment. It then transforms, by
analysis, that data into intelligence. Public, in CI, means all information you can legally and
ethically identify, locate, and then access CI is also called by a lot of other names:
competitor intelligence, business intelligence, strategic intelligence, marketing intelligence,
competitive technical intelligence, technology intelligence, and technical intelligence. The
most common difference among them is that the targets of the intelligence gathering differ.
However, what those who are developing it all do is essentially the same:
• They identify the information that a decision-maker needs on the competition, or the
competitive environment;
• They collect raw data, using legal and ethical means, from public sources;
• They analyze that data, using any one of a wide variety of tools, converting it into
intelligence, on which someone can take action (‘‘actionable’’); and
• They communicate the finished intelligence to the decision-maker(s) for their use.
Competitive intelligence tracks the activity of direct and indirect competitors in a range
of fields: general business activity, business development, strategy and tactics in different
sectors or new activities (sometimes designed to confuse and mislead), market penetration,
patent registration, research activity and so on.
In our opinion, the objectives of using an organized information system of CI in
organizations are:
• Enhancing organization’s competitiveness.
• Predicting, with a high level of trust, business environment’s evolutions, competitors’
actions, customers’ requirements, even influences generated by political changes.
• Providing a better and better support for strategic decision making process.
There are studies that identify some benefit derived from using organized information
system of CI:
1) increasing analytical skill for managers and the ability to anticipate moves of the
other actors from organization’s business environment;
2) sharing ideas and knowledge inside organization in order to develop new ideas or
knowledge or to integrate the existing into organization.
Conclusions. Competitive intelligence tracks the activity of direct and indirect
competitors in a range of fields: general business activity, business development, strategy
and tactics in different sectors or new activities, market penetration, research activity and so
on.
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Scientific and methodological approaches to assessing the level of enterprise financial
security
Hanna Byhkalo, Liudmyla Shapran
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The article studies the importance of diagnostics of the financial condition of
an enterprise, deals with the problem of essence. Today, much attention is paid to the evaluation
of economic security on the macroeconomic (state or regions) level. However, it is as much
important to determine the economic security at the micro level. Criteria for effective enterprise
financial management in the market economy of Ukraine and role of economic diagnostics in
improving enterprise economic security are determined in the research.
Materials and methods. General scientific methods and special techniques were applied.
In particular, the methods of logical analysis and synthesis, comparative analysis were used.
Works of Ukrainian and foreign scientists, statistical materials published in periodicals
constitute the information base of research.
Results. The financial security of an enterprise is characterized by financial stability and
efficiency of its operations, protection of the financial interests of an enterprise from internal and
external threats; effective provision and management of financial resources with the aim to
ensure sustainable extended reproduction, the implementation of its financial interests, missions,
objectives and to create conditions for further development of an enterprise.
Scientific economic literature distinguishes five levels of the financial security of an
enterprise: absolute; normal; unstable; critical; crisis.
The study of economic literature, its processing and synthesis enabled us to distinguish the
following approaches to financial diagnostics of the level of financial and economic security:
indicator approach, resource-functional, target-oriented (or software-based).
Indicator approach involves assessing the level of economic security as pairing the real
company performance with certain indicators, i.e. performance thresholds. A system of
indicators and calculating the integral indicator is the most applied at the macro (state or
regions) level.
According to the resource-functional approach assessment of enterprise financial security is
based on the assessment of the use of financial resources.
Resource-functional approach is when the level of economic security is measured by
determining the efficiency of the use of enterprise resources. This analysis is mainly carried out
by the functional components of economic security.
Target-oriented (or software-based) approach to evaluating the economic security is based
on the integration of aggregate indicators which define economic security. The emphasis is on
the selection of indicators and methods for determining their integration. This approach is rather
complex because of the use of mathematical analysis and this makes its application in practice
rather difficult.
Conclusions. Today there are various methodological approaches to assess the overall level
of economic security. In their activity, enterprises face various threats which differ in origin,
nature, extent and structural levels. To determine the current level of financial security
enterprises should carry out a detailed analysis of the threat of negative impacts on the financial
security of an enterprise and its possible losses as well as to use the existing enterprise analysis
systems to evaluate its performance. It is advisable to use the synthesis of all existing
approaches to better assess the overall level of enterprise economic security.
References
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Investment climate in Ukraine and its development perspectives
Yana Halytska, Liudmyla Shapran
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Body of experience in many countries of the world shows the
importance of attracting investments, because investments have a positive influence on the
economy of the country at large. So making favourable climate for investment in the
country is one the main preconditions for economic development.
Materials and methods. General scientific and special methods of study were used,
namely method of analysis and synthesis, analysis of economic statistics and forecast.
Information source research was done on the basis of the works of foreign and local
scientists, law acts, statistical materials published in periodicals.
Results. The Law of Ukraine "On investment activities" defines investment as any type
of property or intellectual value that is contributed to objects of entrepreneurial or other
kinds of activity that result in profit (income) or achieve specific social effects. [1].
The investment policy influences the effectiveness of production, level of technical
equipment of enterprises, enables structural rebuilding of the economy, solving social and
ecological problems. Ensuring favourable investment climate in Ukraine is still an
important strategical problem having an impact on social and economic dynamics, benefits
from participation in international division of labour and possibility to modernize the
national economy on this basis.
Investment climate of the state is a sum total of political, legal, economic factors which
ensure investment activities of local and foreign investors [3]. According to the current data
of the Ukrainian statistics service, US$ 2859,1 were invested by foreign investors in the
economy of Ukraine in January-June 2016. Investments are directed to well-developed
spheres of the economy, mainly to industrial enterprises (29,6% of the general direct
investment to Ukraine), financial and insurance companies (21,4%). However, there is no
equal investment allocation in the regions, so investment does not ensure equal social and
economic development in regions and makes the economic gap between regions bigger. [2].
Current level of investment in the economy is not more than 10% of GDP whereas the
normal level of investment should constitute 20-25% of GDP.
Investment climate depends on a wide array of factors including political stability,
weak legal and regulatory frameworks (including property rights violations), pervasive state
involvement in the economy, burdensome taxation, attitude to local and foreign investors,
availability of natural resources, demographic situation, geographical position. So the main
reasons for slow investment pick-up are political situation in Ukraine, poor governance,
widespread corruption, low level of macroeconomic indicators and situation in eastern
Ukraine and Crimea.
Conclusions. Thus, the means to increase the level of investment in Ukraine should be:
curbing corruption, reducing administrative and legal barriers for investors, and improving
the economic and political situation in Ukraine.
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Current trends in global economy
Irina Kravchenko, Liudmyla Shapran
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Nowadays global economy goes through a period of gradual slowdown.
In addition, new economic, financial and geopolitical challenges for global development
have arisen as the result of aggravation of geopolitical confrontation between the West and
Russia through the Russian-Ukrainian and Syrian conflicts.
Materials and methods. During the study general scientific and special methods were
used. The basis methods are: system analysis and synthesis, induction and deduction. There
were studied the works of Ukrainian and foreign scientists on the world economy and the
economy of leading countries as well as public information sources.
Results. The study shows that in most countries the economic situation is worse than it
had been forecasted, and GDP is growing slower than expected. On the whole, citizens of
many developed countries feel that now they are worse off now than before.
The so-called “developing countries” also show the major trend of slowing their
economic development. An example is China, which did not see its famous 10-12% GDP
growth last year – the result of 2016 is the growth of “only” 6.7% of GDP (not as it used to
be but still impressive). India demonstrated better results – 7.5% (with better demographic
prospects!). In the coming years China may “concentrate” on itself: instead of flooding the
world with cheap goods, it will develop its internal market of goods and services.
The development of the world economy today is influenced by a number of factors,
including: boosting inflation (for example annual growth rate in the G-20 countries is only
2.8%); maintaining soft monetary policy by leading nations of Western Europe, Japan and
the UK (while the economies of developing countries such as India, Russia, South Africa
take measures to stabilize income levels); expecting increase in world trade to 4.7% this
year; orientating to the development and introduction of more flexible economic models
which are adapted to the crisis and provide growth stimulation.
At the same time, the following factors deter the growth of the world economy [1]:
lower level of economic growth of developed countries which fail to provide a steady
recovery of the global labour market as well as the growth in the number of jobs; increase
in trade imbalance between West European countries, North America and Japan due to
population aging and high levels of unemployment; escalation of conflicts in Ukraine,
Syria, Gaza and Iraq as well as strengthening territorial claims of China to Japan having a
negative impact on global markets, international investments and general prospects of
global economic recovery; introduction of sanctions (restrictive measures) between Russia
and the US and EU negatively influencing both bilateral trade and financial sector.
Conclusions. The global economy is characterized by such factors as slowing of
economic growth of the EU countries and countries with emerging economies (including
the countries of the Asia-Pacific Region and Latin America), gradual reduction of the
Federal Reserve Quantitative Easing programme in the USA; economic slowdown and
formation of new trends of corporate defaults which cause increase in risks to the stability
of financial and banking sectors and mining industries of in the People’s Republic of China.
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Intensification of the process of language learning of future food industry engineers
Artem Konon, Galina Cherednichenko
National University of Food Technology, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. This thesis discloses the research conducted at the National University
of Food Technologies, Ukraine. The author examined the current situation of training of
future food industry engineers in Ukraine, programs of their study, and the process of
language learning. Some techniques of effective language learning are proposed.
Materials and methods. Сurrently there is a need for fundamental research, which
would contain theoretical and methodological guidelines for the development of foreign
language professional competence of future engineers. It is necessary to create an integrated
educational system that provides an optimal combination of traditional and innovative
approaches for developing foreign language professional competence of future engineers,
using innovation experience of interdisciplinary scientific research, specially-organized
self-study work, methodical intensification of the process of language learning.
Results. Modern training of future engineers the food industry should focus on
prospects of international cooperation and mobility of scientists, teachers and students
within the global educational and scientific space. Bringing this training in line with the
world standards of higher education reinforces the importance of foreign language
communication component. Communication in foreign languages is considered by the
members of the European Commission, the Council and the European Parliament as one of
eight key competences that are formed in the training process.
National University of Food Technologies offers different master’s programmes such
as food processing engineering, bioengineering or chemical engineering, bread making,
brewing, meat and dairy processing, sugar refining, cosmetics, fats, thermal-engineering,
mechanical engineering and others. Hence, food technology or food processing engineering
combines a basic knowledge of the natural sciences with food specific, nutritionphysiological, technical, ecological and business management knowledge. Complementary
courses cover engineering subjects, like process engineering, mechanical engineering,
apparatus engineering, process automation and biotechnology, and physical, chemical,
microbiological and modern molecular biological analysis methods used in quality control.
The study of theory is accompanied by practical training at specially equipped labs and
workshops, then in experimental sugar refinery and later on at various enterprises of food
industry.
Conclusions. To solve the problem according to the subject, purpose, concepts,
research hypotheses the next tasks were done: 1) the specific, current state and problems of
foreign language training of future engineers the food industry in Ukraine Universities were
identified, 2) structural and logical scheme of foreign language training future engineers in
the food industry university was developed.
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Advantages of employee-oriented and customer-oriented management tools
Anastasia Matusevich, Olga Nikitenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Nowadays there are different opinions about whether you should build a
company around customers, or around employees and which management tools are more
effective and profitable.
Materials and methods. Different publications, articles and reports on the topic were
reviewed. Methods of traditional analysis, statistical observation and grouping were used.
Results. Customer-first companies put users’ needs at the centre of their organization.
They focus on understanding these customers’ wants, needs and pains, so they can create
value by bringing customers new products and services they didn’t even know they wanted
[3].
Acknowledgement of customers’ value to an organization expanded to a discussion of
a customer definition: 1). It is a buyers’ market and each customer is critical to the success
of the business. Without customers there is no need for employees; 2). A customer-centric
focus is a part of the culture driven by leadership; it defines how employees behave,
imparts certain values, and influences their decisions; 3) Any employee within an
organization is a customer to another employee, one way or another, but that does not
generate the revenue; 4) The employees are the customer themselves for benefits, safety,
ergonomics, etc. The direct opposite is true when considering quality, productivity, etc,
where the organization is the customer of the employee [2].
According to some managers working in service industries or customer service
functions leaned toward employees-first. They adduce persuasive arguments: Your
customers will only be happy if the people servicing your customers are happy; Employees
are the key touch-points to know the customer better so an organization can develop and
deliver products and services that are relevant to customers’ needs and expectations; Great
employee engagement will not guarantee customer engagement, however, poor employee
engagement guarantees poor customer engagement [2]. On the other hand, we can observe
that there are different sides of the same coin. Both customers and employees have to be in
balance to each other. All employees in the organization should be concerned about
customer satisfaction and customer experience. It will be reflected in the perfection of the
product. Both need to be respected. Managers need leadership strategy along with
employee engagement to have the best opportunity for a great customer experience.
Conclusions. In summary, businesses are made up of an interdependent set of
stakeholders - customers, employees, sellers and shareholders. Employees are a firm’s
greatest asset, and customers make budgets and earnings possible. The job of top
management is to use different profitable management tools and build mutually beneficial
relationships with all parties.
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Features of financial accounting in different countries
Natalia Kolosko, Olga Nikitenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Financial accounting covers a large area of accounting accumulating
information about the assets of the organization , namely in fixed assets, intangible assets, leased
assets, financial investments, cash and cash equivalents, other current assets, organizational
liabilities, capital, other sources of property formation and business processes.
Materials and methods. Methods of traditional analysis, observation method of
comparison and synthesis were used.
Results. Financial accounting provides information required for preparation of financial
statements. Its main objective is the accounting accuracy of the financial results of the company,
its economic and financial condition. Consumers of financial accounting are mainly external
users, that is, state tax authorities, banks, customers, suppliers, potential investors. In such
countries as the USA and the UK, information generated in the financial accounting is aimed at
satisfying investors and creditors’ needs, and the utility of of management decisions is the most
important criterion of its quality. Such orientation of financial accounting in these countries has
been inherent for many years. Moreover, in these countries financial markets and Stock
Exchange were established. The result of it is that the financial reports of the companies differ
by significant analyticity. The purpose of financial accounting is determining the profitability of
economic activities as one of the characteristics of effectiveness of managerial personnel.
International practices are compiled in the International Financial Reporting Standards, or IFRS,
as set forth by the IASB. In the United States, the FASB releases statements of financial
accounting that, when combined, form the generally accepted accounting principles, or GAAP
[3].
In other countries the role and priorities of accounting developed in the framework of its
methodology. For example, it may be the provision of objective and reliable information for the
proper execution of the state tax policy. And in some countries, the financial accounting is based
on the priority of macroeconomic objectives, namely, to achieve the specified growth rate of the
national economy.
Such countries as Germany, Switzerland, Japan, etc., determine the financial policy of a
small number of very large banks that satisfy the financial needs of the business. In this case, the
statements are aimed primarily at protecting the interests of creditor banks. In France and
Sweden accounting has a somewhat different orientation. Governments play a crucial role in the
management of national resources, and in turn businesses are required to adhere to the
government's economic policy. The government does not only control the financial business
opportunities, but also acts when necessary as an investor or lender. In these countries,
accounting is oriented primarily to the needs of public authorities.
Conclusions. The financial statements do not constitute commercial secret, they are open to
publication and, as a rule, are to be certified by an audit firm. The financial accounting and
presentation of financial statements is mandatory for all organizations.
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Life insurance market in Ukraine: problems and prospects of development
Valya Fomyna, Natalia Bozhok
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The life insurance market in Ukraine began to develop in the early 90ies of the 20th century, but now it continues to be at the stage of its formation. Therefore,
the investigation of the life insurance market is currently quite topical.
Materials and methods. Such methods as scientific abstraction, synthesis, analysis
and deductive method were used in the work. These analyses were used for the
specification of the main problems and advantages of life insurance.
Results. The development of the life insurance market has a significant impact on the
processes of globalization and international integration.
Currently, the pure form of national insurance markets in Ukraine is dependent on the
national governmental policy, political situation, foreign capital, the system of reinsurance
in foreign insurance markets and establishment of joint insurance companies with foreign
partners.
In this regard, the problems associated with ensuring economic and financial stability
of national insurance companies and their competitiveness in the new economic
environment are of great focus.
The negative phenomena of insurance are connected with the processes of globalization
and the growth of various types of fraud and shadow economic operations of criminal
wrongdoing.
These negative processes acquired a global scale nowadays. In addition to the negative
aspects associated with fraud, there are a number of other reasons that hamper the
development of life insurance market and reduce its effectiveness in Ukraine.
The solution of the problems preventing the development of the life insurance market
in Ukraine depends on the political situation. However, the significant impact on the
development of life insurance market is also dependent on the current system of taxation.
Besides, the country has a very low population insurance culture due to the mistrust of
insurance companies, low living standards, low income, etc.
Despite all these negative factors, domestic experts believe that the development
potential of the Ukrainian life insurance market is very large due to the novelty of this
sector on the financial services market.
In analyzing the domestic life insurance market we can identify a number of positive
tendencies: the growth of total insurance premiums, the tendency of the increase of capital
and solvency of insurance companies, the transparency of insurance companies, and the
sufficient number of employees in the sphere of insurance.
Conclusions. The government is responsible for contributing the development of
insurance market. It should undertake activities that would cause the trust to the system of
insurance. The government should be focused on the creation of attractive programs that
would be available to all citizens.
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Shadow economy in Ukraine
Alexandr Sribnyu, Natalia Bozhok
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The shadow economy in Ukraine is one of the major reasons which
prevents healthy competitiveness, high quality living standards, and European integration.
After political changes of 2013–2014, the resolution of these problems is a major challenge
for Ukraine.
Materials and methods. In our study we use such methods as synthesis, analysis and
deductive ones. The mentioned analyses will give an overview of the shadow economy in
general and single out the ways how to overcome it.
Results. The shadow economy exists practically in every country in the world. While
in some countries the size of the shadow economy has no dramatic influence on national
economy, in other countries it grows into a significant problem and penetrates almost in all
economic activities. To our regret, Ukraine belongs to the second category, and the shadow
economy occupies 20–50 % of GDP, as various sources suggest.
Measures to be taken to struggle with the shadow economy include economic reforms
implementation against shadow financial flows and legalization of labour market. We
would like to single out the most prioritized measures against the shadow economy
below[1;2]. .
1. The control of market economy regulation and fulfillment of anti-corruption reform.
2. Tax reform should be aimed at the implementation of the following priorities: equal
tax conditions for all economic agents, lower tax burden, flexible tax administration and
public finances stability.
3. Banking system reform: implementation of clearing operations will provide better
monitoring of different source of revenues, flexible measures should be taken to eliminate
the risk of cases when expenses surpass revenues.
4. Labour market reform: a pre-condition for struggle against the shadow labour market
includes the restructuring of the pension system reform which is far from being ideal and
prevents the market coming out of shadow. Besides, payments into pension fund are
considered to be too high and inadequate.
Conclusions. The main goal for fight against the shadow economy in Ukraine is to
create the favourable conditions necessary for attracting investments, decreasing of tax and
regulation pressure on entrepreneurship, protection of property rights and labour relations.
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Competitive intelligence in the economic security system
Hanna Berseneva
National University of Food Technology, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Exploration of competitors plans is based on effective competitive
intelligence to ensure a business ability to response existing changes in the work of the
enterprise.
Materials and methods. Bibliographic analysis of literature and materials business
periodical publications.
Results. Competitive Intelligence (CI) involves the use of public sources to develop
data on competition, competitors, and the market environment. It then transforms, by
analysis, that data into intelligence. Public, in CI, means all information you can legally and
ethically identify, locate, and then access CI is also called by a lot of other names:
competitor intelligence, business intelligence, strategic intelligence, marketing intelligence,
competitive technical intelligence, technology intelligence, and technical intelligence. The
most common difference among them is that the targets of the intelligence gathering differ.
Competitive intelligence tracks the activity of direct and indirect competitors in a range
of fields: general business activity, business development, strategy and tactics in different
sectors or new activities (sometimes designed to confuse and mislead), market penetration,
patent registration, research activity and so on.
The CI process is usually formally divided by CI professionals into five basic phases,
each linked to the others by a feedback loop. What CI professionals call the CI cycle, are—
• Establishing the CI needs. This means both recognizing the need for CI and defining
what kind of CI the end-user needs;
• Collecting the raw data. Raw data, also known as primary data, is data collected from
a source;
• Evaluating and analyzing the raw data. In this phase, the data that was collected is
evaluated and analyzed, and is transformed into useful CI;
• Communicating the finished intelligence. This involves preparing, and then
presenting, the results in a usable format and in a timely manner;
• Taking Action. This means using the end-user actually uses the CI in decisionmaking.
It is rather difficult to protect oneself competitive intelligence, especially in our
country, because Ukrainian companies are often not ready to spend significant money on
technical information security systems. However, companies possessing any information
that may constitute a trade secret cannot do without competitive intelligence prevention.
The ways to prevent competitive intelligence are as follows:
- effective human resources policy;
- conclusion of non-disclosure agreement with the employees;
- advance estimation of all possible information leakage risks;
- technical protection of information;
- surveillance and control systems.
Conclusions. Analysis of modern business trends is a principle for maintaining
economic security in a business. Therefore, competitive intelligence is necessary
component to success.
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Calculation of the maximum rate of oxidation of nitrogen (II) oxide using the mathematical
package MathCad
Anastasia Fatyeyeva, Vera Ischenko, Olga Sedykh
National University of food technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine

Introduction. Mathematical research methods have always been of great importance in
chemistry. Mathematics allows us to build a logic model for the study of any chemical appearance
that helps to better understand the chemical processes and to find qualitative and quantitative
relationships between them. It is known that information about the mechanism of a chemical reaction
can be obtained, in particular, by studying the rate of chemical reactions.
Materials and methods. Most chemical calculations can be made by using mathematical system
MathCad, which is one of the best and most popular software products for scientific and technical
computing. In MathCad are used, not artificial programming languages, a living language of
mathematics: all the obtained expressions are like using only paper and pencil. The paper discusses
the use of mathematical package MathCad to find the concentration of components of a gas mixture
of oxygen with nitrogen (II) oxide in which the rate of formation of nitrogen (IV) oxide will be
maximized.
Results. A mathematical formula which linking the reaction rate with concentrations is called the
equation of the reaction rate or kinetic equation. The basic law of chemical kinetics: rate of reaction in
each moment of time is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the reacting substances,
elevated to the degree that represents the reaction order for that component.
As an example, consider the trimolecular reaction 2 NO  O2  2 NO2
(1)
For the reaction kinetic equation will be of the form v  k NO 2 O2 

(2)

If to enter designations x  NO  and y  O2  ,where [NO]0 [O2]0 is the initial concentration of
NO 0
O2 0
NO and O2, respectively, equation (2) can be written as:

v  kx 2 y

(3)

where k  k NO 0 O2 0
Problem statement: to determine if any oxygen content in the gas mixture the rate of oxidation of
nitrogen (II) oxide will be maximized.
Solution: the concentration of NO and O2 in equation (3) is conveniently expressed in volume
percent. Then x+ y=100 and the kinetic equation takes the form v  k 100  x 2  x 3
(4)
Thus, the challenge is to find the maximum of function (4).
For finding the maximum of the function by using MathCad. Hence y=100-66.667=33.333 the
maximum O2 concentration.
Conclusions.Thus, the calculation of this task in MathCad made it possible to find the oxygen
concentration at which the reaction rate is maximum. It should be noted that this result is valid only
when the reaction is irreversible, which is possible only for a particular range of temperature.
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Investigation of the possibility of replacing synthetic indicators for the natural ones
Yulia Korobka, Chrystyna Omelchenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The investigation is about the unique properties of plants and their
components – anthocyanins, which we can use as natural indicators.
Materials and methods. We studied flavonoids such as anthocyanins. Blueberries,
black currants and raspberries were frozen in the freezer. In the result we extracted juice.
Solutions of substances created different acid-base environment: HCl, citric acid, acetic
acid, distilled water, baking soda, soap, ammonia and alkali. We used pH meter for the pH
measurement.
Results and discussion. Artificial indicators are formed due to the chemical synthesis
of various organic substances. The object of our investigation was to find less toxic
substances, which can be used as indicators at the chemical laboratories. That’s why we
have chosen the anthocyanins, which determine the color of the petals and fruit plants.
Their color depends of the pH of the cell sap, and it can be changed because of the high
elektrofilnist. The ion complex organic dye determines different colors of the anthocyanins.
We can get the purple colour if the complex containts (K+), magnesium (Mg2+) and calcium
(Ca2+) provide blue.
This property of anthocyanins used to create a natural indicator from blueberries,
raspberries and black currants skin. From the chemical point of view anthocyanins are parts
of a group of flavonoids and they are plant glycosides. These phenolic compounds are
mono- and dyglycosides.
We were interested in the contrasting color change of indicator, a wide range of
transition and the plant availability. Thats why we got concentrated juice of berries:
blueberries, black currants, raspberries. Anthocyanins are soluble in water, but they are
insoluble in alcohol. During the testing of solution juices in different environment, we
found that all indicators change their color. The juice concentrates, which were selected, in
the acidic environment change their color in different shades of red, and in the alkaline
medium first they become blue and yellow later (Table 1).

Substance
pH

HCI
1

Citric acid
2

Soap
NaOH
9
11
12
Light
Blackcurrant Amaranth Terracotta Mauve
Pink
Heliotropic
Pepsi-Cola Lemonade
violet
Raspberry
Red
Dark pink Hot pink Pale pink Light purple Lilac
Coffee Cyber yellow
Deep dark
Blueberries Burgundy Crimson Coralline Salmon pink
Plum
Violet
Gold alloy
purple
3

7

8

Table 1. Interval transition and color intensity of indicators
Also the indicator paper was made by the way of impregnation of blueberry, blackberry
and raspberry juices through the filter paper.
Conclusions. The benefits of natural indicators include: easy availability of raw
materials for cooking efficiency, environmental friendliness, speed and visibility, and safety
of students during the process display.
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Cyanogenic glycosides and their role in the plant world
Volodymyr Levon1, Mariia Levon2
1 - M.M. Gryshko National Botanical Garden of NAS of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
2 - A.A. Bogomolets National Medical University, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. In the last decades significantly increased the number of research
cyanogenic glycosides in higher plants, which is associated with the emergence of
fundamentally new methods of analysis, identification and growing interest in these
compounds due to their practical importance to modern biology and medicine.
Materials and methods. To determine the quantity of cyanogenic glycosides used the
method of its hydrolysis to cyanide, which is then distilled with steam and has caught a
certain amount of nitrate of mercury (II). The excess of nitrate of mercury (II) titrate with
ammonium thiocyanate. For the complete hydrolysis of cyanogenic glycosides, the crushed
sample was filled with water for 1 day in the presence of a small amount of thymol as a
fixing means and diethyl ether to separate the organic phase from the inorganic.
Results. Cyanogenic glycoside prunasin is one of the main elements of the metabolism
of stone fruit plants, and its accumulation is associated with certain phases or stages of
plant development. Prunasin itself is a non-toxic compound, but with the destruction of
plant tissues, for example, by eating an animal, it interacts with specific enzymes glucosidase and -hydroxynitriles, resulting in the formation of benzaldehyde and
hydrocyanic acid. Hydrocyanic acid as a result of high toxicity protects the plant body from
pests and destruction of pathogenic species of fungi and bacteria.
In our studies in cultivars and hybrids of stone fruit plant breeding M.M. Gryshko
National Botanical Garden of NAS of Ukraine studied the contents prunasin as one of the
genetically determined indicators of adaptation to adverse conditions. The results showed,
for the change in the level prunasin in generations of plants can be traced the gradual
change in reactions of the plant organism. Due to the high specificity prunasin (as
substances which have a protective function) can be judged on phylogenetic relationships
for varieties of stone fruit plants to new environmental conditions. Research of
cyanogenesis like-origin of the peach cultivars showed similarity in the accumulation
prunasin in related varieties.
We can assume that increasing the level Zangeneh glycosides is the response of plants
to environmental factors. We obtained data on the content prunasin in healthy and diseased
crinkle the leaves of some peach varieties, confirms this idea. Affected leaves crinkle the
observed increase in the level prunasin as one of the mechanisms of protection of plants in
contrast to healthy leaves. Prunasin is consistent with qualitative indicators of phytoalexins,
that is, performs a protective function in response to contact with pathogens.
Summary. Having considered the role prunasin in plants it can be noted that it
performs different functions. Thus, multifunctionality of cyanogenic glycosides reflects
adaptation to stressors, the adaptive capacity of plants that has value to predict the success
of growing in culture. On the basis of literary data and own research it can be concluded
that research of cyanogenic glycosides and their role in plant life is an important issue.
References
1. Jones D.A. Cyanogenic glycosides and their function. In: Harborne J.B. (ed.), Phytochemical
Ecology, Academic Press, London., 1972. - Рp. 103-124
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Phase composition and voltammetric behavior of doped and nanostructured
manganese(iv) oxides in alkaline saturated by oxygen medium
Georgii Sokolsky, Luiza Zudina, Oleg Miroshnikov,
Natalya Shovkun, Jelyzaveta Smirnova
National University of Food Technologies
Eugenii Boldyrev
Institute of General and Inorganic Chemistry of NASU
Introduction. The modern systems of Li-ion batteries had the great effect on
miniaturization of electronic device used (mobile phones, laptops, electric vehicle and etc.). The
recently proposed Li-air battery technology combines advantages of Li-ion batteries with cheap
and effective work of air-electrodes.
Manganese (IV) oxides are among the most effective O2 electrocatalysts, therefore the
objective of this paper is to study influence of induced by changes dopant ions in phase
composition and disorder of surface states on ability of manganese(IV) oxides.
Materials and methods. The pristine fluorine-containing electrolyte consisted of
0.1 M HF + 0.7 M MnSO4. The dopant additives in the electrolyte were: 0.01 M Cr3+, 0.01 M
Co2+, 1.5 M NH4+ as an optimal concentration from the current yield and functionality point of
view. Manganese(IV) oxide electrosynthesised on the platinum anode (with current density (j) of
10 A/dm2) using the glass–carbon plate as an auxiliary electrode.
The cyclic voltammetry (CVA) experiment was carried out in a standard three electrode
cell using 0.3 M KOH electrolyte saturated with O2. The voltammetrograms were registered on
IPC-PRO potentiostat–galvanostat with computer interface at the potential change rate of 0.001–
0.5 V/s. Glass carbon plate was an auxiliary electrode. Carbon paste electrode (CPE) was a
thoroughly grounded mixture of doped manganese oxide: graphite in the ratio of 70:30 and
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) emulsion loaded into PTFE-tube.
Results. CVAs of doped MnO2 CPE in 0.30
M KOH solution saturated with ambient oxygen
are shown in Figure 1. MnO2 CPE 1 exhibit two
reduction peaks (Fig.1) and two oxidation peaks
with slightly resolved shoulder of the third one,
whereas Co-doped CPE 2 displays additional
reduction peak at more electropositive potentials
(Fig.1). Oxygen reduction on Cr3+-doped MnO2
CPE is irreversible and oxidation peaks are
absent. Graphite electrode has by the order of
magnitude lower currents of the same processes
that are shifted due to polarisation effects.
Fig. 1. CVA of NH4+(1), Co2+(2) Cr3+
Peaks observed were ascribed to the
(3)-doped manganese(IV) oxide and
successive two-electron reduction of O2 with HO2–
as the intermediate. The first reduction peak of
graphite(4) electrodes in the saturated
Co–doped CPE2 was attributed to the reduction of
by O2 0.3 M KOH electrolyte solution
O2 to HO2– redox-mediated by the oxygen(V = 10 mV*s-1).
containing groups and the second one was due to
the reduction of HO2– to OH–. Three reduction peaks of Co-doped CPE2 are supposed to be the
result of simultaneous action of Co and Mn interface species here the second reduction peak is
common for both active sites.
Conclusions. The electrolytic doping procedure improves the prospectives of practical
application of electrolytic manganese(IV) oxides as electrode material.
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Research of physical – chemical and rheological characteristics
of an emulsion cream with lanolin
Zhanetta Bahmut, Natalia Sabadash, Іgor Fesych
National university of food technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. One of natural components which are applied in cosmetics is lanolin.
Work purpose development a recipe of emulsion cream with lanolin and definitions of its
physical – chemical, rheological and organoleptic properties [1,2].
Materials and methods. The type of an emulsion of the received samples of cosmetic
creams was established by a coloring method. Physical – chemical and organoleptic
indicators of cosmetic cream have determined by standard techniques. For obtaining
rheological characteristics used the viscometer "REOTEST-2". The analysis was carried out
at a temperature of 20°C according to viscosity selected various types of cylinders.
Results. We have developed a recipe of emulsion cream with lanolin like "oil/water".
According to a working recipe it has been prepared cream samples with the concentration
of lanolin 4, 0; 8, 0; 12,0; 16, 0%. To a control sample lanolin wasn't added.
During the researches fatty and water phases were heated to temperature of 75...80°C;
emulsifications carried out on the "hot/hot" mode. After cooling, received emulsion cream
of homogeneous structure. It is established that all received samples of creams belong to an
emulsion like "oil/water".
Each sample of cream investigated on quality indicators according to DSTU 4765 –
2007 "Cosmetic creams", namely defined organoleptic indicators (appearance, color, a
smell, ease of drawing, stickiness, feelings after drawing), a mass fraction of the general
alkali (free and connected), рН, colloidal and thermo stability.
Rheological properties of the received samples of emulsion creams are investigated. By
the received results built full rheological curve dependences of a gradient of deformation
and viscosity of system on shift tension. It is established that the most intensive processes
of structuration happen in samples, to concentration of lanolin 0 and 4%. Cream with the
concentration of lanolin 12 and 16% had more current consistence and soft plastic structure.
As a structure-forming agent it is recommended to apply lanolin in concentration of 8%.
Conclusions. The recipe of emulsion cream on a natural basis with lanolin like
"oil/water" is developed. The optimum amount of lanolin is established - 8,0%. The cream
received on the developed recipe meets all requirements of DSTU 4765 - 2007 "Cosmetic
creams": рН 5,9, is in limits of admissible values, homogeneous, colloidal and thermo
stable, has characteristic appearance, it is well applied on skin and also possesses optimum
structure.
References
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Сhemical nature of products of coprecipitation of Со(ІІ) and Mg phosphates
Andrii Deriy1, Galyna Bila2, Nadiia Antraptseva1
1 - National university of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
2 - National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Work was executed in the plan of expansion of assortment of the
hydrated phosphates that contain in their composition two different cation, content of that
can be purposefully changed. It is changed the same in wide limits them physical and
chemical and operating descriptions.
The aim of this work – to determine the composition and chemical nature of products
of the coprecipitation of cobalt(II) and magnesium phosphates.
Materials and methods. The coprecipitation of cations Co2+ and Mg2+ was carried out
under conditions that provide the formation of the middle hydrated of phosphates. Specific
conditions of precipitation chose on results of determination in separate series of
experiments of dependence of composition of the solid phase from the main parameters of
process. pH of the reaction solutions change, using as precipitator of aqueous solutions of
Na2НPO4, Na3PO4 or their mixture Na2HPO4:Na3PO4=2:1 and Na2HPO4:Na3PO4 = 1:1.
Correlations in composition initial solutions: n = Р/∑Со2+, Mg2+ supported equal 0.67 –
stoichiometric necessary for the formation of middle phosphates of divalent metals; K =
CO2+/Mg2+ was varied within the range of 25.0 to 1.5. Concentration of the solutions was
changed in the range of 0.05 – 0.25 mol/l, the temperature – in the range of 50–750C.
Results and discussion. The results of complex analysis of the solid phase showed that
at values K=Co2+/Mg2+=25.0-1.6 middle phosphate octahydrate are precipitation. They
contain both cations (Co2+ and Mg2+) in the composition. The content of cations can be
changed varying composition of the initial solution. The general formula of phosphate what
precipitated has the form of Со3-хMgx(PO4)2·8H2O. On the chemical nature the synthesized
phosphates are limited solid solution of substitution. The region is it’s of homogeneity of
using as a precipitator Na2HPO4:Na3PO4=1:1 is a maximum and can be 0<х1.00 (table).
The saturated solid solution what formed under these conditions has the composition of
Со2.0Mg1.0(PO4)2·8H2O.
Table – The dependence of composition of phosphates Сo3-хMgx(PO4)2·8H2O, 0<x1.00,
from the correlation K=Co/Mg in initial reagents
K=
The composition of the solid phase
Со/Mg,
Chemical, mass. %
Phase
mol
Со
Mg
P
H2O
25.0
9.0
4.0
2.5
1.6

Со2,9Mg0,1(PО4)2·8H2O
Со2.75Mg0.25(PO4)2·8H2O
Со2.51Mg0.49(PO4)2·8H2O
Со2.27Mg0.73(PO4)2·8H2O
Со2.0Mg1.0(PO4)2·8H2O
Со2.0Mg(PO4)2·8H2O
+
1.5
28.49
8.36
15.79
17.02
MgHPO4·3H2O
Conclusions. At the coprecipitation of cations Co2+ and Mg2+ by solution of
precipitator of composition Na2HPO4:Na3PO4=1:1 the middle phosphates a general formula
Сo3-хMgx(PO4)2·8H2O, 0<x1.00 are formed. They are the solid solution of substitution.
Areas of their homogenity are 0<x1.00.
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41.77
40.15
37.48
34.70
31.36

0.54
1.35
2.74
4.13
5.83

13.62
13.50
14.22
14.31
14.87

15.86
15.92
16.23
16.63
17.26
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Mathematical modeling for pickering stabilization of emulsions by solid nanoparticles
Y.A. Kashirіna, G.V. Sokolsky, O.S Muratov
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Experimental confirmation process for stabilizing emulsions Pickering
(by solid nanoparticles) are rather cumbersome procedure due to which there is a need to
hold model calculations for finding the optimal material of solid impurities. The aim of this
work is to predict the optimal choice of material for stabilizing nanoparticles.
Materials and methods. Method of calculations the energy of nanoparticles, which
are located at the interface of two liquids (perfume oil - water) outlined in [1]. The
unknown value of the surface tension were calculated by the method referred in [2, 3]. The
calculations were carried out using Mathcad 2000 software.
Results and discussion. We calculated free energy value of spherical nanoparticles (in
units of kT, T = 25°C), located at the interface of water and perfume oils, shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic
representation the quadratic
energy well for spherical
particles (r=12nm) of carbon
black E(z) (b); hydrophilic
E1(z) (a), 50% hydrophilic
E2(z) (c) and hydrophobic
E3(z) (d) of silica at the
interface of perfume oil water (W - water left, O perfume oil ("oil") on the
right and in the middle of the
interface z = 0); z is the
particle’s position ratio to its
radius.
Conclusions. According to Fig. 1, the optimal material choice of nanoparticles
corresponds to the dependence (c) for which the stabilizing particles consist of 50%
hydrophilic silica.

1.
2.
3.
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Toxicity of trace metal nanoaquacitrates to environmentally relevant test organisms
1-

Olha Kravchenko1, Viacheslav Chobotar1, Galina Bila2
National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
2
- National University of Food Tegnologies, Kyiv, Ukraine

Introduction. Nanotechnology has an impact on several aspects of food science,
including even the nature of food. Thus, the main goal of investigations is to understand the
potential implications of nanotechnology for environmental safety [2].
Materials and Methods. Nanoaquacitrates of trace metals (Zn, Сu, Ag, Fe) were used.
These compounds were synthesized using electropulse ablation. According to [1]
nanoaquacitrates show the enhanced biocide action. Thus assessment of the toxicological
aspects of nanoaquacitrates is important, especially if intending to administer them to
human. In this work we decided to determinate the biological impacts of nanomaterials to
test organisms in vivo and in vitro. We estimated the biological risks teratogenicity,
genotoxicity using some test-organisms such as Allium cepa, Elodea canadensis, Daphnia
Magna, Нydra attenuata, Danio rerio, Cyprinus carpio.
Results. The toxicity of nanoaquaciteates to selected test organisms depended on the
metal, concentration and duration of interaction. The sensitivity of biota to nanoaquacitrates
was commensurable with the level of their species organization, ecological role and trophic
links with the other abiotic elements of cenosis.
We determinated the sensitivity pattern of different organisms to studied
nanoaquacitates largely followed the pattern of their sensitivity to the respective metal ions.
Ag and Cu nanoaquacitrate exhibited the highest toxicity to the crustaceans with
median LC50 value of 0,041 ± 0,013 and 0,047 ± 0,006 mgdm-3 respectively, that is,
according to the most sensitive organism of the selected test battery.
The toxicity of nanoaquacitates to Н. attenuata was slightly lower (LC50 value of
0,085± 0,016 (for Ag) and 0,063± 0,009 (for Сu) mgdm-3), followed by E. canadensis, A.
cepa and fish.
At the same time we found that nanoaquacitrates relatively quickly yield to elimination
in the result of plants and fish absorption, as well as precipitation, thus transmutating into
insoluble, biologically less active substances.
We established that under the working concentration using for the ponds sanation and
cleaning nanoaquacitrates do not accumulate in fish, thereby slowing down the growth and
reproduction of spineless hydrobionts and water macrophyte - E. canadensis that can be
used to control pond hydroecosystems.
Conclusion. The established patterns of nanoaquacitrate influence on the hydrobionts
and the criteria of their environmental safety were developed. Thus, the possibility of a
wide safe use of the preparation in fish farming was suggested.
References
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Electrocatalysis of O2 evolving on Fe2+- doped manganese(IV) oxide
Luiza Zudina, Georgii Sokolsky
National University of Food Technologies
Introduction. Manganese dioxide is the most intensively investigated oxygen
electrocatalyst nowadays. The possible strategy of electrocatalytic activity improvement
can be electrolytic doping of MnOx [1]. Thus, the aim of this study is to consider the
prospects of application of electrolytically doped by Fe2+ manganese(IV) oxide as oxygen
electrocatalyst.
Materials and Methods. The fluorine-containing electrolyte consisted of
0.1M HF+0.7 M MnSO4+0.01M FeSO4 [2]. Manganese(IV) oxide electrosynthesised on
the platinum anode (j= 10 A/dm2). The cyclic voltammetry (CVA) experiment was carried
out in a standard three electrode cell using 0.5M LiOH electrolyte saturated with O2. The
cyclic voltammograms (CVA) were registered on IPC-PRO potentiostat–galvanostat.
Carbon paste electrode (CPE) was a thoroughly grounded mixture of doped manganese
oxide(IV) : graphite in the ratio 70:30 and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) emulsion loaded
into PTFE-tube. The glass–carbon plate served as an auxiliary electrode.
Results and Discussion. MnO2 CPE
exhibit two reduction peaks (–0,75 V and
–1,05 V, Fig.) and two oxidation peaks in
the negative potential region. The
relatively high activity of MnO2 doped
with Fe2+ ions, indicates a positive role of
Fe3+/ Fe2+ redox pairs as active surface
states. Peaks observed at higher potentials
were attributed to redox processes
involving O2, HO2- etc. It can be seen that
graphite electrode has lower currents in
the range of potentials studied. Let us
consider the oxygen evolving process.
Free O2 is evolved at the anode with
Fig. CVA of Fe2+-doped manganese(IV) oxide (1)
and graphite (2) electrodes in saturated by O2 0,5
overpotential, which dependence on the
M LiOH electrolyte solution (V = 100 mV/s)
current density is given by the Tafel
equation where the Tafel slope b is close
to 60 mV at n=2 and 120 mV at n=1 ( b  2.303RT / nF ). Catalysts with lower oxygen
evolution overpotential have coefficient a lower value in this equation. In accordance with
our data, the Tafel slope b of two linear dependencies of anode oxidation at 1000 mV is 94
and 122 mV respectively.
Conclusions. Fe2+ doped manganese(IV) oxide is more active oxygen electrocatalyst
comparing with graphite. Oxygen evolving kinetics on electrolytically doped by Fe2+ MnO2
is described by Tafel equation. The Tafel slope b values were calculated.
References
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Photocatalytic features of the systems based on TiO2 and dye-sensitizers class of
flavonoids
Mariana Lutsiv, Irina Kondratyeva.
Yuriy Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University, Ukraine
Introduction. Photocatalysis is of essential interest for a wide range of applications
related to energy and environment, such as pollutant degradation and hydrogen production.
In this work researches a method of sensitization of the semiconductor photocatalyst – TiO2
by the dye-sensitizer in the context of the photocatalytic systems construction.
Materials and methods. The dyes: derivative of 3-hydroxychromone and quercetin
(fig. 1), were used as the sensitizers. These dyes is a representatives of the natural plant
dyes, which can have different characteristics. The ability of the synthesized systems to
catalyze some photprocesses was texted by their influence on the reaction of methylene
blue(MB) photreduction by formaldehyde. Received results are represented on the fig. 2.
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Figure 1. a) 2-phenyl-[4'-(5-phenyl-oxazole-2-yl)]-3-hydroxy chromone; b) quercetin

Results and discussion. The experiments were carried out in the presence of visible
light and UV irradiation. In these systems photocatalytic processes methylene blue dye
reduction induced by the action of light absorbed by the dye sensitizer (in both cases). At
the irradiation by the visible light the photocatalytic activity of the synthesized systems
with increasing dye content were increased at first, and then reaching the maximum value,
descended sharply. It may be because of the weakening of the interaction of dye with a
semiconductor that is the result of the reducing of probability of the capturing of the
electrons by the zone of TiO2 conduction.

Figure 2. The dependence of D/ТіО2 photocatalytic activity on the dye concentration in visible
range

Conclusions. The results allowed us to outline the scheme of photocatalytic processes
during MB reduction and caused by the light absorbed by the dye-sensitizer.
The highest photocatalytic activity for visible irradiation among the systems D/TiO2 have
been registered for the system which contains 0,2 mg/g of the dye.
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Study of sesame seeds processed products usage in pancakes technology
Svitlana Horbachova, Artem Kabulakhin
Vinnytsia College of Kyiv National University of Food Technologies
American pancakes are included in menu of many restaurant establishments in Ukraine:
New-York Bagel, PESTOCAFE, Keksomaniia, Coffee House, Barta Barbara and others. They
are served with maple, caramel-cream syrup, condensed milk with sugar, sour cream. In most
cases, this dish is offered in breakfast and biobreakfast menus.
The aim of the research is to expand the range and increase the nutritional value of
pancakes by adding to their recipes sesame oil and sesame seed meal. Flour, ripper, sugar, dairy
products, eggs, salt and butter or oil are included into the recipes of classical American pancakes
[3, 259-261].
It is well known that sesame seeds have long been used in food and has healing properties.
Sesame oil is practically the only type of fat that is completely absorbed by human body, has
high taste, which is equal to olive oil, contains 40-48% of oleic fatty acid used in the
confectionery industry for the production of cookies [1, 32]. The content of linoleic (omega-6)
fatty acids in sesame oil triacylglycerides is 40,3-50,8%, while in butter triacylglycerides it is
0.84%. Sesame meal contains 2.7 times more protein than wheat flour of high quality. The
content of essential amino acids in proteins sesame meal is also significantly higher than the
corresponding content in wheat flour [2].
The aim of the study was to determine the optimal amount of added sesame meal and
sesame oil and a comparative study of the created pancakes’ consumer properties.
During the first phase we determined the optimal dose of sesame meal having replaced it
by wheat flour. 5, 10, 15% of flour was replaced by sesame meal. The sample for the classic
recipe served as a control, without adding the sesame processed products. Cooking was
performed according to generally taken recommendations. Organoleptic assessment of the
prepared flour dish was conducted on the following parameters: appearance, colour, taste and
smell, harmony of the addition. Each indicator was estimated by a five-point system. The best
organoleptic properties had the sample in which 10% of flour was replaced by sesame meal. The
sample containing 15% of sesame meal had atypical flavour and yellow-brown crumb and the
sample containing 5% sesame meal didn’t differ from organoleptic characteristics of the control
sample.
The next stage involved the determination of the optimal dose of mixture components.
Such samples were made: with the 10% replacement of flour with sesame meal (sample 1), with
the 20% replacing of butter with sesame oil (sample 2), the replacement of 10% of flour with
sesame meal and 20% butter with sesame oil (sample 3) and the reference sample prepared by
the classical recipe. The best organoleptic properties had samples number 2 and number 3,
because the added sesame oil gave them specific nutty flavour. The colour met the standards and
was from light yellow to yellow-brown, the texture was slightly elastic and soft.
So, the analysis of the received results showed that sesame oil and sesame meal are
harmonious additions to pancakes. When added to flour dishes processed sesame products met
all organoleptic standards; improved the products’ taste and smell, as well as their biological
value.
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Development of complex acidulants for rye-wheat bread technology at the restaurant
establishments
Vira Zuyko, Tetiana Silchuk
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. In recent years the development of restaurants and mini technology has
significant effect to the production of bakery products. Now part of the bakery products is
produced at mini bakeries or at the restaurant establishments. This makes it possible to
produce a wide range of bakery products and sell them in their outlets still hot during the
day.
Materials and methods. The citric acid, dry milk whey, rye fermented malt, enzymes
with different principles of action were used to create compositions of acidulants. All
components are selected taking into account the features of rye-wheat dough and products
of it. The quality of semi-finished product and bread has been evaluated by organoleptic
and physico-chemical parameters due to the standard methods [1]. The intensity of
fermentation of dough has been determined by its ability of gasification, sugar content
research have been carried out by Shorly’s iodometric method [1].
Results. The methods of mathematical-statistical modeling and trial baking were used
to develope two options compositions by complex acidulants: «Optimal-1» and «Optimal2» [2]. The effect of the additives to the technological process and the quality of bread has
been investigated. The sample of dough by traditional technology on thick rye sourdough
has been prepared as a control sample.
During fermentation acidity of dough are increasing due to the intensification of the
fermentation of dough. Thus, in samples of dough with the researched acidulants process of
acids accumulation were occurred more intensively. For less time of fermentation more
acids respondent substances as in control sample were accumulated. This fact can be
explained by higher optimal pH and the presence of pressed yeast in dough’s samples with
acidulants addition. The intensiveness of fermentation promotes cutting down the length of
maturation products that are relevant in the accelerated technologies of rye-wheat bread.
The accumulation of sugars was determined by the difference between their content in
the dough after mixing and after 1,5 hours of fermentation. It has been installed that in
dough with acidulants accumulation of sugars and their fermentation exceed the level of
control in all dough samples. After 1,5 hours of fermentation there were formed in samples
of dough with the addition of 10-40% more reducing sugars than in control sample. This
can be explained by the increased activity of enzymes by reduction the pH of dough
acidulants, which leading to a deeper hydrolysis of starch and dextrins. This creates
conditions for shortening period of fermentation and proofing semi-finished products.
Conclusions: The formulation of acidulants based on organic acids and enzymes has
been developed. It provides significant shortening of the dough fermentation and proper
quality bread. Using of elaborated complex acidulants is a perspective in the production of
rye-wheat bread for accelerated technology in discrete modes of production at the
restaurant establishments and mini-productions.
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Provision of population by protein content food
Oleksii Sobin, Tamila Lalenko, Iryna Koretska
National University of food technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The main problem of now days is the insufficient supply of people by protein
content food. Authors decided to investigate fortification of the milk sauce, which would contain the
prescription component with the highest content of dietary protein. The new plant culture savnat
varieties "Kyiv ultra" has been added to the recipe and replaced the main ingredient milk on whey
with the aim of increasing the biological value of the sauce.
Materials and methods. This variety savnat is valuable because it contains a high content of
ascorbic acid and carotene: according to 1103,71 and 53,06 mg/% per dry matter. The amount of
amino acids is 14.9 g per 100 g dry matter of savnat; irreplaceable – 10,12 g / 100 g; there are
essential amino acids are 40,33 % of the total number of amino acids. Whey is a product of
technological processing of milk into curd, it is a valuable protein-carbohydrate raw materials for
creating a wide variety of food products. In its composition contains whey protein in amount of 0.51.5 %.
Results. The model samples of new sauces with homogenic paste savnat produced at the
Department of technology of nutrition and restaurant business by NUFT and evaluated the
organoleptic quality indicators, which are presented on profilogram (Fig. 1-2).. It is found that the
introduction of savnat paste the acidity is increased to 4 grad of acidity (in the control sample to 1.4).
But, the mass fraction of dry substances remains within 20,2-20,4%.

Fig. 1 Quality profilogram of the
"Bechamel" sauce (control)

Fig. 2 Quality profilogram of the "Forte"
sauce

1homogeneity of the inclusions; 2 – naturalness; 3 - purity of the color; 4 color uniformity; 5 - natural of color; 6 - salinity; 7 - intensity of the taste; 8 - uniformity
of taste; 9 natural of taste; 10 - clean of smell; 11 - distinct of smell; 12 - balanced smell;
13 - density; 14 - viscosity; 15 - fluidity.
Conclusion. The milk sauce " with the addition of a homogenized paste savnat in the amount of
10% is most effective for providing guidance in the further use, the area of "quality polygon" which is
1702 points. The control sample received 1922 points, the sample with the addition of HPS in the
amount of 5% - 1552 points, with the addition of HPS in the amount of 20% - 1704 points and sauce
based of whey - 1634 points. The calculation of the nutritive value of model samples showed increase
in protein content from 6.15 to 13.13 g (for model sample with 20% HPS), while a decrease calorie
sauce 6 Kkal.
References:
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Structural and mechanical properties of fondan's model systems
Olena Dudkina, Irina Ternavska, Tatiana Ischenko, Olexandra Nemirich, Andriy Gavrysh
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. According to the results of previous studies [1], emulsifier – citric acid
ester - had been chosen to the fondan's recipe. This component improves the structural and
mechanical properties, and the results are presented in the paper.
Materials and methods. The objects of research were fondans of wheat flour as the
control sample; of rice flour and modified starch PRECISA® Bake GF, which is a texturing
system that contain mixture of tapioca, maize and potatoes starches - as experiment sample.
The viscosity of fondan's model systems for special purpose has been investigated by
means of viscometer Rheotest-2.
Results. The dependence between shear stress and shear rate for experimental
prototypes has been fixed. In particular the influence of replacement of wheat flour by rice
flour or by modified starch, and the addition of surfactant on the structural and mechanical
properties
of model systems have been investigated (Fig.).
η,
Pa·s
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Figure - Rheological flow's curves (a) and rheological viscosity curves (b) of fondan's
model systems for special purpose based on: 1 -– modified starch with surfactant; 2 –
modified starch; 3 – rice flour with surfactant; 4 – rice flour; 5 – wheat flour.
The dependence of viscosity on stress that effects on the samples has been observed.
With increasing of stress a viscosity decreases sharply and then decreases slowly and
gradually stabilized, approaching a constant value. In these areas the dependence of
viscosity on the amount of stress is approaching straight, due to the destruction of the
system's structure. During the adding into the recipe prototypes of surfactants, fondan's
viscosity is stabilized by reducing the surface tension, improving emulsification of oil with
water, changing the aggregation speed of dispersed particles, preventing flocculation.
Conclusion. The improving effect of citric acid ester on structural and mechanical
properties of fondan's model systems using innovative recipe's components - rice flour and
modified starch has been investigated.
References.
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Rational form of semi-finished vegetables and device for slicing them
Irina Parenyuk, Oleksandr Liulka, Vladimir Polevik
National University of food technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. It is known that the shape of the slicing semi-finished vegetables for
stuffing effects to the time of thermal processing and energy costs for cooking, so it is
important to study rational forms of semi-finished vegetables and to develop of a device for
their formation.
Materials and methods. The general scientific methods have been used. The basic
mechanisms and knives that are used for slicing the semi-finished vegetables, structural and
mechanical properties of the vegetables used for stuffing. In the course of generalization of
the information we obtained the expanded assortment of cutting semi-finished vegetables
and has been invented the device of their formation.
Results. It was determined that from the standpoint of strength characteristics of semifinished vegetables and the cost of energy for cooking, which will be used for further
stuffing, rational is tubular form. The device that allows to create semi-finished vegetables
tubular form and to get simple and complex cutting shapes for decoration and finishing of
prepared dishes: rings, shuttles and kegs has been developed. These types of cutting
vegetables may be used for preparation of cold and hot snacks, hot and sweet dishes at the
restaurant establishments and at home.
Meat, fish, vegetable and sweet stuffing may be used for stuffing of semi-finished
vegetables. Based on this, stuffed vegetable dishes can be not only hot appetizers and main
course dishes in the diet, but also original and delicious desserts, balanced of nutritional
composition. Due to these important factors, it is possible to change the calorific value,
sensory characteristics and flavor combinations for the creating of new healthy foods.
The device of formation of semi-finished vegetables is autonomous, portable and
productive equipment, which differs from the existing replacement mechanisms and
machines small dimensions and ease of use.
The working body of the device comprises internal and external cylindrical nibbling
knives, fixed in a holder. A ready semi-product during the idle stroke of the working body
of the device is pushed out of it by pushing the puck and rings are secured using pins on the
crossbar. It should be noted that the ready semi-finished item have a wall of uniform
thickness and the cavity inside which the stuffing is filled. Due to the uniform wall
thickness further heat treatment of the stuffed semi-finished products will be reduced in
time and will lead to savings of energy in cooking.
Conclusion. The rational form of semi-finished vegetables for stuffing has been
developed, the range of cutting vegetables has been expanded. The device for slicing
vegetable semi-rational form has been developed.
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Study of sesame seeds processed products usage in pancakes technology
Svitlana Horbachova, Artem Kabulakhin
Vinnytsia College of Kyiv National University of Food Technologies, Vinnytsia, Ukraine
Introduction. American pancakes are included in menu of many restaurant establishments in
Ukraine: New-York Bagel, PESTOCAFE, Keksomaniia, Coffee House, Barta Barbara and others.
They are served with maple, caramel-cream syrup, condensed milk with sugar, sour cream. In most
cases, this dish is offered in breakfast and biobreakfast menus.
Materials and methods. The aim of the research is to expand the range and increase the
nutritional value of pancakes by adding to their recipes sesame oil and sesame seed meal. Flour,
ripper, sugar, dairy products, eggs, salt and butter or oil are included into the recipes of classical
American pancakes.
Results. It is well known that sesame seeds have long been used in food and has healing
properties. Sesame oil is practically the only type of fat that is completely absorbed by human body,
has high taste, which is equal to olive oil, contains 40-48% of oleic fatty acid used in the
confectionery industry for the production of cookies [1, 2]. The content of linoleic (omega-6) fatty
acids in sesame oil triacylglycerides is 40.3-50.8%, while in butter triacylglycerides it is 0.84%.
Sesame meal contains 2.7 times more protein than wheat flour of high quality. The content of
essential amino acids in proteins sesame meal is also significantly higher than the corresponding
content in wheat flour [2].
The aim of the study was to determine the optimal amount of added sesame meal and sesame oil
and a comparative study of the created pancakes’ consumer properties.
During the first phase we determined the optimal dose of sesame meal having replaced it by
wheat flour. 5, 10, 15% of flour was replaced by sesame meal. The sample for the classic recipe
served as a control, without adding the sesame processed products. Cooking was performed according
to generally taken recommendations. Organoleptic assessment of the prepared flour dish was
conducted on the following parameters: appearance, colour, taste and smell, harmony of the addition.
Each indicator was estimated by a five-point system. The best organoleptic properties had the sample
in which 10% of flour was replaced by sesame meal. The sample containing 15% of sesame meal had
atypical flavour and yellow-brown crumb and the sample containing 5% sesame meal didn’t differ
from organoleptic characteristics of the control sample.
The next stage involved the determination of the optimal dose of mixture components. Such
samples were made: with the 10% replacement of flour with sesame meal (sample 1), with the 20%
replacing of butter with sesame oil (sample 2), the replacement of 10% of flour with sesame meal
and 20% butter with sesame oil (sample 3) and the reference sample prepared by the classical recipe.
The best organoleptic properties had samples number 2 and number 3, because the added sesame oil
gave them specific nutty flavour. The colour met the standards and was from light yellow to yellowbrown, the texture was slightly elastic and soft.
Conclusion. So, the analysis of the received results showed that sesame oil and sesame meal are
harmonious additions to pancakes. When added to flour dishes processed sesame products met all
organoleptic standards; improved the products’ taste and smell, as well as their biological value.
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Researching of water absorption of shortbread cookies for patients with celiac
disease based on oatmeal flour
Oksana Babich, Igor Shane
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Today the prevalence of celiac disease (gluten enteropathy), a disease
that is characterized by chronic inflammation of the mucosa of the small intestine as a result
of intolerance to gluten, in most countries, is estimated as approximately 1: 100 - 1: 250 or
0.5 - 1% of the total population. Experts of the leading states say that in discovered case of
illness accounts 7-10 undetected. However, after the opening of the new special diagnostic
tests it have become increasingly to detect the disease. There are only a few hundred
patients officially registered in Ukraine, indicating the lack of monitoring of the problem in
the country, and therefore there is a real needing for gluten-free products. There are no
drugs to treat the celiac disease. The main method of dealing with this disease is strict
lifelong diet with complete exclusion of all foods that contain gluten. So, for people who
suffers from this disease, but mostly it is children, it is important to develop pastries, where
traditional wheat flour was replaced to the eligible types of flours of other herbs.
Materials and methods. The water absorption of gluten-free cookies for the
investigation quality parameters based on oat flour of these products has been researched.
The shortbread cookies based in wheat flour for comparative characteristics have been
chosen.
Results. Gluten enteropathy is most often seen in childhood. Using cookies as diet
foods for children of younger age has a special importance. Water absorption is considered
an important indicator of quality of cookies as indirectly characterizes of its porosity - the
better it is, the more water absorption is, and thus the formation of fast of complementary
foods from cookies diluted with milk or water. The resulting figures water absorption
shortbread cookies from oat flour are given in the table.
Тable - Water absorption of shortbread cookies based on wheat and oatmeal flour
Product
Water absorptoin, %

Cookies based on
wheat flour

Cookies based on
oatmeal flour

113

128

Conclusions. It was investigated that gluten-free shortbread cookies made from oat
flour have higher water absorption comparing to cookies from wheat flour. As a result, such
cookies may be recommended for patients with celiac disease diet, and also used in baby
food for making complementary fast foods.
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Expediency of using corn germ flour in the production of bakery products
Julia Karabets, Larisa Sharan, Andrey Sharan
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Bread is main food. As bread is a product of the nationwide daily usage,
by means of regulation of its chemical compound it is possible to have an influence to the
human diet and state of its health.
Materials and methods. Due to using the analytical method of research the information
about increasing customer value of bakery products providing them with functional
attributes was arranged.
Results. To adjust the chemical compound of bakery products, such protein raw stuff is
known nowadays. These are soybeans, peas, sunflowers and germs of cereal plants.
Soy flour. Protein content in soybeans is 36-48%, which is 3.5 times more than in
wheat. 2-3% soy flour is recommended to add into popular sorts of bread, 10-15% - into the
special sorts which have higher nutritional and biological value and 20-25% - into dietary
products. However, bread quality is reduced because of the replacement of 10% of wheat
flour into soy one, moreover, gasforming ability and gas retention of dough become worse.
Pea flour contains 25-30% proteins. Getting high quality of products can be made
adding 2-3% of it to wheat flour. However, adding it more, structural and mechanical
properties of bread can become slightly worse.
Sunflower seeds contain 22% proteins and 64% oil. Adding of 20% sunflower seed
flour, protein content in bread can increase to 6%.
Wheat germ. Adding wheat germs and mixture of wheat and rye flour instead of flour in
the production of wheat bread intensifies biochemical processes in dough.
Corn germ flour (CGF) as a promising raw stuff is offered to make bakery products.
The chemical compound of CGF is given in the table.
Table - Chemical compound of flour prototypes
Name of component
Wheat flour of superior sorts
Fraction of protein, %
10,3
Fraction of fat, %
1,3
Fraction of carbohydrates, %
73,3
Including starch
68,5
mono- and disaccharides
1,6
cellulose
3,2
Moisture,%
14,5
Ash content, %
0,8

CGF
11,5
11,0
56,2
45,3
7,3
3,6
12,3
3,3

Beside, CGF is characterized by increased waterkeeping, waterabsorbing and fatkeeping
ability comparing to wheat flour. We propose to add 20% of CGF into flour.
Conclusion. The results of the researching of CGF chemical compound and its abilities
prove that it can be recommended to create bakery products.
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Improving of the technology of hot sweet dish such as "Soufflé"
Vladlena Mihailenko, Tatjana Golikova, Oksana Babich
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Soufflé belongs to a group of hot desserts produced and realized at the
restaurant establishments. This dish is used for consumption both adults and children due to
its refined taste. However, this dish is high-caloric food product that has a significant
content of fat, but low nutritional and biological value and is devoid of fiber. Because of
hot sweet dish "Soufflé" is for kids’ consumption mostly, it is appropriate to improve its
nutritional value and lower calorie content. One of the ways to increase the nutritional value
and diversification is the use of oatmeal milk and pumpkin mash. Oat milk you can get at
the restaurant establishments by soaking and grinding oatmeal. It contains about 10%
protein, 6.2% fat, 10.7% fiber that includes valuable water-soluble food fibers - betaglucans. Pumpkin mash contains 1.7% protein, 6.2% fat, a sufficiently large number fiber
and minerals - calcium, iron, copper, magnesium, phosphorus, potassium, silicon, zinc.
Materials and methods. Prototypes soufflé have been assessed by standard methods of
determining physical and chemical indexes. The "Chocolate Soufflé" has been used as a
control sample.
Results. The moisture, fat content, and acidity of prototypes of soufflés have been
estimated. It has been installed that fat content in the dish "Pumpkin Soufflé" is 6%, which
is in 2.5 times less than the fat content of the control sample.
20
% fat

15
10
5
0
Chocolate Souffle
Pumpkin Souffle
samples

Fig.1. The results of determining of the fat content in the samples soufflé
Conclusion. Adding a pumpkin mash in recipe and oat milk leads to the decreasing of
fat content and calorie reduction as a result. Adding oat milk and chocolate pumpkin
replacement will reduce the cost of hot meals as oats grown in Ukraine and it is not
expensive and affordable.
Thus, using of oat milk and pumpkin mash in the manufacture of hot sweet dish
"Souffle" has positive effect to the improving of nutritional value, because such materials
are rich in valuable biologically active substances.
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Branding of the cities as tourist destination
Maryna Petrenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Branding represents a process by which a company differentiates its offer
from competitors. Brand differences are often related to attributes or benefits of the product
itself .
Materials and methods. Such methods as: scientific abstraction, synthesis, analysis,
extrapolation, comparison and deductive method were used.
Results. An important factor in shaping the tourism attractiveness is a competitive
tourism industry. Formation tourism brand of the country will increase not only
competitiveness but also the effectiveness of the tourism industry.Geographic locations,
like products and people, can also be branded. In this case, the power of branding is in
making people aware of the location and then linking desirable associations. Increasing
mobility of both people and business and growth in the tourism industry have contributed to
the rise of place marketing.
A destination brand is defined as a name, symbol, logo, word or other graphic that both
identifies and differentiates the destination; furthermore, it conveys the promise of a
memorable travel experience that is uniquely associated with the destination.
During the creation of brand it is necessary to consider the international application,
therefore the image should be simple and straightforward. Very popular are the images
based on the colors of the national flag and symbols of cultural values destination. Often
the visual display brand essence, using children's drawings or animation that represents the
lightness, spontaneity and fullness of life. Flowers are also widely used as a national
symbol, and as symbols of beauty.
One of the successful project of our time, of course, became a phenomenon «I Love
New York» . Most broadly duplicated today the world's logo appears everywhere. Logo «I
love NY» on a simple white t-shirt is well established as a symbol of the city. The main
objective of the campaign in 1977 was to attract domestic and foreign tourists. This
problem was solved with success: today, NY - the most popular tourist city of America and
one of the most attractive tourist cities in the world.
«I Amsterdam»company was started in 2004. It was necessary to overcome created in
1960 image of the city «hanging between tulips and danger»or the image in the spirit of
"sex,drugs & rock'n'roll », and create attractive atmosphere image of the city that exists for
people. Under the brand concept Amsterdam – is «City of Culture, the city of canals, town
meetings» was created.
Conclusions. Thus, the branding of tourist destinations is aimed at attracting tourists by
displaying exclusivity of territory through a variety of communication technologies. Proper
conducting of marketing activities at the state level, helps not only to attract tourists, but
also helps local businesses serving tourists.
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Macedonia as a promising direction for tourism
Maryna Petrenko
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Life in the 21st century is associated with high speeds, the need to
communicate with many different people. All this leads to the fact that many are beginning
to feel the need for fundamental changes, people want to discover new and new places.
Materials and methods. To write work general scientific methods such as analysis and
synthesis were used. The information bases for the study were materials in the travel
literature.
Results. In the case to create new popular destination Macedonia can become popular
among tourists.
Most tourists know about Macedonia only that this small country geographically located
in Europe, and more specifically, on the Balkan Peninsula. But the fact that this small
country has a scenic natural area and a well-preserved architectural monuments of antiquity
and the Middle Ages is known to very few people in our country. But Macedonia has
marvelous lakes and caves, sacred monuments and has base to become one of the best
European centers of active recreation - hiking and trekking, rafting and sport fishing.
The country has a mass of interesting places. It focused not only cultural but also
historical, architectural and natural attractions. To the places recommended for tourists
include: Castle in the capital Skopje, The ancient amphitheater in Ohrid, Fortress of King
Samuel, Capital stone bridge, Lake Ohrid, which is in the UNESCO heritage list and Lake
Prespa and many other.
It should be noted that for Ukrainian people local climate will be familiar, continental,
and do not require a long addiction and acclimatization. The country has the mild winter,
the temperature is kept between 0 to 3 degrees, and the summer - hot and dry, but not heat,
standard temperature - 22 degrees. Closer to the coast of the South climate is subtropical.
Macedonia is convenient for visiting the country. The easiest way to get to the country
is by plane. In Macedonia, only two places to land - Ohrid and Skopje Airport. Ohrid takes
only charter aircraft direction and only in summer. Thus, Skopje can be considered as the
only gateway of the country. Ukrainian airlines have some flights to this country.
The number of hotels grows every year. There are hotels of different types in
Macedonia. As for service, the majority of them can be certified at two or three-star hotels
under the international system. In the capital, Skopje, tourists can stay in luxury apartments
or sleep in a clean and inexpensive hostel. Small resort towns offer tourists comfortable
accommodation in the family mini-hotels, boarding houses and small hotels. The ski resorts
and lake Ohrid provide the rest in private apartments. Rent an apartment in Macedonia in
value corresponds to live in a good comfortable hotel.
The attractive feature for Ukrainians is visa formalities. Till 2018 Macedonian visa for
Ukrainian people is not needed. All you need - a tourist voucher or an invitation to a
country and a passport. The documents you need to present at the border.
Conclusion. The climate, natural, historical resources and infrastructure can make
Macedonia popular among tourists from Ukraine. Macedonia - amazing country that
tourists should visit!
References
1. Macedonia travel [Electronic source]: http://www.macedoniatravel.com
2. Rest in Macedonia [Electronic source]: http://poleznopro.ru/vidpochinok-turizm/2385vidpochinok-v-makedonii.html
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Indian wine regions: Maharashtra case study
Marina Rudnieva
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The development of winemaking and wine tourism in the modern
globalized world has grown very quickly. Especially popular in recent years, become” not
classic” winemaking countries. For example, India.
Materials and methods. First of all, such methods as field research and observation
were used. Further, in the research such methods as: scientific abstraction, synthesis,
analysis, extrapolation, zoning, regionalization, comparison and deductive method were
used.
Results. Grape growing and winemaking is quiet new, but very popular brunches of
Indian economy nowadays. According to Indian Horticultural Database and FAO statistical
data there are 109 200 ha under the grape in 11 states. Commercial viticulture is
widespread: from Jammu & Kashmir in the far northwest to the most southern state Tamil
Nadu.
In Maharashtra state there is a concentration nearly 76% of the growing areas. But only
5,2 % of the grape production is crushed and made into wine. It is three times higher than
the Indian average indicator - 1,2 %.
The vast majority of Maharashtra wine is made in the farmland surrounding the Western
Ghat.
Based on some natural and winemaking technological features four major wine subregions may be differentiated: Nashik, Pune, Sangli and Baramati.
Nashik is India's largest grape-producing district, with centers in properly Nashik,
Nipadh, Dindori and Pimpalgaon.
The Indian Grape Processing Board is located in Pune. Main centers of Pune subregions are: Roti, Akluj and Solapur.
Totally there are 69 wineries in Maharashtra. The biggest and the most popular are:
Chandon India, Deccan Plateau Winery, Fratelli Vineyards, Four Seasons, Nine Hills,
Raveilo, Renaissance Winery, Sula Vineyards, York Winery, Valkonne and Zampa.
The most popular grape varieties are: Cabernet Sauvignon, Chenin Blanc, Sauvignon
Blanc and. Shiraz. But sub-regional differences exert influence on the choice of variety. For
example, Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon tend to be better for winemaking in both Pune and
Nashik.
Nashik is also a pioneer and a leader of Indian wine tourism. Sula Vineyards offers not
only an excursion, but also a wine tasting in the first India’s Tasting Room.
Conclusions. Maharashtra - one of the most promising states for the development of
winemaking and wine tourism in India.
References
1. Indian Grape Processing Board [Електронний ресурс]. – 2015. – Режим доступу
до ресурсу: http://www.hktdc.com/manufacturers-suppliers/Indian-Grape-ProcessingBoard/en/1X08AAY8/.
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Most beautiful places sn Ukraine up to my mind
Zhdana Burdeina, Iryna Dovgun
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Ukraine is an incredibly beautiful country with lots of interesting places
to visit. Each place in Ukraine is a unique part and has its own beauty and pleasant
atmosphere. It will take you a lot of time to visit all remarkable places. I made my own list
of ten beautiful places in Ukraine.
Results and discussion. “The tunnel of love” takes the first position. It’s a part of
abandoned railway in the north-western Ukraine. A perfect set for some photos and, no
doubt, the most romantic secluded spot in whole Ukraine.
In the second position there is Sofiiivka park. The Uman dendro park Sofiiivka is the
world’s architecture masterpiece of the end of the 15th and the beginning of the 19th
centuries. It was created in the shortest period, still astonished the imagination of visitors.
Unique sceneries, exotic plants and rare trees, sky-blue ponds, fountains and cascades,
grottoes and antique sculptures all these you can see visiting the park.
Third place goes to Kamianets Podilskyi. Kamianets Podilskyi is a surprisingly
beautiful town in the midst of the Western Ukraine. Kamianets Podilskyi, one of the oldest
cities in Ukraine, is considered a phenomenon of great cultural importance. A rocky island
skirted by the tight loop of the Smotrich River flowing in a picturesque canyon, served as a
unique pedestal on which over more than a thousand years both well-known and
anonymous masters created a miracle in stone.
The Carpathian Mountains take the forth position. The Carpathian Mountains are
considered the Green Pearl of Ukraine. It is one of the most popular resorts and tourist
centres of the country. A beautiful mix of natural areas, forests, meadows, shepherds and
humans living in harmony with nature is what makes the mountains so attractive to tourists.
The Ukrainian Carpathians are relatively gentle peaks that rise as high as 2061 m (Mt.
Hoverla).
The Sculptures possess the fifth position. The Alley which is called the kindest place in
the capital, and it’s indeed the case: probably no person ever passed it without a smile. The
alley was built in 1980s by the architect Avraam Miletskyi. In 2009 it started to grow with
the funky additions of contemporary art sculptures.
In the sixth and seventh positions there are Dzhuryn Waterfall and Chervonohrad. The
Dzhuryn Waterfall is the largest waterfall of the flat part of Ukraine (16 m). However, this
waterfall is artificial. Now it is not clearly visible, and its origin is more a legend than truth.
It is believed that 400 years ago the Turks blocked the way of the Dzhuryn river to have
access to the castle on the land. Like all big waterfalls, the Dzhuryn Waterfall is popular
among tourists. On the hill in the middle of the valley there are ruins of the magnificent
Chervonohrad Castle (1820). Although the castle is called Chervonohrad (“hrad” means
"town") there is no town in this place anymore.
Askania-Nova is the eighth position. Askania-Nova is a unique biosphere reserve in the
Kherson Region. The reserve has existed for more than 100 years. The main purpose of the
reserve is to let the animals live in natural environment with minimal human influence.
Influence, but not contact, as Askania is visited by lots of tourists.
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Carpathian Mountains
Yuliia Dubrovska, Iryna Dovgun
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The Carpathian Mountains, a geologically young European mountain
chain forming the eastward continuation of the Alps. From the Danube Gap, near
Bratislava, Slovakia, they swing in a wide crescent-shaped arc some 900 miles (1,450
kilometres) long to near Orşova, Romania, at the portion of the Danube River valley called
the Iron Gate.
Materials and methods. These are the conventional boundaries of these arcuate ranges,
although, in fact, certain structural units of the Carpathians extend southward across the
Danube at both sites mentioned. The true geologic limits of the Carpathians are, in the west,
the Vienna Basin and the structural hollow of the Leitha Gate in Austria and, to the south,
the structural depression of the Timok River in Serbia and in Montenegro. To the
northwest, north, northeast, and south the geologic structures of the Carpathians are
surrounded by the sub-Carpathian structural depression separating the range from other
basic geologic elements of Europe, such as the old Bohemian Massif and the Russian, or
East European, Platform. Within the arc formed by the Carpathians are found the depressed
Pannonian Basin, composed of the Little and the Great Alfolds of Hungary, and also the
relatively lower mountain-and-hill zone of Transdanubia, which separates these two plains.
Thus defined, the Carpathians cover some 80,000 square miles (200,000 square kilometres).
Results and discussion. Although a counterpart of the Alps, the Carpathians differ
considerably from them. Their structure is less compact, and they are split up into a number
of mountain blocks separated by basins. The highest peaks, Gerlachovský Štít (Gerlach) in
the Carpathians (8,711 feet) and Mont Blanc in the Alps (15,771 feet), differ greatly in
altitude, and in average elevation the Carpathian mountain chains are also very much lower
than those of the Alps. Structural elements also differ. The sandstone–shale band known as
flysch, which flanks the northern margin of the Alps in a narrow strip, widens considerably
in the Carpathians, forming the main component of their outer zone, whereas the limestone
rocks that form a wide band in the Alps are of secondary importance in the Carpathians. On
the other hand, crystalline and metamorphic (heat-altered) rocks, which represent
powerfully developed chains in the central part of the Alps, appear in the Carpathians as
isolated blocks of smaller size surrounded by depressed areas. In addition to these features,
the Carpathians contain a rugged chain of volcanic rocks. Similar differences can be
observed in the relief of these two mountain systems, notably in the way that the processes
of erosion have occurred. The relief forms of the Alps today result for the most part from
the glaciations of the last Ice Age. These affected practically all mountain valleys and gave
them their specific relief character. In the Carpathians, glaciation affected only the highest
peaks, and the relief forms of today have been shaped by the action of running water.
Conclusions. The Carpathians are a popular tourist and recreation venue, especially for
the people of Poland, Hungary, Romania, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia. Tourist travel
from other countries is less developed, although a number of areas attract visitors from
abroad. Most important among these is Zakopane, a centre of sports activities, tourism, and
recreation, situated in Poland north of the Tatras. On the Slovak side of the Tatras, a similar
role is played by a number of localities, notably Tatranská Lomnica, Smokovec, and
Štrbské Pleso.
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Biodiversity loss
Mykhailo Holubtsov, Iryna Dovgun
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Biological diversity is the resource upon which families, communities,
nations and future generations depend. It is the link between all organisms on earth, binding
each into an interdependent ecosystem, in which all species have their role. It is the web of
life. The Earth’s natural assets are made up of plants, animals, land, water, the atmosphere
and humans.
Materials and methods. The loss of biodiversity or biodiversity loss is the ongoing
extinction of the species worldwide. The latter phenomenon can be temporary or
permanent, depending on whether the environmental degradation that leads to the loss is
reversible through ecological restoration ecological resilience or effectively permanent (e.g.
through land loss). Global extinction has so far been proven to be irreversible. Even though
permanent global species loss is a more dramatic phenomenon than regional changes in
species composition. Even minor changes from a healthy stable state can have dramatic
influence on the food web and the food chain insofar as reductions in only one species can
adversely affect the entire chain, leading to an overall reduction in biodiversity, possible
alternative stable states of an ecosystem notwithstanding. Ecological effects of biodiversity
are usually counteracted by its loss. Reduced biodiversity in particular leads to reduced
ecosystem services and eventually poses an immediate danger for food security.
Results and discussion. The current rate of global diversity loss is estimated to be a
1000 times higher than the (naturally occurring) background extinction rate and expected to
still grow in the upcoming years. Locally bounded loss rates can be measured using species
richness and its variation over time. Raw counts may not be as ecologically relevant as
relative or absolute abundances. Taking into account the relative frequencies, a considerable
number of biodiversity indexes has been developed. Besides richness, evenness and
heterogeneity are considered the main dimensions along which diversity can be measured.
As with all diversity measures, it is essential to accurately classify the spatial and temporal
scope of the observation.
Major factors for biotic stress and the ensuing accelerating loss rate are:
1.
Habitat loss and degradation.
2.
Climate change through heat stress and drought stress.
3.
Excessive nutrient load and other forms of pollution.
4.
Over-exploitation and unsustainable use (e.g. unsustainable fishing methods); we
are currently using 25% more natural resources than the planet.
5.
Invasive alien species that effectively compete for a niche, replacing indigenous
species.
6.
Land use intensification (and ensuing land loss/habitat loss) has been identified to
be a significant factor in loss of ecological services due to direct effects as well as
biodiversity loss.
Conclusions. As a conclusion I want to say that the wealth of the Earth’s natural assets
(plants, animals, land, water, atmosphere) are a crucial part for biodiversity and humanity,
for our hopes and plans for the bright future.
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Significance of extreme tourism and its development opportunities in Ukraine
Olena Chookhina, Olena Kokhan
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. In the world market of tourist services the extreme tourism is very
popular, as it does not require the significant financial costs and enables to increase the
offers of holiday packages, associated with active travel. Ukraine has significant potential
for the development of extreme kinds of rest, but it is not developed enough.
Materials and methods. Theoretical and methodological basis of research is the system
analysis of the problems of ensuring the competitiveness of the tourism industry.
Theoretical principles of economic science in the field of the effectiveness of extreme
tourism and management of tourist flows have been used for research .
Results. Ukraine with its resource potential is a country of almost unlimited
possibilities for the organization of active and extreme rest. Entertainment extreme is a new
competitive advantage for any tourist places or routes. In Ukraine there are many places for
the development of such areas, but today they are mostly in a state of advanced
development. That is why the study of the problems of extreme tourism and forecasting
further development require detailed study. This kind of tourism opens most beautiful parts
of the world, offers incredible opportunities, but always associated with danger, and
therefore requires good physical and psychological preparation. The most popular kinds of
extreme tourism: speleotourism, rafting, mountaineering and rock climbing.
Considering the extreme tourism scale in Ukraine, we should mention some regional
aspects. According to many authors, promising areas for the development of extreme
tourism in connection with suitable natural conditions, climate and topography are the
Ukrainian Carpathians and Precarpathians. The place of Safari in the region are:
Vyzhnytsya national park, national parks “Huzulschyna” and CBR. Aeronautics is
promising to be developed near the canyon valley of the middle reaches of the Dniester
River with beautiful views of historic sites of Khotyn and Kamenets-Podolsk fortresses.
Sports and extreme tourism are important means of promoting social and labor activities
that promote friendly relations between nations and strengthen peace.
One of the most extreme destination in the world is located in Ukraine. The guided
tours offer a safe passage through one of the most dangerous places on earth. Forbes
magazine has named Chernobyl one of the most unique places to visit and more and more
people then find their way into the hastily abandoned houses and weathered buildings.
Visitors are driven by bus to the ''forbidden zone'' to where only people with special
permission are allowed.
Conclusions. Despite the potentially great opportunities available, its social and
economic importance, extreme sports and tourism in Ukraine are underdeveloped.
Difficulties encountered in the development of extreme tourism are related to economic
problems of society, as well as the almost complete absence of the state and public support
of sport, imperfection and, in some cases, lack of modern regulatory-legal, methodological
and information base. The most promising regions of extreme tourism in Ukraine are the
Ukrainian Carpathians, Chernobyl and Pripyat, the Dniester and Dnieper rivers with their
rapid waters and lush valleys. The development of new, modern forms of extreme tourism
such as base-jumping and free ride will bring new tourists to the regions and promote their
development .
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Modern medical tourism
Kateryna Yampolska, Olena Kokhan
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Medical tourism is the provision of medical services for tourist abroad or
the combination of vocation and high-qualified health services. Medical tourism is welldeveloped in the world but it is still a new tendency. Nowadays there is a great selection of
health services with all the needed: accreditation, travel agencies and specialists of medical
tourism. This new tendency helps progressing of the health care due to developing new
technologies and services.
Materials and methods. Theoretical and methodological basis of research is the system
analysis of the problems ensuring the competitiveness of the tourism industry, theoretical
principles of economic science in the field of the necessity of medical tourism and
management of tourist flows.
Results. It is possible for everyone to find the best and the most qualified variant
because of the wide selection of services in medical tourism. The lead countries of health
services for Ukrainians are: the USA, Germany, Israel, Poland, Lithuania and Turkey. At
the same time Ukraine provides numerous health and wellness options for Middle Eastern
travelers from the Gulf and Arabic states, as well as it is one of the most beautiful vacation
destinations in the world. The increased demand for affordable and high-quality medical
care in Ukraine has produced some of the finest doctors and surgeons in the
region providing Middle Eastern, European and African travelers with top-quality options
where to choose from. The most popular, yet patient-centered, treatments services for
medical travellers are: Dental Care, Plastic and Cosmetic Surgery (including
reconstructive), Fertility Treatments and Reproductive Technologies, Cancer Care, Stem
Cell Technologies. All medical care in Ukraine is top-quality, and provides excellent
results.
Ukraine takes part in the global migration of the tourists of health services as a host.
More than 50 thousand foreign patients pay almost 125 million dollars a year for the
Ukrainian medical services. However, more than 150 thousand Ukrainians a year go abroad
for taking health services. Most of the foreigners (25%) visit Ukraine for sanatoriums and
SPA-centers which are a good value for money there. Also visitors (18%) are interested in
the Ukrainian dentistry and ophthalmology. The others try reproductive medicine, plastic
surgery, cardiac surgery and cellular technologies in Ukraine. That is because our country is
a cheap one comparing to the others.
Nowadays there are 35 cardiac surgery centers where the treatment is pure and safety (at
the European level) in Ukraine. However, surgery is not a common there : only 211 in 1
million of patients. Besides, a lot of Ukrainian surgeons have a qualification of The
European Association of Cardiac, there is no needed medical accommodations in Ukraine
for patients from Europe and the USA.
Conclusions. To summarize, medical tourism in Ukraine needs all-around
development: modern equipment, well-qualified doctors and surgeons and ,of course, the
reconditioning of hospitals and clinics. Moreover, the government should solve the problem
of submitting visas for the tourists from the Arabic countries for them to be able to visit
Ukraine as a country of health services.
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Mobile applications for tourists
Olga Yushchnko, Olena Kokhan
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Impeccable customer care and efficient operations can give a hospitality
related businesses a decided competitive advantage, and improved technology in the
hospitality industry allows these businesses to effect dramatic change in both areas. One of
the most recognized and oldest hospitality businesses in the marketplace today is the hotel.
Lodging establishments are not usually known as early adopters of IT advancements, but
the tremendous opportunities that exist for hotels and other hospitality businesses because
of technology cannot be ignored. The actual challenge is the search for new technologies in
field of hotel business as the hotel industry is one of the main components of the tourism
industry in Ukraine.
Materials and methods. The survey compared the level of hotel industry service in
Ukraine and Europe. It revealed that the level of development is much lower in our country.
The information base of research is statistical data and various types of surveys, etc.
Results. Nowadays all the tourists use gadgets that have become an integral part of our
life. The hospitality industry is innovating quickly, and swiping through menus on a tablet
or controlling the temperature of your suite using an iPod are becoming the new normal.
With the advancements, though come vulnerabilities, whether in the form of an app
crashing, or even something as simple as training guests on how to enter their rooms.
Hoteza Mobile is a mobile hotel app developed to improve communication with guests.
The product in just a few seconds downloaded to your smartphone and allows guests
quickly and easily enjoy all the hotel services without going to the reception. Using the app
increases sales of Internal services several times. One-touch guest can order any service: a
taxi, dinner in the room, a cup of coffee, maid service or addition to the minibar. The
convenient interface is set according to the corporate style of the hotel and includes
information sections, special applications, Flights timetable, the ability to control air
conditioning in the room, order room service, send messages to the reception, receive a
statement of account and other necessary data for a traveler, especially in the business trip.
KAYAK, a universal app that offers a range of useful features: search and booking of
airline tickets, hotel reservations, car rental. With features "Best Rate Guarantee" you will
never overpay for tickets or a hotel.
TripAdisor is a very large database of hotels and tourist objects. TripAdisor also lets
you know about what interesting places are around the hotel, what to see, where to go.
HotelsCombined can compare and book online any available hotel in one search. You
simply choose the best available option, offering high-end tourist sites around the world,
such as Booking.com, Expedia, Hotels.com, Agoda, Venere and many others.
Conclusions. Mobile applications have a positive effect. It has become much easier to
book rooms and other services. Customised Αpps play an important role for engaging and
attracting the customers and improve the major part of your hotel service mechanism. Apps
essentially let brands get closer to customers, increasing brand affinity, loyalty
and revenues. In the case of hotels, apps give guests the unique experience simplifying their
traveling.
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Culinary tourism – a growing trend in travel
Miroslava Korol, Olena Kokhan
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. In the last decade, there is emerging an exciting reason to travel. Often
referred to as “culinary tourism”, this emerging interest is visiting destinations primarily to
taste and experience different foods are rapidly growing in popularity.
Materials and methods. Common methods of culinary tourism coincide with the
scientific research methods. Such methods as theoretical and empirical research.
Results. Ten years ago “culinary tourism” was viewed as a form of special interest
tourism — a niche market that combined the best of travel with the enjoyment of
discovering new foods and beverages. Within the last decade the definition of culinary or
food tourism has evolved to include those people who travel almost exclusively to search
for and enjoy prepared foods and drink.
This may include all unique and memorable gastronomic experiences, not just those
promoted as a “must try this food” in destination marketing materials. The culinary tourist
is happy sampling foods prepared by the vast variety of specialty food trucks that are
multiplying across the world, the out of the way roadside stops, or tasting regional
appetizers made at a local bar. The World Food Travel Association is currently updating
their research that was conducted five years ago to learn more about the culinary tourist.
The 2016 research showed that Deliberate Culinary Tourists account for about 10% of
community visitors (travel focused primarily on food and wine), while another 10% travel
because food is important but not the only factor to the traveler.
Whatever their passion or wherever they travel in search of a culinary experience, the
culinary tourist is returning benefits to the local community — from helping the local
farmers, to creating new restaurants or dining experiences, overnight stays in local hotels,
and at the same time educating visitors about the local cultures and the way of life. One of
the biggest benefits is the development or expansion of local businesses, restaurants, guided
driving or walking tours, and authentic experiences that are a result of their quest for an
outstanding culinary experience. Travel is about collecting experiences and taking home
memories of the destination they visited.
Conclusions. Tourism has experienced rapid growing to become one of the fastest
increasing economic sectors in the world. With tourism individuals carry over various
cultural concepts of other cities or countries where they visit. Tourism can provide indirect
employment to the community. It has also a social benefit that it can bring a real sense of
pride and identity to communities and encourage the preservation of traditions.
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Some facts about red wine
Daryna Luchko, Iryna Dovgun
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Red wine is a type of wine made from dark-coloured (black) grape
varieties. The actual colour of the wine can range from intense violet, typical of young
wines, through to brick red for mature wines and brown for older red wines. The juice from
most purple grapes is greenish-white; the red colour comes from anthocyanin pigments
present in the skin of the grape. Much of the red-wine production process therefore involves
extraction of colour and flavour components from the grape skin.
Materials and methods. There are many types of red wines. If only one variety
(merlot, cabernet sauvignon) is mentioned on the label, then the wine is called varietal and
is named after the grape with a capital initial (Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon). Varietal wines
primarily show the fruit: how the wine tastes much depends on the grape variety.
Results and discussion. For Syrah there are such food pairings: meat (steak, beef, wild
game, stews, etc.) Syrah excels in California, in Australia, and in France’s Rhone Valley.
Typical taste in varietal wine is aromas and flavours of wild black fruit (such as
blackcurrant), with overtones of black pepper spice and roasting meat. The abundance of
fruit sensations is often complemented by warm alcohol and gripping tannins. Toffee notes
if present come not from the fruit but from the wine having rested in oak barrels. The
Shiraz variety gives hearty, spicy reds. While Shiraz is used to produce many average
wines, it can produce some of the world’s finest, deepest, and darkest reds with intense
flavours and excellent longevity.
Merlot is a key player in the Bordeaux blend, but it is also grown in Italy, Romania,
California, Washington State, Chile, Australia, etc. It is the fourth wine grape variety in
terms of coverage worldwide. Typical taste includes black cherry, plums and herbal
flavours. The texture is round but a middle palate gap is common. The Merlot type of wine
is less tannic (rough) than Cabernet Sauvignon.
Food pairing for Cabernet Sauvignon is simply prepared red meat. Cabernet Sauvignon
is planted wherever red wine grapes grow except in the Northern fringes such as Germany.
It is part of the great red Médoc wines of France, and among the finest reds in Australia,
California and Chile. Its typical taste is full-bodied, but firm and gripping when young. The
rich currant qualities of the Cabernet Sauvignon wine change to that of pencil box with age.
Bell pepper notes remain.
Food pairings for Malbec are all types of meat-based meals. Argentine Malbec suits
Mexican, Cajun, and Indian dishes, if you insist on having wine with such meals. Malbec
has its origins in the French Bordeaux region. It is grown as côt in the Loire Valley and
auxerrois in Cahors. Malbec has also been recognized as médoc noir or pressac again in
France. Malbec is widely grown in Argentina, where it is the most popular red grape
variety. It is also available in Chile, in Australia, and in the cooler regions of California.
Malbec characteristics vary greatly depending on where it is grown and how it is
transformed. Generally, it produces an easy-drinking style, well-coloured wine that tastes of
plums, berries, and spice. Malbec is often blended with other varieties such as cabernet
franc, cabernet sauvignon, merlot, and petit verdot to make Bordeaux style wines.
Conclusions. With hundreds of varieties of red wine grapes, there is as much red wine
information to learn about as there are red grapes planted in all corners of the globe.
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White wine
Oleksii Kanarskyi, Iryna Dovgun
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. White wine is wine whose colour can be straw yellow, yellow-green, or
yellow-gold coloured. It is produced by the alcoholic fermentation of the non-coloured pulp
of grapes that may have a white or black skin. It is treated to maintain a yellow transparent
colour in the final product. The wide variety of white wines comes from the large number
of varieties, methods of winemaking, and the ratio of residual sugar.
Materials and methods. White wine has existed for at least 2500 years. It has
accompanied economic development and colonized every country whose inhabitants are
wine drinkers: Europe, America, Oceania, although less systematically in Africa and Asia
due to climate and religious reasons. Some varieties are well-known such as the
Chardonnay, Sauvignon, and Riesling. Others have a discreet existence hidden behind the
name of a wine resulting from the assembly of several varieties. Tokay, Sherry, and
Sauternes are examples of these.
Results and discussion. Among the many types of white wine, dry white wine is the
most common. More or less aromatic and tangy, it is derived from the complete
fermentation of the wort. Sweet wines, whether moelleux or liquoreux wines are where the
fermentation is interrupted before all the grape sugars are converted into alcohol: this is
called Mutage or fortification.
Sparkling wines, which are mostly white wines, are wines where the carbon dioxide
from the fermentation is kept dissolved in the wine and becomes gas when the bottle is
opened giving a delicate foam beverage considered the festive wine par excellence.
Celebrated by writers, poets, singers and painters, white wine is used as an Apéritif during
the meal, with dessert, or as a refreshing drink between meals. They are more refreshing,
lighter in both style and taste than the majority of their red wine counterparts, making them
ideal for spring and summer occasions.
To produce white wine from red grapes it is necessary not to macerate the grapes, nor to
press too hard on the harvest to avoid the dissolving of the anthocyanins in the grape juice.
The skin contains a lot of cellulose, insoluble pectin and proteins, and organic acids: citric,
malic, and tartaric acids. The skin of the Sauvignon blanc B grape has a pH of about 4.15. It
also contains between 2 and 3% tannins. The flesh of the grape is the most important part –
it is between 75 and 85% of the weight of the grape. It consists of large polygonal cells,
which are very thin-walled. With a low pressure, the cells leak their contents: the wort. The
flesh of the grape contains mainly water. The organic components are fermentable sugars
(between 170-230 grams for a dry wine and between 200 and 300 grams per litre or even
more for Fortified wines) and organic acids, especially malic acid and tartaric acid. Acids
occur in larger amounts in the centre of the berry while the sugars are in greater proportion
at the periphery. The flesh is the major element of the wine, as it is the part that contains the
highest proportion of liquid. The flavours are much less present than in the skin.
Conclusions. When placed in the mouth white wine has a balance different from red
wine from which the tannic structure is removed. The balance is no longer based only on
alcohol and acidity: this is the factor that explains the difficulty of making a white wine.
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Healthy nutrition of students in Ukraine
Pavlo Novak, Anastasiia Braievska
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. Healthy eating of students is one of the most important problems of the
present that shapes the health and wellbeing of the nation as a whole. Objective of the work
is to examine and summarize the state of the components and of the influence of balanced
diet on the health of the students presented in the scientific literature. Research objectives
of the work is to establish effective ways of improving the impact of a balanced diet to
improve the health of students.
Materials and methods. Anonymous questionnaires of students were examined, in
which respondents indicated on the stench from their daily diet, the students were aged
from 17 to 24 years. Statistics of food research was conducted throughout the country.
Results. Analysis of recent researches and publications shows that the majority of the
population have impaired diet, menu almost no first serves, a lot of offal and dry
concentrates fast food, sandwiches, potatoes, pasta, tea, coffee, broken the number of meals
and the quantity. The dishes are dominated by cheap products with low biological value, it
is insufficient consumption of meat, dairy, fish products, vegetables and fruits.
Our vision of solution this problem lies in these seven laws.
1) the Law of quantitative adequacy of supply. The energy value of the ration should
meet the energy consumption of the body. Body weight should be optimal and have an
adult remain unchanged.
2) the Law of qualitative good nutrition. Sufficient quantity of all nutrients required
for plastic energy processes and regulation of physiological functions must be in the diet.
3) the Law of balance. The diet should be balanced on the content of various nutrients.
4) the Law of temporal distribution of food (diet). The food must be ingested at certain
times, at equal intervals of time. It is the best 4-5 meals a day.
5) the Law of adequacy. The composition of the food should meet not only individual
needs (energy consumption, gender, age), but the possibilities of the body (as digestion,
metabolism, health status).
6) the Law of aesthetic pleasure. Food should have a pleasant appearance, taste,
aroma.
7) the Law of food safety. Food should be healthy and safe, i.e., do not contain
pathogenic microorganisms, radionuclides, toxins, heavy metals.
Conclusions. The actual diet of most students are unbalanced because of many
nutrients. To solve the problem of balanced nutrition students in Ukraine taking into
account the latest achievements of nutrition is possible only under condition of
improvement of the state policy in the socio-economic sphere and combine the efforts of
food producers, traders, teachers, workers media to improve public health.
References
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Investigation of swelling starches in water
Andriy Zadniprianiy, Olexandr Prikhodko, Mihailo Lazarenko, Sergiy Bagliuk
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The use of different methods of starch processing enables significantly
alter its structure and properties. Hydrophilicity primarily belongs to these properties.
Starches with modified hydrophilic properties form a large group of modified starches that
tend to swell.
The study of the modified starches properties is topical. These properties have to satisfy
the technological requirements: serve as a thickener, stabilizer and gelling, have resistance to
high temperatures, and be well assimilated and meet sanitary requirements.
In the literature much attention is given to research the mechanism of processes of
different types of swelling starches. Scientists use chemical and physical methods of
research, but virtually ignore determine the optimal concentration of starch in relation to
water, which is the aim of our research.
Materials and methods. Samples for research were selected general purpose native
corn and potato starch and their modified starches.
The best methods of investigation system "starch - water" are mechanical and electrical
external force fields. For this, we used a mechanical method of free torsional oscillations and
dielectric method. We measured attenuation decrement (a measure of internal friction) and
electrical capacity (a measure of the electrical dipole-dipole interaction) starch concentration
in solution to determine the optimal ratio of solvent and starch.
Results. Results of research are dependent nonlinear. We have close to linear
dependence plot curves correspond to low and high concentrations of starch.. Between them
there is a point of inflection, which can be determined by continuing plot line or differentiate
curve by taking the first derivative. Maximum this curve will match the point of inflection.
Experimental curves can be divided into three zones. The first zone is characterized by
the complete swelling of starch particles in water, which are in a suspended state considering
its large number while their molecules are placed far apart from each other. This is
confirmed by low values of damping decrement and electric capacity of the solutions.
Swelling particles begin to touch each other in the second zone. This zone is
characterized by the increasing the level of intermolecular interactions, which is leading to
intensive growth of the damping decrement and capacity. Swelling is only tangentially. Thin
walls deformed, resulting form the outer bag swelling grain. The growth of this bag is not
associated with the occurrence of internal pressure and internal layers of peripheral rather
stretched. We believe this result: new molecules with dipole moments are formed on the
surface swelling grain. In Region III starch grains swell not completely, because there is no
sufficient solvent. They touch each other tight. We do not exclude that the surface of
differentiated and highly heterogeneous. Therefore, this system is very viscous, leading to a
sharp increase logarithmic decrement damping.
This system can be represented as a silicate grains that are in the gravitational field.
Fluctuations are aperiodic pendulum in such a system, which meets the final maximum
concentration of starch.
Therefore, the optimal concentration should be determined in the second area based on
the following considerations. The grains of starch are fully swelling grains in this field and
only tangentially touch each other. This state and region will characterize the optimal
concentration.
Conclusions. Thus, the use of physical methods of swelling process is appropriate to
determine the optimal concentration of starch in water.
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Use of nanotechnology in the production of ice cream
Olga Shumiak, Andriy Meshcheryakov, Volodymyr Nosenko, Svitlana Litvynchuk
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The work aims to clarify the benefits of using nanotechnology in the
food industry, namely, obtaining nano ice cream using cryogenic freezing at temperatures
below - 70 °C.
Materials and methods. Nanotechnology - harm or benefit? Consider the benefits of
nanotechnology for example nano ice cream. What are the advantages expects consumer?
Incredible taste, utility, unlike conventional ice cream and naturalness. The manufacturer
guarantees that this products contains no GMO, no chemical preservatives, and this ice
cream has a low fat content (4%), which greatly improves the nutritional properties of the
product. Feedback from consumers drawback is the high price of such products. It should
be noted that the naturalness of the product is not in doubt.
Results and discussion. As an object of research was chosen ice cream flavored
"cherry blast". It consists of water, maltodextrin, sugar, citric acid. It can be added natural
and artificial flavors: FDC & C Red №4 E129, blue №1 E133, less than 0.5% of mono- and
diglycerides, gums Throw bean tree E410, E412 guar gum, karrahenyn E407. The
advantages of using nanotechnology in the food industry are many, and is expected to
rapidly they grow. This new, rapidly progressing technology impact, in which every aspect
of the food system from production to processing, packaging, transportation, shelf life is
new. Obviously, the commercial use of nanomaterials in the food industry will grow
because of their unique and new features. Thus, the impact on health of various
nanomaterials in the food sector are important to society. Throughout the life cycle of
products, nutrition is critical to the production, safety and potential benefits of the food
consumed. Public acceptance of food and food products that contain nanomaterials, will
depend on their safety. The only international regulatory framework for nanotechnology in
food is mandatory to verify the quality of product produced. Experiments show that the
production ice cream like this, they used an ice with pieces of candy of cherry. Careful
analysis showed that nano ice cream may be present in small amounts of some
contaminants that adversely affect the health of diabetics.
Conclusions. Thus, the use of the results leads to the conclusion about the benefits
nano ice cream body, which is in doubt. Since neither benefit nor harm to the body of the
components is not proven. So the choice to use nano ice cream depends on you.
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Optimization of the chicken raw meat chopping process based on a comprehensive
quality index
Nаtalia Stukalska
National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine
Introduction. The paper is devoted to the scientific task solution of the chicken raw
meat chopping process optimizing by improving the rheological parameters of minced meat
and reducing the energy consumption of the grinding process, based on theoretical and
experimental research. To conduct an active experiment, an installation for optimizing
quality indicators was developed.
Materials and methods. Influence of the design parameters of the meat-chopper on
the quality indicators of the minced meat, as well as on the energy intensity of the grinding
process were experimental researched. The influence of the inclination angle of the edges
of knives and holes of knife grids on deformation, viscosity, dispersed composition, and the
coefficient of heterogeneity of grinding were determined. The influence of the screw
rotational speed and the feed force on the viscosity of minced meat, the moisture-binding
capacity, and the energy intensity of the process were determined experimentally.
Results and discussion. Based on the obtained dependences of the equipment design
parameters influence for the implementation of grinding processes on the energy
performance of these processes and the quality indicators of the minced meat, modernized
cutting tools for the meat-grinder with sharp edges of the knives cutting edges were
developed. Using of cutting tools with a sharp grinding angle and an angle of inclination of
the knife edge of 30 0 in comparison with standard working elements allows to reduce the
energy consumption of the grinding process by 30 ... 35% and extends the range of
functionality of these shredders.
Rational parameters of grinding processes of different types of chicken meat were
developed and justified.
It is established that the value of the complex quality index of minced meat from
chicken meat is increased in accordance with the change in the speed of rotation of the
screw, the diameters of the holes of the knife grate, the feed force of the raw material and
the angle of inclination of the knife edge.
The chicken fillet stuffing has a complex score of 0,74, which corresponds to the
evaluation of "good", provided that the screw speed is 150 rpm, the diameter of the grid
holes is 4,9∙10-3 m, the feed force is 14 N and the angle Tilt of the edge of the knife - 80 0.
Chicken drumstick minced meat provided that screw speed is 150 rpm, the diameter of
the grid holes is 5,3∙10-3 m, the feed force is 8,8 N, the blade angle of the blade is 300 has a
complex evaluation of 0, 68, which corresponds to the assessment of "good".
The minced meat of the fillet mix + chicken drumstick 1:1 has the best rheological and
physicochemical properties provided: screw speed is 150 rpm, the diameter of the grill
holes is 5,7∙10-3 m, the feed force is – 13,2 N, the angle of the knife edge is 32 0 and has a
complex score of 0,79, which corresponds to the "good" estimate.
Conclusions. Complex implementation of scientific developments into production by
developing, manufacturing and approbation of the modernized working parts of the meatgrinder in the production conditions of food enterprises and meat-processing shops were
done.
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